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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Graphene

In 1962, Boehm et al. looked for the thinnest possible fragments of reduced graphite
oxide and identified some of them as monolayers [1]. The term "graphene", combination
of the word graphite and the suffix that refers to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, was
introduced by Boehm et al. in 1986 [2, 3]. Theoretically, graphene had been studied even
before these experiments by P. Wallace [4], in order to understand the band theory of
graphite. Despite these early attempts, only in 2004 individual graphene layers could first
be deposited onto a substrate by Sir Konstantin Novoselov and Sir Andre Geim at the
University of Manchester [5].

The experimental and theoretical study of graphene, two-dimensional (2D) layer of
carbon atoms with honeycomb crystal structure as shown in Fig. 1.1, has become a major
issue of modern condensed-matter research. Being a material with unusual properties,
graphene has become as a target for this enormous scientific interest. Among others, linear
energy spectrum of low-lying quasiparticles confirmed by photoemission experiments [7],
the relativistic nature of carriers with no rest mass (Dirac fermions) and velocity 300
times smaller than the speed of light [8], high electron mobility [9], and observation of
the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) in monolayers [10, 11] and bilayers [12] can be
highlighted.

In addition to the relativistic nature of carriers, graphene is the first truly 2D crystal
ever observed in nature and possesses remarkable mechanical properties. Hence, many of
the unusual properties of quantum electrodynamics (QED) can show up in graphene that
have been developed in high-energy physics [13, 14].
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Figure 1.1: Graphene honeycomb crystal structure. Figure reprinted from Ref. [6].

In the presence of magnetic field, Dirac fermions behave in unusual ways (compared
to ordinary electrons) leading to new physical phenomena. The relativistic massless na-
ture of the energy dispersion in graphene results in striking differences between the quan-
tum Hall effect (QHE) observed in graphene and in conventional 2D systems [10, 11].
Apart being qualitatively different from the IQHE observed in silicon (Si) and gallium-
aluminum-arsenide (GaAlAs) (heterostructure) devices [15], the IQHE in graphene can
be observed even at room temperature [16, 17], while in non-relativistic systems it is ob-
servable only at low temperatures. The QHE in graphene occurs not at integer values as in
the conventional Hall effect, but at half-integer values with Landau levels dispersion pro-
portional to the square root of the magnetic field. Such anomalous behavior of the QHE
is due to large cyclotron energies of relativistic electrons and the electron-hole symmetry
in graphene.

Another interesting feature of relativistic electrons is their insensitivity to high po-
tential barrier. Dirac fermions, in some cases with 100% probability, can be transmitted
through a classically forbidden region [18, 19]. This is so-called Klein tunneling effect.
Therefore, electrons in graphene cannot be localized by an electric field produced by a
metallic gate. Klein tunneling in graphene was confirmed experimentally in 2009 [20,21].

Although many of the theoretical studies of graphene systems are done in the single-
electron approximation, the relativistic nature of quasiparticles plays an important role in
many-body effects in graphene, reviewed by Kotov et al. [22].

The study of optical properties of graphene started with investigation of optical prop-
erties of graphite intercalation compounds by Blinowski et al. [23] and Eklund et al. [24].
Recent progresses in fabricating and characterizing stable graphene nanostructures pro-
vides the opportunity to explore the various remarkable optical properties [25, 26]. The
experimental measurement of the absorption spectrum of graphene [27] determines that in
the photon energy range where electronic dispersion is linear, graphene suspended in air
absorbs 2.3% of incident light. This implies that the absorption coefficient for monolayer
graphene (MLG) is several orders of magnitude higher than similar layers of semicon-
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Graphene
layer

Quantum
dot layer

1 2 Repeat

1 and 2

Glass
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Figure 1.2: Layered graphene/CdS QDs on an ITO glass, using graphene as the electron
acceptor. Stacking several layers make the ISC and IPCE of the device to get substantially
improved. Figure reprinted from [36].

ductors such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) or germanium (Ge) [28]. The magneto-optical
absorption properties of graphene multilayers were theoretically studied by M. Koshino
et al. [29]. It was shown that the spectrum can be decomposed into subcomponents ef-
fectively identical to the MLG or bilayer graphene1 (BLG), allowing to understand the
spectrum systematically as a function of layer numbers.

1.2 Applications
Graphene is, in fact, a new class of low-dimensional systems, only one atom thick, with
vast potential for applications in future nanotechnology. Because of the unique elec-
tronic properties, briefly mentioned in the previous section, graphene is a promising new
material for electronic [30], chemical [31], electromechanical [32] applications. Some
potential applications in quantum information processing were also proposed. Graphene
has a very weak spin-orbit coupling, thus it is expected that the electron spin will have
a very long coherence time. Therefore, graphene-based nonostructures can be promising
candidates for spin qubits and future quantum information technology [33, 34].

Based on graphene, a new class of solar cells have been proposed [35]. In this new
solar cells, graphene is used as a electrode while using fullerene and carbon nanotubes
to absorb light and generate electrons and holes. The entire device is made of carbon
which is stable in a wide range of temperatures. Another promising photovoltaic device
consists of layers of graphene and cadmium sulfur (CdS) quantum dots (QDs) built upon
an indium tin oxide (ITO) glass support [36], as shown in Fig. 1.2. The effect of the

1Two coupled layers of graphene.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of a graphene FET device. Graphene is deposited on an isolated
material (e.g., SiO2) after which regular photolithographic patterning can be performed.
Figure reprinted from [40].

number of graphene/QD layers on the photocurrent and voltage was investigated, and a
substantial increase in the ISC (the short-circuit photocurrent density) up to 8 layers was
shown (reaches a maximum of 1.08 mAcm−2), while the VOC (the maximum open-circuit
voltage) held around 0.68 V for two or more layers. An efficiency value of IPCE2= 16%
is reported for graphene/QDs which is substantially improved in comparison to previous
versions of carbon/QD solar cells with IPCE ≤ 5%.

Graphene is an ideal material for sensors. After the isolation of graphene in 2004 [5],
graphene-based nanomaterials have been replaced with the most part of carbon nanotubes
in sensor applications [37,38]. Sensors based on graphene operate by measuring a change
in resistivity resulting from the adsorption of gas molecules. Each atom in graphene is
exposed to its environment allowing to sense changes in its surroundings. Possessing a
maximum ratio of the surface area to volume, resistivity of graphene can be influenced
by adsorption of molecules from surrounding atmosphere. This makes graphene a good
candidate for gas sensors [39].

Graphene’s unique properties of thinness and conductivity have led to global research
towards its applications as a semiconductor. The potential of BLG for band-gap engi-
neering makes it a good candidate for designing field effect transistor (FET) devices [40].
Figure 1.3 represents a schematic representation of such a device. Graphene transistors
could make smaller and faster electronic chips than those are achievable with silicon [41].
Eventually, more and more transistors could be placed onto a single microchip to offer
faster and more powerful processors for use in electronic equipments.

Graphene can also be a very good candidate to be used in organic light-emitting diodes
(OLED) [42]. OLEDs have an electroluminescent layer between two charge-injecting
electrodes, at least one of which is transparent. These diodes have been used in electronic
device display screens which require low power consumption. The conventional mate-
rial used in the OLED films is based on indium that is expensive. Replacing graphene

2Incident photon-to-charge-carrier conversion efficiency
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LED fabrication

Ni/Au
p-GaN

n-GaN
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GaN film/ZnO nanowalls
Graphene layers
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: Device schematics for inorganic LEDs incorporating graphene as a growth
substrate and cathode on the left (a), and as an anode on the right (b). MQW stands for
multi-quantum wells. Figure adapted from [44, 45].

with indium can reduce the cost. A number of recent publications report gallium nitride-
(GaN-) based ultra violet (UV) LED devices (Fig. 1.4) that use fewlayer graphene as a
transparent electrode [43, 44]. Graphene has better transparency to UV/blue light than
ITO, and its thermal conductivity (particularly for a given thickness) is advantageous for
improved heat distribution and extension of the lifetime of the device.

1.3 Fabrication of graphene
Since the first publication on the production and investigation of individual graphene sam-
ples [5], many various approaches for the synthesis of graphene have been elaborated.
One of the primary concerns in graphene synthesis is producing samples with high carrier
mobility and low density of defects. To date, there is no method that can match me-
chanical exfoliation in producing high-quality, high-mobility graphene flakes. However,
mechanical exfoliation is a time consuming process limited to small scale production. In
the following, I mention several experimental techniques and methods for fabrication of
graphene layers.

1.3.1 Micromechanical exfoliation
Graphite consists of parallel graphene sheets, weakly bound by Van der Waals forces.
According to the micromechanical exfoliation approach [5], graphene sheets are separated
from crystalline graphite either by rubbing small graphite crystals against each other or
by means of an adhesive tape whose further dissolution in acid leads to separation of
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1 mm1 mm

Figure 1.5: Monolayer graphene produced by mechanical exfoliation. Large sample with
length of 1 mm on Si/SiO2. Figure reprinted from [46].

individual graphene sheets. K. Novoselov, A. Geim and co-workers successively removed
layers from a graphite flake by repeated peeling [5, 37]. This technique allows separation
of high-quality graphene sheets about 10 mm in width and well suited for fundamental
research. Figure 1.5 shows flakes with sides of up to 1 mm in length generated by the
scotch tape method [46].

1.3.2 Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method
The method of CVD is widely used for the synthesis of carbon nanostructures. In CVD
method, carbon is supplied in gas form and a metal is used as both catalyst and substrate
to grow the graphene layer. This approach is based on the possibility of thermal catalytic
decomposition of gaseous hydrocarbons on the surface of some metals with the formation
of various nanocarbon structures. Utilizing some metals, e.g., nickel (Ni), ruthenium (Ru),
platinum (Pt) and iron (Fe) as a substrate, which also play the role of catalyst, one can
disassociate carbon precursors, e.g., CH4, and dissolve huge amounts of carbon at high
temperature. Upon cooling, the carbon segregates on a metal surface as graphene layer.
More detail of application of the CVD method to the graphene synthesis can be found in
Refs. [47, 48]. It was shown that by changing the thickness of nickel or growth time, one
can control the number of graphene layers. CVD method seems a promising technique
not only for fundamental research but also for technological applications. Recently, a
roll-to-roll process was used to produce graphene sheets with up to 30 inch diagonal [Fig.
1.6(a)] [49].

1.3.3 Graphite oxidation
Another approach to the production of graphene is sonication and reduction of graphene
oxide. According to this approach, inner graphite layers are oxidized as a result of the
action of strong gaseous oxidizers, primarily oxygen and halogens. This oxidation makes
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(b)

Figure 1.6: (a) A large continuous display of multiple CVD graphene sheets deposited on
a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate. (b) A graphene-based touch screen panel
connected to a computer with control software. Figure reprinted from. [49].

an enhancement in the interlayer distance in the crystal, and then, the interlayer bound
Van der Waals forces get weaker, so that, separation of graphene layers becomes easier. It
was shown that hundreds of micrometers in lateral size can be synthesized from graphene
oxide samples [50–52].

1.3.4 Thermal decomposition of silicon carbide
In this approach silicon carbide (SiC) wafers are heated in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) to
temperatures between 1000◦C and 1500◦C. This causes the Si desorbs from the material
and the remaining carbon forms layer(s) on the surface of SiC. Low-energy electron mi-
croscopy (LEEM) studies show that this carbon layer is graphitic and the technique could
be used to produce graphene (see Fig. 1.7) [53]. Using this method, Berger et al. produced
few-layer graphene [55]. Depending on the decomposition temperature, their samples
were formed between one and three layers. Their samples were continuous over several
mm with high mobility of carriers. This technique is capable of patterning films into
narrow ribbons or other shapes by using conventional lithographic techniques [53, 56].
Controlling the number of produced layers, repeatability of large area growths, and inter-
face effects with the SiC substrate are some issues of this method.

There are some other methods such as liquid-phase exfoliation of graphite, arc dis-
charge of graphite, molecular beam deposition, unzipping carbon nanotubes, and epitaxial
growth of graphene on a metal surface (see Refs. [57, 58] for the details).

1.4 Characterization of graphene
After producing graphene, now we need techniques to identify graphene and to character-
ize its structure. One of the popular techniques which can be used as characterization tool
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Figure 1.7: Graphene produced by thermal decomposition of SiC. (a) Atomic force mi-
croscope (AFM) image of graphene growth on SiC annealed at UHV. (b) LEEM image of
UHV grown graphene film. Figure reprinted from [54].
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Figure 1.8: Raman spectra of N = 1–4 layers of graphene on Si/SiO2 and bulk graphite.
Figure reprinted from [58, 60].
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is Raman spectroscopy based on the phonon spectrum of graphene. This method helps
us to determine the number of graphene layers and stacking order as well as density of
defects and impurities. There are three most prominent peaks in the Raman spectrum of
graphene (also the other graphitic materials): (i) The G band results from in-plane vibra-
tion of sp2 carbon at ∼ 1580 cm−1. (ii) The 2D band due to the two-phonon resonance
process at∼ 2680 cm−1. This peak play a prominent role in graphene in comparison with
bulk graphite. (iii) The disorder-induced D band in the graphene lattice at ∼ 1350 cm−1

which is not seen in highly ordered graphene layers. The number of defects in a graphene
sample can be determined using the intensity ratio of the G and D bands [59].

As illustrated in Fig. 1.8, the line shape of the 2D peak and its intensity ratio to the
G peak characterize the number of graphene layers. Very sharp and symmetric 2D peak
with an intensity greater than two times of the G peak is a MLG characteristic. The 2D
peak becomes broader, less symmetric, and decreases in intensity as the number of layers
increases [61].

1.5 Observation of electronic band structure
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is the most popular technique for
measuring the band structure of graphene. Unlike the other techniques which are sen-
sitive to the bulk of a material such as ACPAR 3, ARPES is very sensitive to surface
layers. In this technique photons of sufficient energy (20 - 100 eV) are shot at the sur-
face of graphene. Interacting between photons and electrons, give the electrons a chance
to obtain enough energy to overcome the work function of graphene. An electron ana-
lyzer measures the energy E of the photo-emitted electrons from the sample as well as
two degrees of freedom in angle, φ and θ. The direction of the final momentum, gives
information on the momentum dependence of the energy and thus the electronic band
structure.

Figure 1.9 shows the experimental band structure of graphene grown on top of SiC that
was reported by A. Bostwick et al. [62]. The energy dispersion exhibits a linear behavior
around the K (or K ′) valley which is in agreement with the theoretical prediction based
on the tight-binding model (TBM).

Some other characterization methods such as optical microscopy and electron mi-
croscopy have been discussed in more detail in Refs. [63, 64].

1.6 Graphene-based nanostructure systems
Confinement of carriers in graphene-based nanostructures is an essential requirement
to realize graphene electronic devices. Graphene is the first condensed matter system

3Angular Correlation of Electron Positron Annihilation Radiation
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Figure 1.9: Experimental band structure of graphene on top of SiC. The black curve is a
theoretical prediction obtained within the TB approximation. Notice that EF 6= ED due
to the substrate effect. Figure adapted from [62].

in which the Klein tunneling through a potential barrier was observed experimentally
[20, 21]. Observation of the Klein tunneling in graphene is due to the chiral nature of
massless Dirac fermions. As a result of this tunneling, it is difficult to confine elec-
trons by an electrostatic gate in graphene and thus, it cannot be used in digital electronics
that need large current on/off ratios. Finite gap and high mobility which allow for large
Ion/Ioff ratios, small losses, and high operating frequencies, are both very useful for the
design of FET. For example, a graphene nanoribbon-based FET realized in Ref. [65] with
an Ion/Ioff ratio of about 106 at room temperature. Therefore, a great deal of effort has
been directed towards opening a band gap in graphene without significantly affecting its
mobility. The problem of zero-energy gap can be solved by reducing the lateral size of
graphene. Due to the size quantization, an energy gap opens and finite-size semi-metallic
graphene becomes a semiconductor. Among graphene nanostructures, graphene nanorib-
bons and graphene quantum dots are of particular interest which are briefly reviewed in
this chapter.

1.6.1 Monolayer graphene nanoribbons
Graphene nanoribbons, which are 2D systems confined in one direction (strips of graphene),
are among the most studied mesoscopic graphene structures. As quantum confinement re-
lies on the geometric structure of the ribbon, for example, width of a nanoribbon and type
of its edges, the band gap can in principle be varied by designing, contrary to the fixed
band gap of a semiconductor-like silicon. This gap inversely proportions to the width of
a nanoribbon [66, 67].
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Figure 1.10: Structure of graphene nanoribbons with (a) zigzag and (b) armchair edges.
N defines the ribbon width and the arrows indicate the long direction of the ribbons.

Ideal ribbons with simple edge orientation and termination, of extremely narrow width
and isolated from any substrate influence, have been extensively studied. Simple edge ter-
mination is defined by the orientation of the ribbon respectively to the graphene lattice.
There are two types of a ribbon edge: armchair and zigzag edges (Fig. 1.10) which deter-
mine the properties of graphene ribbons. These two edges have a 30◦ difference in their
orientation within the graphene sheet. They were experimentally observed near single-
step edges on the surface of exfoliated graphite by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
and spectroscopy (STS) [68–71] and Raman spectroscopy [72–74]. Graphene nanorib-
bons may also have disordered [75] or more complicated regular types of edges [76].

Theoretical calculations predicted localized edge states with energies close to the
Fermi level for structures with zigzag edges [77–80]. In contrast, edge states are absent
for ribbons with armchair edges. Furthermore, the ferrimagnetic spin-polarized state of a
zigzag edge can be used for half-metallic conduction by applying an electric field in the
transverse direction of a nanoribbons [81]. A half-metal is a conductor whose charge car-
riers are fully spin-polarized. This is a very desirable feature with potential applications
to spintronics because it can be used to couple spin magnetization and current.

Zigzag nanoribbons

Many interesting properties of zigzag nanoribbons are related to the presence of edge
states which can induce a strong magnetic response [78, 79, 81].

Figures 1.11(a) and 1.11(b) show the density of states (DOS) and the energy band
structures of zigzag ribbons for two ribbon widths using TB calculations. A remarkable
feature in the band structure of zigzag ribbons is seen. The top of the valence band
and the bottom of the conduction band are always degenerate at k = π, thus, the gap
of the zigzag ribbons is always zero and the system is metallic. The degeneracy of the
center bands at k = π does not originate from the intrinsic band structure of the graphene
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Figure 1.11: Energy band structure E(k) and density of states D(E) for zigzag ribbons
of various widths, (a) N = 4 and (b) N = 10. Adapted from [86].

sheet. These two special center bands get flatter with increasing ribbon width, cf. Figs.
1.11(a) and 1.11(b). They correspond to states that are located at the edge of the ribbons
and known as edge states. The electronic energies and states may also be understood in
terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Dirac Hamiltonian (2.15) [82]. Numerical
calculations [83] confirm that the edge states are robust even if the graphene edge does
not have a clear zigzag edge.

First-principle calculations about edge states reveal that the zigzag nanoribbons are
a semiconductor with a gap of width dependency [81, 84]. The lowest-energy states are
edge states.

Edge states are also responsible for magnetism in zigzag nanoribbons. Magnetic or-
dering is predicted on the edges of narrow zigzag ribbons, with long-range ferromag-
netic polarization along each edge and antiferromagnetism across the ribbon of the edge
states [79, 84, 85]. Using the Hubbard model with the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (HF) ap-
proximation, show that the effect of the electron-electron (e–e) interaction can be lead to
spontaneous magnetic ordering near the edge of a zigzag nanoribbon [86]. As a function
of on-site Coulomb repulsion U (or e–e interaction), Fig. 1.12 shows the magnetization,
m, of zigzag ribbons for (a) N = 2 and (b) N = 10, which N is the number of zigzag
lines in the zigzag ribbon [see Fig. 1.10(a)]. The formation of spin-polarized (magnetiza-
tion) on the edge carbon atoms is a peculiar feature of the zigzag ribbons even for a small
U . The induced magnetization is due to the instability of a nearly-flat edge-state band.

While each edge of the nanoribbon exhibits ferromagnetic order, the coupling between
the magnetizations of the two edges is antiferromagnetic, i.e., the magnetization vectors
at the opposite edges are antiparallel [see Fig. 1.12(c)]. This result can be understood
by considering the following two points: Firstly, on-site Coulomb repulsion between two
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Figure 1.12: Coulomb-repulsion (U ) dependence of the magnetization m, for zigzag rib-
bons with (a)N = 2 and (b)N = 10. Here, t is the nearest-neighbor hopping parameter in
monolayer graphene. (c) Schematic magnetic structure of the zigzag ribbon with N = 10
at U/t = 0.1. Adapted from [86].

sublattices induce an antiferromagnetic correlation between them. On the other hand, in
case of the zigzag nanoribbon, the opposite edge sites always belong to different sublat-
tices.

Armchair nanoribbons

In case of armchair nanoribbons, both TBM and Dirac-Weyl equation calculations show
that the ribbon width determines whether the system is metallic or semiconducting [82,
86]. The electronic structures for different values of N are shown in Figs. 1.13(a) and
1.13(b). Here, N is the number of horizontal dimer lines of the armchair nanoribbon as
illustrated in Fig. 1.10(b). Explicitly, the ribbon is metallic for N = 3M − 1, where M
is an integer, and presents a gap otherwise. According to numerical study in Ref. [87],
the metallic state is unstable. This is due to the deformation of the carbon-carbon bonds
dangling at the edges that induces a gap value decreasing with width and oscillates with
N [76, 88]. Using the density-functional theory (DFT) [76], the gap values for some typ-
ical armchair nanoribbons of different widths are summarized in (c) panel of Fig. 1.13.
Results obtained from DFT calculations are consistent with the experimental measure-
ment reported in Refs. [66, 67].

Unlike the zigzag nanoribbons whose gap is very sensitive to the chemical structure
of the edges (edge functionalization), the armchair gap is robust against functionaliza-
tion [89]. Experimental [90–92] and theoretical [93–98] studies also show that transport
properties of the nanoribbons are affected most prominently by bulk and edge disorder,
transverse quantization, edge type, and interactions.
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Figure 1.13: Energy band structureE(k) and density of statesD(E) for armchair nanorib-
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armchair nanoribbons gap obtained from DFT calculations. Adapted from [76].

1.6.2 Monolayer graphene quantum dots

Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) are 2D systems in which the carriers are confined in two
directions i.e., zero-dimensional confinement. Because carriers in graphene are massless
and describe by the relativistic 2D Dirac-Weyl equation, physics of such QDs is com-
pletely different from that of usual semiconductor dots.

Besides fundamental insights, QDs (in both graphene and usual semiconductors) are
very promising candidates for applications in optoelectronics on the nanometer scale. For
instance, dots might be used in detectors, diodes, memory, laser devices, and spintronics.
Further, graphene-based QDs can be exceptional systems for spintronics applications due
to their long spin coherence time (in comparison with conventional semiconductor QDs)
which is a consequence of the very weak spin-orbit interaction in graphene. They are also
promising candidates for spin qubits and thus for future quantum computation [99].

There are two basic methods of defining a GQD: (i) In the first method, graphene
islands can be created by cutting flakes of graphene into the desired shape, geometry-
induced GQD. In this case, boundary conditions and chaotic behavior become relevant
[100, 101]. (ii) Alternative approaches exist for creating GQDs by using electric and
spatially inhomogeneous magnetic fields, field-induced GQD.

Geometry-induced GQDs After the discovery of graphene, a new class of QDs, i.e.,
graphene flakes, were realized [102]. Graphene flakes are disk-like materials with finite
size on nanometer scale. GQDs have been extensively discussed in the recent literature,
both from the theory side as well as from the experimental side. By etching, it is possible
to cut a graphene flake into the desired shape with a few tens of nanometers [103, 104].
Another method to realize GQDs is direct growth on metallic surfaces by use of CVD.
Examples of triangular and hexagonal GQDs grown, respectively, on surface of (a) nickel
(Ni) [105] and (b) Iridium (Ir) [106] are shown in Figs. 1.14.

Different types of dot geometries including triangular, hexagonal, rectangular and cir-
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(a) Ni (b) Ir

Figure 1.14: (a) Three-dimensional rendering of an atomic resolution STM image of a
triangular island of graphene on Ni(111). Adopted from [105]. (b) Image of a graphene
quantum dot on surface of Ir. Adopted from [106].
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Figure 1.15: Klein tunneling in a circular GQD with a uniform magnetic field. The dot
is defined by circular-symmetric potential U(r), which vanishes at the center of dot and
approach a finite asymptotic constant value and the magnetic field B is perpendicular
to the graphene sheet. As seen from (a)–(c), by increasing the magnetic field, Klein
tunneling is completely suppressed. Adopted from [130].

cular have been studied numerically, using the TB and DFT models [107–112]. Due to the
finite size of the GQDs, the energy levels are quantized and the studies demonstrate that
the electronic properties of GQDs are highly depended on the size, shape, and the edge
type of the dots. For example, in the presence of zigzag edges, the energy spectrum of
MLG QDs exhibits zero-energy levels while with armchair edges, the spectrum displays
an energy gap [107, 113, 114].

Field-induced GQDs Due to the absence of a gap in MLG, the charge carriers can
tunnel through arbitrarily high and wide potential barriers at normal incidence (Klein tun-
neling). An electrostatic potential in graphene leads to quasi-bound states, i.e., resonant
states [115, 116]. A spatially modulated Dirac gap in a graphene sheet can localize elec-
trons in graphene, thus enabling a GQD to be formed without the application of external
electric and magnetic field [117, 118]. Although theoretical works predict a gap opening,
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nanoribbon

Figure 1.16: (a) Schematic setup of the experimental performed in Ref. [136] in order
to investigate the transport behaviors of etched BLG nanoribbons. (b) AFM image of a
50 nm wide BLG nanoribbon fabricated using a nanowire mask. Adapted from [136].

about 50 meV wide, for MLG on a hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) substrate [119, 120],
but this is expected to be challenging experimentally. Furthermore, uncontrolled weakly
localized states, created by the substrate, induces disordered potentials in graphene on
SiO2 [121, 122] and in suspended graphene nanoribbons [123]. Imperfect confinement
can also be realized by p-n junctions [124]. However, the application of a magnetic
field can suppress Klein tunneling, leading to bound states. Controlled confinement by
a combination of magnetic and electrostatic fields has been investigated both theoreti-
cally [116, 125–127] and experimentally [128, 129]. Figure 1.15 illustrates the magnetic-
field-induced suppression of the Klein tunneling for an electron inside a dot.

For in-depth review on graphene nanostructures, including nanoribbons and GQDs, I
would like to mention the recent publications by A. V. Rozhkov et al. [130] and A. D.
Güçlü et al. [131] which focus on the theoretical aspects of graphene nanostructures.

1.6.3 Bilayer graphene nanostructures
Many macroscopic properties of BLG are similar to those of the monolayer samples.
In comparison to MLG, BLG may have some advantages due to its unique electronic
properties, such as the parabolic band structure, the electric-field-induced band gap, and
the distinctive Klein tunneling behavior. In particular, applying an external gate potential,
which breaks layer inversion symmetry, can open a tunable energy gap up to 250 meV
[40, 132–134] that can be exploited for electronic device applications.

Bilayer graphene nanoribbons

Nanoribbons prepared from BLG in both stackings4, i.e., AA and AB, are another popu-
lar object of research. Within the framework of the Landauer-Büttiker formalism, trans-
port between two overlapping MLG nanoribbons was studied by J. W. Gonzalez et al. in

4See Sec. 2.2.
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Ref. [135]. Both AA and AB types of stacking in the overlap region were discussed. Ex-
perimentally, transport behaviors of etched BLG nanoribbons, fabricated using nanowire
masks, was studied in Ref. [136]. The experimental setup and AFM image of wide BLG
nanoribbon are shown in Fig. 1.16. The effect of silicone substrate on nanoribbon electron
properties was investigated by Z. Zhang et al. in Ref. [137]. Suspended ribbon, i.e., hav-
ing no contact with the substrate, is another situation of a nanoribbon which is discussed
in Refs. [138, 139]

According to recent theoretical studies, BLG nanoribbons are predicted to exhibit
strong optical responses in the terahertz regime [140, 141] and also possess tunable mag-
netic properties [138, 142–144] for photonics and spintronics applications. However, re-
alizing of nanoribbons with smooth edges is a challenging task, and experimental efforts
in this way are ongoing [145].

Bilayer graphene quantum dots

Similar to MLG QDs, energy levels of BLG flakes with different geometries and edge
terminations have been recently addressed [146–149]. However, this is not the only
method to define a QD. In the other words, in addition to direct etching of a BLG sheet
into small pieces to define a BLG QD, a dot can be realized using position-dependent
external potential, either chemical (controlled doping of the surface) or electric (apply-
ing gate electrodes). While AB-stacking BLG QDs, have been studied theoretically in
Refs. [115,150,151] and experimentally realized by two different groups [152,153], there
is only, to our knowledge, one theoretical study on QDs in AA-stacking manner [154].

Breaking the symmetry between the layers through the use of, e.g., nanostructured
gates or spatially-varying doping, a gap opens up in the bulk BLG and transforms it into
a semiconductor with a tunable gap. Thus, such insulating environment can be used to
confine charge carriers [150]. It is worth to mentioning that applying the identical bias for
both layers does not open a gap and can not create bound states. However, it is possible to
realize quasi-bound states [115] with such potential barriers that become more localized
with applying magnetic field [151].

This method of creating QDs has two advantages: (i) The fabrication of QDs with
smooth edges, e.g., by direct etching of MLG or BLG flakes into small pieces, is a very
difficult task, thus such QDs have inherently the problem of edge disorder. In gated
BLG QDs the precise shape of the edges is no longer important because confinement
can be realized far away from the edges of the BLG sheet. (ii) Second advantage of this
approach is that the confinement can be tuned by varying the gate profile and its strength.
For instance, using an appropriately-designed gating system, M. Zarenia et al. [155] has
engineered a ring-shaped QD and studied its properties theoretically.
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1.7 About this work
During the last decade, as mentioned, a wide range of graphene dot geometries including
triangular, hexagonal, rectangular and circular have been studied theoretically and experi-
mentally in both MLG and BLG cases. For some applications, graphene multilayers may
have new advantages over the MLG due to possibilities for tuning their physical proper-
ties. For instance, the weak Van der Waals interlayer coupling in graphene multilayers
exert a significant influence on the energy levels leading to new properties distinct from
those of MLG QDs. Therefore, it will be interesting to investigate how the interlayer
coupling in graphene QDs with three or more stacked layers exhibit different properties
from BLG and MLG QDs. On the other hand, most graphene samples exfoliated from
graphite consist of islands of one or few layers of graphene. In these samples, the in-
fluence of junctions between different graphene regions play a significant role in their
transport and electronic properties. Among the various interesting physical properties of
graphene nanostructures, the main focus of present work lies on their electronic proper-
ties.

Regarding the mentioned points, the thesis is organized as follows:
After the introduction in the present chapter, chapter 2 recapitulates the band structure
and its implications on the electronic properties of both a bulk MLG and BLG. We focus
on those theoretical aspects of MLG and BLG that are relevant for our studies in this
thesis.

In chapter 3, we study the energy levels and bound states of hybrid monolayer-bilayer
graphene QDs. In this chapter, we propose two types of hybrid QDs: MLG-infinite BLG,
a circular MLG QD surrounded by an infinite BLG sheet and BLG-infinite MLG, a circu-
lar BLG QD surrounded by an infinite MLG sheet. Using the continuum model, i.e., solv-
ing the Dirac-Weyl equation, and applying zigzag boundary conditions at the monolayer–
bilayer interface, we obtain analytical results for the energy levels and the corresponding
wave spinors. The influence of a perpendicular magnetic and electric fields are also stud-
ied.

Analytical and numerical calculations, based on continuum and TB models, for the
confined states in ABC-stacked trilayer graphene QD are presented in chapter 4. First, a
general infinite-mass boundary condition of the Dirac equation is derived and applied to
calculate the electron and hole energy levels of a circular TLG QD in both the absence
and presence of a perpendicular magnetic field. Finally, the results are compared with
those obtained using a TB approach.

In chapter 5, we study the energy levels of electrostatically confined QDs in TLG with
the two most stable layer stackings, i.e., ABC and ABA stackings. The dots are modeled
as circular and confined by a truncated parabolic potential which is more realistic than
that in chapter 4. Here also, we investigate the energy levels in the presence or absence of
a magnetic field. Finally, we evaluate the oscillator strengths for both stackings.

The electron energy spectrum in MLG-BLG-MLG and in BLG-MLG-BLG structures
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are investigated chapter 6. We study the effect of a perpendicular magnetic field and elec-
tric bias in these structures with different types of monolayer-bilayer interfaces, zigzag
and armchair junctions.

Finally, chapter 7 concludes the work with highlighting the remarkable results of the
thesis and provides an outlook for further studies.





CHAPTER 2

Electronic properties of monolayer and bilayer graphene

This chapter reviews, briefly, electronic properties of monolayer and bilayer graphene
including important aspects of electronic band structure, effective mass model of Dirac-
like fermions, chirality and Klein tunneling. I discuss single-electron properties, effects of
applied electric and magnetic fields and the integer quantum Hall effect in both monolayer
and bilayer graphene.

2.1 Monolayer graphene

2.1.1 The carbon atom and graphene hybridizations

The ground state of carbon (C) atom possesses six electrons in the configuration 1s22s22p2,
which two electrons fill the inner shell 1s and is irrelevant for chemical reactions, and four
electrons occupy the outer shell, 2s and 2p. Electronic configurations of carbon in the: (a)
ground state and (b) excited state are shown in Fig. 2.1. In the case of the ground state,
two electrons lie in the 2s orbital and two of them in the 2p orbitals (2px and 2py). In
the presence of other atoms, such as hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), or other C atoms, carbon
atoms tend to form covalent bonds with their atoms. For this purpose, an electron from
the 2s orbital excites to the third 2p orbital, i.e. 2pz. A superposition of quantum states
|2s〉 with n |2pj〉 states form spn hybridization. For example, diamond arises from the
sp3 hybridization of carbon atoms.

The sp2 hybridization between one s orbital and two p orbitals leads to a trigonal pla-
nar structure oriented in the x-y plane with mutual 120◦ angles. This hybridization forms
σ bond between carbon atoms and the remaining 2pz orbitals, which is perpendicular to
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Figure 2.1: Electronic configurations of carbon in the (a) ground state and (b) excited
state. Panel (c) shows the schematic plot of graphene atomic bonds formed from valence
electrons.

the planar structure, can bind covalently with neighboring carbon atoms to form a π band.
The measured carbon-carbon distance is 0.142 nm.

2.1.2 Band structure

Monolayer graphene is a 2D honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms as shown in Fig. 2.2(a).
Note that the honeycomb structure is not a Bravais lattice, however, the structure can be
seen as a triangular Bravais lattice with a basis of two atoms per unit cell denoted by A
and B. We often call them as the A and B sublattice. The real space lattice vectors are
written as

a1 =
a

2
(
√

3, 1), a2 =
a

2
(
√

3,−1), (2.1)

where a = |a1| = |a2| = 0.246 nm is the lattice constant [156]. The vectors δj (j =
1, 2, 3) connect the three nearest neighbors in graphene lattice,

δl =
a

2
(

1√
3
, 1), δ2 =

a

2
(

1√
3
,−1), δ3 =

a√
3

(−1, 0). (2.2)

Primitive reciprocal lattice vectors b1 and b2 can be obtained from ai · bj = 2πδij as
follow

b1 =
2π

a
(

1√
3
, 1), b2 =

2π

a
(

1√
3
,−1). (2.3)

Physically, all sites of the reciprocal lattice represent equivalent wave vectors. The
first Brillouin zone is a hexagonal, as indicated by the yellow region in Fig. 2.2(b), where
the corners are called theK points. The six corners form two inequivalent group of points,
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Figure 2.2: (a) Graphene honeycomb lattice, where filled (open) circles indicate A (B)
sublattice. Vectors a1 and a2 are primitive-lattice vectors of length equal to the lattice
constant a, while δ1, δ2, and δ3 are translation vectors connecting the nearest-neighbor
atoms. The unit cell (green region) of graphene contains two atoms A and B. (b) Corre-
sponding reciprocal lattice with reciprocal-lattice vectors b1 and b2. The hexagonal first
Brillouin zone is shown as yellow region. The Dirac valleys K and K ′ are indicated in
the figure.

K and K ′, that may not be connected to each other by a reciprocal lattice vector. Their
positions are given by

K =
2π

a
(

1√
3
,
1

3
), K′ =

2π

a
(

1√
3
,−1

3
). (2.4)

As wee shall see, these points play an important role in the electronic properties of
graphene, as many interesting properties of graphene can be extracted from the low-
energy dispersion relation around these two points, K and K ′. The energy dispersion
of π electrons in graphene was first derived in 1947 by Wallace [4] within the TB approx-
imation. In general, an electronic wave function of graphene can be written as a linear
superposition of different Bloch wave functions Φl(r,k)

Ψ(r,k) =
∑
l=A,B

cl(k)Φl(r,k), (2.5)

where cl are coefficients of the expansion and the Bloch wave functions are given by

ΦA(r,k) =
1√
N

∑
RA

eik.RAφA(r−RA), (2.6)

ΦB(r,k) =
1√
N

∑
RB

eik.RBφB(r−RB), (2.7)
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where N is the number of unit cells, RA (RB) is the position of the atom A (B), and φA
(φB) is the 2pz orbital of the atom at RA (RB). The sum runs over all unit cells. With the
help of these wave functions, the energy eigenvalues E(k) of a Hamiltonian H is given
by

E(k) =
〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉

. (2.8)

In the nearest-neighbor approximation (each A site has three nearest B sites, and vice
versa), the energy eigenvalues can be obtained as [156–159]

E± =
ε2p ± γ0|f(k)|
1∓ s0|f(k)|

, (2.9)

where

ε2p = 〈φA (r−RA) |H|φA (r−RA)〉 = 〈φB (r−RB) |H|φB (r−RB)〉 , (2.10)

and is equal to the energy of the 2pz orbital. The nearest-neighbor hopping parameter γ0,
is defined as

γ0 = −〈φA (r−RA) |H|φB (r−RB)〉, (2.11)

and

f (k) =
3∑
l=1

exp(ik.δl)

= exp
(
i
[ kx√

3
+ ky

]a
2

)
+ exp

(
i
[ kx√

3
− ky

]a
2

)
+ exp

(
− ikxa√

3

)
= 2 exp

(
i
kxa

2
√

3

)
cos

(
kya

2

)
+ exp

(
− ikxa√

3

)
. (2.12)

The presence of nonzero s0 = 〈φA (r−RA) |φB (r−RB)〉 means that the orbitals on
adjacent atomic sites are not strictly orthogonal. E+ and E− refer to the conduction and
valence bands, respectively.

The parameters γ0 and s0 can be determined by fitting the TB energy dispersion to
that of obtained using a DFT approach or by comparing with experimental results, such as
spectroscopic measurements [160]. In Ref. [156], these values are given as γ0 = 3.033 eV,
s0 = 0.129, ε2p = 0. The latter, ε2p = 0, means that the zero of energy is set to be equal
to the energy of the 2pz orbital.

The energy dispersion (2.9) is plotted in Fig. 2.3(a) as a function of the wave vector
k. A cross-section view of the 2D band structure is shown in Fig. 2.3(b) where the bands
are plotted as a function of wave vector component ky along kx = 0. It consists of two
bands, the upper band (π∗ or conduction band) is completely empty while the lower one
(π or valence band) is completely filled. The interesting feature of the band structure is
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Figure 2.3: (a) Energy dispersion relation of MLG as a function of the wave-vector com-
ponents kx and ky, obtained within the TB approximation, Eq. (2.9). The nearest-neighbor
hopping γ0 = 3.033 eV, nearest-neighbor overlap parameter s0 = 0.129, and orbital en-
ergy ε2p = 0. Label Γ indicates the center of the Brillouin zone. (b) The plot shows a cut
through the band structure plotted along the ky when kx = 0 (dotted line in the inset).

that there is no band gap between the conduction and valence bands. In the absence of
any external potential the Fermi level is situated at zero-energy at the K and K ′ points,
called Dirac valleys, where the valence band touches the conduction band. In graphene,
there are six Dirac points, which two of them are inequivalent and therefore, the zero-
energy states are doubly degenerate. Near these points, the dispersion is linear and this
linearity leads to several unique electronic properties. Most transport properties of bulk
graphene are determined by the low-energy band structure near the Dirac points. We will
see that the electronic properties of graphene at low energies can be described by a Dirac-
like Hamiltonian. Neglecting the overlap integral between electron orbitals on adjacent
lattice sites, i.e., s0, the energy dispersion (2.9) leads to electron-hole symmetry E+(k) =
−E−(k), but in the presence of s0, the band structure displays a large asymmetry between
the conduction and valence bands that is most pronounced in the vicinity of the Γ point.

2.1.3 Continuum limit: the Dirac-like Hamiltonian
As noted above, the Fermi energy corresponds to ε = 0 at the Dirac valleys K and K ′.
The low-energy properties, corresponding to the electronic states near the Fermi energy,
can be described by expanding the wave vector k = K + q, such that |q|a � 1. In the
continuum limit and in the low-energy approximation, the Hamiltonian in the vicinity of
the K point is [158, 159]

HK
MLG = vF

(
0 px − ipy

px + ipy 0

)
, (2.13)
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where we introduced a momentum p = (px, py) = ~q and Fermi velocity vF =
√

3γ0a/(2~) ≈
106 m/s. Similarly, the Hamiltonian at the K ′ point can be obtained as

HK′

MLG = −vF
(

0 px + ipy
px − ipy 0

)
. (2.14)

By introducing the Pauli matrix σ = (σx, σy), the effective low-energy Hamiltonian in
Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) can be rewritten as

HK
MLG = vFσ.p = −[HK′ ]T , (2.15)

where T stands for transpose of matrix and the Pauli matrices are defined by

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
. (2.16)

The Hamiltonian, therefore, describes 2D massless fermions with a linear energy disper-
sion

E± = ±vF |p| = ±vF~|q|, (2.17)

for both K and K ′ valleys. E+ and E− refer to the conduction and valence bands, respec-
tively. Equation (2.15) is called the Dirac-Weyl equation which describes 2D massless
neutrinos in relativistic physics [161]. Here, instead of neutrinos, we have the relativistic
massless fermions which now the velocity of light is replaced by the Fermi velocity of
carriers, vF , in graphene.

While for electrons with mass m, we have the usual quadratic dispersion p2/2m, for
relativistic massless fermions in graphene the dispersion relation near theK andK ′ points
is linear, E± = ±vFp. Furthermore, Fermi velocity in graphene is constant but with
parabolic dispersion one obtain v = p/m =

√
2E/m, and hence, the velocity changes

with energy.
The eigenstates ofHK andHK′ are given by

ΨK
± =

1√
2

(
1
±eiϕ

)
, ΨK′

± =
1√
2

(
1

∓e−iϕ
)
, (2.18)

respectively, where + (−) sign indicates the conduction (valence) band and ϕ is the polar
angle of the momentum in the graphene plane with ϕ = arctan (py/px). The eigenstates
(2.18), corresponding to the effective Hamiltonians (2.13) and (2.14) in the vicinity of
the K and K ′ points, have two components, reminiscent of the two-component spinor of
spin-1/2. It should be noticed that this is not related to the physical spin of the electron.
It is a degree of freedom which relates to the A and B sublattices in each valley. This
degree of freedom is so-called sublattice pseudospin.
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2.1.4 Chirality in graphene
A relevant quantity used to characterize a particle in the field of high-energy physics is
helicity. The helicity of a particle is defined as the projection of its spin onto the direction
of propagation

ηq =
q

|q|
· σ, (2.19)

where, in this case, σ denotes the real physical spin of the particle. The helicity operator
is Hermitian and unitary operator with the eigenvalues η = ±1, which η = +1 means
that the spin projection of a particle is parallel to its momentum, and η = −1 means that
they are antiparallel. In the former case, we call the particles right handed type, (e.g.,
antineutrinos) and for the latter, the particles are left handed (e.g., neutrinos).

For graphene, the chiral operator (instead of helicity) projects the sublattice pseu-
dospin (instead of the real physical spin) onto the direction of motion. It is clear from the
definition of ηq that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (2.15) are also eigenstates of the
chiral operator with eigenvalues±1. For convenient, we rewrite the effective Hamiltonian
(2.15) as

Hτ = vF (τσxpx + σypy) , (2.20)

where τ = +1 and −1 denotes the K and K ′ valleys, respectively. By definition of a
pseudospin vector σ = (σx, σy, σz), and a unit vector n̂ = (τ cosφ, sinφ, 0), one can
rewrite the massless 2D Dirac Hamiltonian (2.20) as

Hτ = vFpσ.n̂ = vFpηq, (2.21)

which indicates that ηq = σ.n̂ can commute with this Hamiltonian. Thus, eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian (2.21) are also eigenstates of the chiral operator ηq, with eigenvalues±1,
i.e., ηqΨτ

± = ±Ψτ
±. Accordingly, electrons (holes) have a positive (negative) chirality or

helicity. The chirality values are good quantum numbers only near the Dirac points, as
long as the spectrum is linear and Eq. (2.15) is valid.

2.2 Bilayer graphene
Bilayer graphene is a material consisting of two coupled layers of graphene. The theo-
ries of electronic properties of the bilayer systems are built upon the knowledge of the
electronic structure of MLG. BLG can exist in three configurations: AA-stacking, AB-
stacking (or Bernal type), and twisted bilayer. In the AA stacking [162–164] each carbon
atom of the second layer is placed exactly above the corresponding atom of the first car-
bon sheet. In the AB stacked configuration, the layers are arranged such that one of the
atoms from the upper layer, e.g., A2, is directly above an atom from the lower layer,
e.g., B1, and the other two atoms, A1 and B2, do not have a counterpart on the other
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Figure 2.4: Schematics representation of the (a) crystal structure of AB-stacked BLG and
(b) interlayer coupling in it. Ai and Bi (i = 1, 2) are the layer sublattices, t ≈ 400
meV the interlayer coupling. Vectors a1 and a2 are primitive-lattice vectors and green
parallelogram indicates the unit cell with a basis of four atoms.

layer. In twisted BLG, the upper layer is rotated with respect to the lower layer by an-
gle θ [165–168]. While the AA-stacked BLG is not stable, the two latter especially the
Bernal phase, are more stable and have been studied both theoretically and experimen-
tally in many papers (see, e.g., the reviews [169,170]). In this chapter, we only review the
electronic properties of the Bernal-stacked BLG.

2.2.1 Band structure

In this section, we consider Bernal-stacked BLG which consists of two coupled layers of
graphene. As shown in Fig. 2.4, every B1 site from the lower layer couples directly with
anA2 site from the upper layer (dimer sites), whereas the other two atoms, A1 andB2, do
not have a counterpart in the other layer (non-dimer sites). In-plane hopping parameter
γ0, leads to the in-plane velocity vF =

√
3γ0a/(2~) ≈ 106 m/s as mentioned in the

previous section. On the other hand, nearest-neighbor interlayer hopping term, t = 0.4
eV, couples two layers of MLG via B1 and A2 atoms (see Fig. 2.4). Vectors a1 and a2

are the primitive lattice vectors with the length of lattice constant a. The unit cell of BLG
[Fig. 2.4(a)] includes four atoms with one pz orbital per each atom. Base on the theory of
TBM, we expect four bands in the BLG spectrum.

Similar to MLG, the fundamental features of the electronic band structure of BLG
can be extracted only by using of the TBM, which includes intralayer hopping parameter
γ0, and interlayer hopping term t. So, the effective Hamiltonian for description of the
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low-energy bands in BLG can be expressed as [158]

HBLG =


0 −γ0f (k) 0 0

−γ0f ∗ (k) 0 t 0
0 t 0 −γ0f (k)
0 0 −γ0f ∗ (k) 0

 , (2.22)

where f(k) is defined by Eq. (2.12). Eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (2.22) are given by

Eα
± = ± t

2

(√
1 +

4γ20 |f(k)|2
t2

+ α

)
, (2.23)

where + (−) refers to the conduction (valence) band and α = ±1.
Figure 2.5 shows the band structure of BLG. The two bands described by E1

± are
split away from zero energy by ±t at the valleys K and K ′. Notice that at these points
|f(k)| = 0. On the other hand, the lowest-energy bands described by E−1± , touch each
other at the K and K ′ points. Near the valleys K and K ′, where pa/~ � 1, we can use
the approximation γ0f (k) ≈ −vF (τpx − ipy) and then, in analogy with the MLG, the
effective Hamiltonian for BLG (2.22) takes the form

Hτ
BLG = vF


0 (τpx − ipy) 0 0

(τpx + ipy) 0 t 0
0 t 0 (τpx − ipy)
0 0 (τpx + ipy) 0

 , (2.24)

where τ = +1 and −1 corresponds to the the valleys K and K ′, respectively. Now, the
corresponding eigenvalues (2.23) can be rewritten as

Eα
± ≈ ±

t

2

(√
1 +

4v2F |p|2
t2

+ α

)
, (2.25)

which is the same for both valleys. The low-energy bands, described byE−1± , shows linear
behavior E−1± ≈ vfp at the large momenta (t � vFp < γ0) and displays quadratic form
E−1± ≈ ±v2Fp2/γ1 at the small momenta (near the zero energy).

2.2.2 The two-component Hamiltonian of bilayer graphene

In the present context, we express another effective two-component Hamiltonian of BLG
(2 × 2) which describes the low-energy limit, E � t, neglecting the upper bands. By
taking the four-component wave function Ψ = [ψA1, ψB1, ψA2, ψB2]

T and considering the
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Figure 2.5: The low-energy band structure of BLG obtained within the TB approximation,
Eq. (2.23). The plot shows the bands calculated along the ky axis intersecting points K,
Γ, and K ′ in the Brillouin zone, shown as the dotted line in the right inset. The left inset
shows a zoom-in of the band structure in the vicinity of the K ′ valley.

eigenvalue equationHΨ = EΨ for the Hamiltonian (2.24), one obtains

vFπ
†ψB1 − EψA1 = 0,

vFπψA1 + tψA2 = 0,

vFπ
†ψB2 + tψB1 = 0,

vFπψA2 − EψB2 = 0, (2.26)

where we have introduced π = τpx + ipy and π† = τpx− ipy, and have made an assump-
tion that the occupation of the dimer sites ψB1 and ψA2, which are connected via t, is zero
because of E � t. Therefore, only the electrons at the non-dimer atoms participate in the
low-energy processes. Making use of the second and third equations of Eqs. (2.26), one
may express ψA2 and ψB1 (dimer sites) in terms of the other two components

ψA2 = −vFπ
t
ψA1,

ψB1 = −vFπ
†

t
ψB2. (2.27)

Inserting these into the first and last equations of (2.26), we obtain

(vFπ
†)2

t
ψB2 + EψA1 = 0,

(vFπ)2

t
ψA1 + EψB2 = 0. (2.28)
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It is possible to rewrite the above equations in a matrix form with a two-component wave
function ψ = (ψA1, ψB2)

T and the two-component Hamiltonian

HBLG = − 1

2m

(
0 (π†)2

(π)2 0

)
, (2.29)

where the effective mass is defined as m = t/2v2F .

2.2.3 Tunable band gap in bilayer graphene
Both theoretical [132, 171–173] and experimental [174–177] studies show that breaking
of inversion symmetry, e.g., due to the application of a perpendicular electric field, would
lead to a gap between the conduction and valence bands at the valleys K and K ′. In BLG,
breaking the symmetry of layers in an easy and controllable way is possible by creating
a charge imbalance between the two graphene layers [133,134]. This noticeable property
of BLG makes it as a promising candidate for nanoelectronic applications.

Let us introduce the electrostatic potentials U1 and U2 applied to the lower and upper
layers of BLG, respectively. The Hamiltonian is given by

HBLG = vF


U1 (τpx − ipy) 0 0

(τpx + ipy) U1 t 0
0 t U2 (τpx − ipy)
0 0 (τpx + ipy) U2

 . (2.30)

Solving the secular equation det(H− EiI) = 0, we obtain the dispersion relation

Eα
± =

1

2

[
U1 + U2 ±

√
2 (t+ αΓ)2 + Ω

]
, (2.31)

where Γ = (1/2)
√
t2 + s2 + ∆U2(s/t)2, Ω = (1/2)

[
∆U2

(
2− s2/t2

)
+ s2 − t2

]
, ∆U =

U1 − U2, s = 2vFp = 2~vFk, and α = ±1.
Figure 2.6 shows the energy spectrum as a function of ky for U1 = U2 = 0 (blue solid

curves), U1 = −U2 = 100 meV (red dashed curves), and U1 = −U2 = 200 meV (green
dot-dashed curves). Notice that α = −1 (+1) produces the low-energy bands (the upper
bands). As we can see, the low-energy bands described by E−1± , split by a gap. At the
K valley, the splitting is given by |E+1

± (ky = 0)| =
√
t2 + ∆U2/4 for the high-energy

bands and by |E−1± (ky = 0)| = |∆U |/2 for the lower ones. The spectrum displays a
Mexican-hat shape for large electric fields, which implies that the true value of the band
gap, ∆g, occurs at the nonzero wave vector

kgy =
|∆U |
2~vF

√
∆U2 + 2t2

∆U2 + t2
, (2.32)
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Figure 2.6: Low-energy band structure of AB-stacked BLG in the absence of bias (solid
curves) and in the presence of two different values of bias, U1 = −U2 = 100 meV (red
dashed curves) and U1 = −U2 = 200 meV (green dashed-dotted curves).

with the value of

∆g = E−1+ (kgy)− E−1− (kgy) =
|∆U |t√

∆U2 + t2
. (2.33)

2.3 The relativistic quantum Hall effect
The discovery of a particular QHE [10] unveiled the relativistic nature of low-energy
electrons in graphene. At low temperatures and in strong magnetic fields, it is found
that the Hall conductance of a 2D electron system takes integer values of the quantum of
conductivity e2/h. As a basis for deeper understanding of this effect, we need to discuss
the influence of a perpendicular magnetic field on the energy levels of relativistic massless
2D fermions. Applying a perpendicular magnetic field to a 2D electron gas makes their
allowed energies to be only in discrete energy levels known as Landau levels (LLs) [178].
This discrete LL spectrum manifests in the integer QHE [179, 180].

2.3.1 Landau levels in monolayer graphene
In order to describe free electrons in a magnetic field, one needs to replace the canonical
momentum p by the gauge-invariant kinetic momentum p+ eA(r). Here, A is the vector
potential and the charge of the electron is−e. The Dirac-like Hamiltonian of MLG (2.13)
and (2.14) in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field, B = ∇ ×A = Bẑ, can be
written as

Hτ
MLG =

(
0 π†

π 0

)
, (2.34)
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Figure 2.7: Landau levels as a function of the magnetic fieldB, for (a) MLG, (b) unbiased
BLG (U1 = U2 = 0), and (c) biased BLG (U1 = −U2 = 20 meV). Only the first six LLs,
i.e., n = 0, 1 . . . 5, in each case are presented.

with the momentum operators π = vF (τpx + ipy) and π† = vF (τpx − ipy), where p =
−i~∇ + eA and A = (0, Bx, 0) is the vector potential in the Landau gauge. Due to
the translational symmetry along the y direction, resulting from the commutation relation
between H and py, i.e., [H, py] = 0, ky remains a good quantum number which allows
us to take ψ(x, y) = eikyy[ψA(x), ψB(x)]T as the two-component wave function. Solving
the Schrödinger equationHψ = Eψ, we receive at two coupled differential equations

− i~vF
[
τ
d

dx
+ (ky +

x

l2B
)

]
ψB(x) = EψA(x),

− i~vF
[
τ
d

dx
− (ky +

x

l2B
)

]
ψA(x) = EψB(x), (2.35)

where lB =
√
~/eB is the magnetic length. Decoupling the above equations, we obtain[
− ~2

2m

d2

dx2
+

1

2
mω2

0(x+ kyl
2
B)2
]
ψA(x) = E ′ψA(x), (2.36)

where m = 1/2, ω0 = 2~/l2B, and E ′ = (E2/v2F + τ~2/l2B). This is simply a one-
dimensional harmonic oscillator equation with the eigenvalues

E ′ = (n+
1

2
)~ω0, (2.37)

and the corresponding eigenfunctions

φn (x) = CnHn

(
x

lB
+ kylB

)
exp

(
− 1

2

[ x
lB

+ kylB
]2)

, (2.38)
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where Hn is the nth Hermite polynomial (n ≥ 0), and Cn = 1/

√
2nn!
√
π is the normal-

ization constant. The LLs of MLG can be obtained from Eq. (2.37) as

En = ±
√

2~vF
lB

√
n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (2.39)

where + and − refer to the conduction and valence bands, respectively. MLG LLs are
independent of the valley index and disperse as ∝

√
Bn as a function of the magnetic

field [see Fig. 2.7(a)]. This is different from conventional 2D semiconductor which the
LLs depend linearly on magnetic field, i.e., En = (n + 1/2)~ωc, where ωc = eB/m is
the cyclotron frequency [180]. The LL spectrum of MLG is fourfold degenerate, doubly
degenerate due to the valley factor and doubly degenerate due to the electronic spin. For
more detail see Refs [158, 159].

2.3.2 The integer quantum Hall effect in monolayer graphene

The IQHE in 2D electron systems is a manifestation of the LL quantization. In conven-
tional 2D semiconductor systems, the DOS condenses into a sequence of LLs at energies
En = (n + 1/2)~ωc, where n ≥ 0 is an integer numbering the LLs. If the system has
an additional degeneracy g (e.g., g = 2 for spin), each filled LL contributes with ge2/h
to the Hall conductivity resulting in plateaus at σxy = −N(ge2/h) where N is an inte-
ger and e2/h is the quantum value of conductance [179, 180]. Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b),
show the position of the LLs (marked by the peaks) and the density dependence of the
Hall conductivity σxy(n) for conventional 2D electron gas and MLG, respectively. The
factor gB/ϕ0 describes the LL degeneracy (maximum carrier density per LL of the sys-
tem) where ϕ0 = h/e is the flux quantum. In the case of 2D electron gas, each σxy step
coincides with the crossing of a LL and the distance between the σxy steps is gB/ϕ0 on
the density axis.

For MLG, the plateaus are located at half-integer values of ge2/h [10, 11, 181, 182]

σxy = −1

2
(2N + 1)

ge2

h
, (2.40)

instead of integer ones. Nevertheless, the step height is given by ge2/h as in the conven-
tional case. Here, g = 4 accounting for both spin and valley degeneracy. This behavior
can be linked to the fact that each LL in MLG is fourfold degenerate, including the zero
energy E0. Since zero energy is shared between the electrons and holes at the boundary, it
creates a step of height 4e2/h in σxy at zero density. This QHE in graphene was observed
experimentally [10].
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Figure 2.8: Hall conductivity as a function of carrier concentrations n, σxy(n): (a) con-
ventional 2D-electron gas, (b) MLG, and (c) BLG. B is the magnetic field, ϕ0 = h/e the
flux quantum, and and g the system degeneracy. The blue and orange peaks indicate the
LLs for electrons and holes, respectively. Figure adopted from Ref. [12].

2.3.3 Landau levels in bilayer graphene

In the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field and gate potentials applied to the upper
and lower layers, the BLG Hamiltonian (2.30) in the vicinity of theK point can be written
as

HK
BLG =


U1 π† 0 0
π U1 t 0
0 t U2 π†

0 0 π U2

 , (2.41)

with the momentum operators

π = −i~vF
[
∂

∂x
+
(
i
∂

∂y
− eB

~
x
)]
,

π† = −i~vF
[
∂

∂x
+
(
− i ∂

∂y
+
eB

~
x
)]
, (2.42)

in which we used the Landau gauge for the vector potential. Taking the solutions for the
spinor components in the form ψ(x, y) = eikyy[ψA1(x), iψB1(x), ψA2(x), iψB2(x)]T and
solving the Schrödinger equationHψ = Eψ, the x dependence of the spinor components
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are then described by [ d
dξ

+ ξ
]
ψB1 = (α− δ)ψA1,[ d

dξ
− ξ
]
ψA1 = −(α− δ)ψB1 + t′ψA2,[ d

dξ
+ ξ
]
ψB2 = (α + δ)ψA2 − t′ψB1,[ d

dξ
− ξ
]
ψA2 = −(α + δ)ψB2, (2.43)

where ξ = lBky + x/lB, α = ε − (u1 + u2)/2, δ = (u1 − u2)/2, and the dimensionless
energy quantities are ε = E/E0, u1,2 = U1,2/E0, and t′ = t/E0 with E0 = ~vF/lB. These
equations can be decoupled to obtain for ψB1[ d2

dξ2
− ξ2

]
ψB1 = γ±ψB1, (2.44)

where
γ± = −(α2 + δ2)±

[
(α2 − δ2)t′2 + (1− 2αδ)2

]1/2
. (2.45)

Using the ansatz ψB1(ξ) = f(ξ)e−ξ
2/2, Eq. (2.44) yields

d2f

dξ2
− 2ξ

df

dξ
− (γ± + 1)f = 0, (2.46)

where the solutions are the Hermite polynomials Hn(ξ), with

γ± + 1 = −2n, n = 0, 1, 2 . . . . (2.47)

The other spinor components can be obtained from Eqs. (2.43). After some algebraic
calculations, the LL spectrum of BLG is given by[

(α + δ)2 − 2(n+ 1)
][

(α− δ)2 − 2n
]
− (α2 − δ2)t′2 = 0. (2.48)

As seen from the above equation, for each integer n, there exist four states with nonequal
energies. For U1 = U2 = 0, Eq. (2.48) results in the LLs of an unbiased BLG. The explicit
solution is

En = ±
[
t2

2
+ (2n+ 1)E20 ±

√
(
t2

2
+ E20 )2 + 2nt2E20

]1/2
. (2.49)

Notice that for En = 0, there are two energy states with indices n = 0 and n = −1 [132].
In cases of n = 0 and n = −1, the wave function appears to include Hn(ξ) with negative
n, but corresponding coefficient vanishes [183,184]. By taking into account the electronic
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spin and valley degeneracy, the LL spectrum of BLG has fourfold degeneracy except for
the zero-energy states which are eightfold degenerate. This doubling of the degeneracy
of the zero-energy levels is reflected in the density dependence of the Hall conductivity
(see Sec. 2.3.4). In the biased BLG, the valley degeneracy is lifted [132], especially, the
zero-energy level splits in two levels independent of the magnetic field E0.−1 = −τU0,
where U0 = −U1 = U2 and τ = ±1 indicating the valley index.

Figures 2.7(b) and 2.7(c) show the first six LLs of unbiased (U1 = U2 = 0) and
biased (U1 = −U2 = 20 meV) BLG as a function of the magnetic field, B. One striking
feature in the biased spectrum is the appearance of crossings and energy minima in some
magnetic field regions shown in the insets of Fig. 2.7(c).

2.3.4 The integer quantum Hall effect in bilayer graphene
Figure 2.8(c) shows the Hall conductivity σxy(n) of BLG as a function of carrier concen-
trations n. BLG follows the conventional quantization of σxy = N(ge2/h), with degen-
eracy per level g = 4 due to the spin and valleys, except that the plateau at zero energy
is absent and the size of step around zero density is 8e2/h [12]. This can be explained by
the fact that the spectrum of BLG is similar to the one of conventional 2D semiconductor
except for an additional level at zero energy which leads to a doubled step height in σxy,
i.e., 8e2/h instead of 4e2/h.

2.4 Klein tunneling
In classical mechanics, a particle, whose its energy is less than the height of a potential
barrier, will be confined. In quantum mechanics, the notion of quantum tunneling de-
scribes the process whereby the wave function of a nonrelativistic particle can leak out
into the classically forbidden region. However, the transmission through such a potential
barrier decreases exponentially with the height and width of the barrier. For Dirac parti-
cles, the transmission probability depends only weakly on the barrier height, approaching
unity with increasing barrier height [19]. One can understand this effect by realizing
that the Dirac Hamiltonian allows for both positive energy states (called electrons) and
negative energy states (called holes). While a positive potential barrier is repulsive for
electrons, it is attractive for holes (and vice versa). For any potential barrier, one needs
to match the electron states outside the barrier with the hole states inside the barrier.
Matching between electron and positron wave functions across the barrier leads to the
high-probability tunneling described by the Klein paradox [185]. For an infinite barrier,
the transmission becomes perfect.

A more general study of the Klein paradox in MLG and BLG were discussed in nu-
merous papers [19, 186–189]. Here, we only present some general ideas. In the limit
of high barriers |V0| � E, the relation for transmission probability, T , in MLG can be
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Figure 2.9: (a) Schematic of the Dirac-electrons scattering by a rectangular potential
barrier of height V0 and width D. Schematic diagrams of the quasiparticles spectrum in
(b) MLG and (c) BLG. Black dotted lines indicate the Fermi level and the blue filled areas
show occupied states. The pseudospin denoted by vector σ is parallel (antiparallel) to the
momentum, k, of electrons (holes). Panels (d,e): Transmission probability T (φ), through
a D = 100 nm wide barrier as a function of the incident angle for (d) monolayer and (e)
bilayer graphene. Corresponding Fermi energy of incident electrons is ≈ 80 and 17 meV
for MLG and BLG, respectively. In each case, T (φ) is calculated for two different values
of the barrier height: (d) V0 = 200 meV (red curve) and V0 = 285 meV (blue curve), (e)
V0 = 50 meV (red curve) and V0 = 100 meV (blue curve). Adapted from Ref. [19].
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expressed as [19]

T (φ) =
cos2 φ

1− cos2 (qxD) sin2 φ
, (2.50)

where φ is the angle of electron wave with respect to the x axis and D is the width of the

barrier. qx =
√

(E − V0)2 /~2v2F − k2y , where E and vF (Fermi velocity) are the electron
energy and velocity, respectively. V0 is the barrier height and the y component of the
electron wave vector outside the barrier is ky = kF sinφ with kF = 2π/λ being the Fermi
wave vector.

The transmission probability T (φ), as a function of the incident angle, is shown in
Fig. 2.9(d) for MLG. Under resonance conditions qxD = Nπ, N = 0,±1, . . ., the barrier
becomes transparent (T (φ) = 1). For normally incident electrons, φ = 0, as seen in
Fig. 2.9(d), the transmission probability is always T (0) = 1. This feature is unique for
massless Dirac fermions.

A comprehensive study of chiral Klein tunneling in AB-stacked BLG with different
barrier configurations was analyzed in the review paper by T. Tudorovskiy et al. [189].
The angular dependence of T (φ) in BLG is plotted in Fig. 2.9(e). Again, transmission
resonances are seen at some incident angles. In contrast to MLG, the perfect reflection
(instead of the perfect transmission) is seen for massive chiral fermions in angles close to
φ = 0.





CHAPTER 3

Energy levels of hybrid mono-bilayer graphene quantum
dots

Often real samples of graphene consist of islands of both monolayer and bilayer graphene.
In this chapter1, bound states in such hybrid quantum dots are investigated for (i) a cir-
cular monolayer graphene quantum dot surrounded by an infinite bilayer graphene sheet,
and (ii) a circular bilayer graphene quantum dot surrounded by an infinite monolayer
graphene. Using the continuum model and applying zigzag boundary conditions at the
monolayer-bilayer graphene interface, we obtain analytical results for the energy levels
and the corresponding wave spinors. Their dependence on perpendicular magnetic and
electric fields are studied for both types of quantum dots. The energy levels exhibit char-
acteristics of interface states, and we find anticrossings and closing of the energy gap in
the presence of a bias potential.

3.1 INTRODUCTION
QDs in both monolayer and bilayer graphene have been the subject of intensive research
during the last few years, owning to their unique electronic and optical properties [33,
113, 114, 130, 146, 147, 151, 190–196]. Most graphene samples exfoliated from graphite
consist of islands of one or few layers of graphene [69, 71, 197]. In these samples, the
influence of junctions between different graphene regions play a significant role in their

1The results of this chapter were published as
M. Mirzakhani, M. Zarenia, S. A. Ketabi, D. R. da Costa, and F. M. Peeters, Phys. Rev. B 93, 165410
(2016).
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Figure 3.1: Schematic pictures of the proposed circular MLG-BLG hybrid QDs with
radius R. (a) MLG-infinite BLG QD: circular MLG dot surrounded by an infinite BLG.
(b) BLG-infinite MLG QD: circular BLG dot surrounded by an infinite MLG. The upper
pictures show a side view of the systems.

transport and electronic properties. It was shown that MLG-BLG hybrid systems exhibit
unusual transport properties due to the different quantum Hall states in the MLG and
BLG regions. [198] An unconventional Landau quantization was recently observed at
the interface of such hybrid systems [199]. The Landau levels of an infinite MLG-BLG
system were theoretically studied for both zigzag and armchair boundary conditions at
the 1D interface [184].

Here, we investigate a very different geometry and demonstrate that carriers can be
confined in MLG and BLG islands in a hybrid QD-like structure made of MLG-BLG
junctions. This novel type of QDs can be realized by the (accidental) nanostructuring of
one of the graphene layers in bilayer graphene. For convenience, we will restrict ourselves
to circular QDs. This will allow us to present analytical results, which we will compare
with a pure numerical approach. We propose the following two types of hybrid QDs:
MLG-infinite BLG — a circular MLG QD surrounded by an infinite BLG sheet [see Fig.
3.1(a)] and BLG-infinite MLG — a circular BLG QD surrounded by an infinite MLG sheet
[see Fig. 3.1(b)].

Taking the circular geometry with radius R for the QDs, we employ the continuum
model, i.e., solving the Dirac-Weyl equation, and obtain analytical results for the energy
levels and corresponding wave functions. We study the effect of both perpendicular elec-
tric and magnetic fields on the energy levels. For zero-magnetic field, we demonstrate
that MLG-infinite BLG, in contrast to the BLG-infinite MLG QD, exhibit confined states
in the presence of an external electric field.

If such a circular QD is cut out of BLG, one will have both armchair and zigzag edges.
However, in order to obtain analytical results for the energy levels and to observe features
brought by the zigzag edges in the spectrum, we will implement the zigzag boundary
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condition at the MLG-BLG junction in our continuum approach. Breaking the inversion
symmetry due to the interface and breaking the time reversal symmetry with a magnetic
field, the two Dirac valleys K and K ′, should be studied separately.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2, we consider MLG-infinite BLG QDs
in the (A) absence and (B) presence of a perpendicular magnetic field. In both cases, the
effect of an external electric field is studied. Section 3.3 concerns numerical results for
BLG-infinite MLG QDs. We conclude the chapter in Sec. 3.4.

3.2 MLG-infinite BLG quantum dots

3.2.1 Zero magnetic field
First, we investigate the energy levels of a circular MLG QD embedded in infinite BLG
[see Fig. 3.1(a)]. This system can be considered as an infinite BLG sheet where a circle
of radius R is cut out from its upper graphene layer. So we assume that one layer of
BLG, containing A1 and B1 sublattices, seamlessly continues to the MLG with A and B
sublattices, while the other graphene layer composed of A2 and B2 sublattices is sharply
cut at the boundary r = R.

We obtain the corresponding Hamiltonian in both MLG and BLG regions and by im-
plementing zigzag boundary conditions to one of the graphene layers at the MLG-BLG
interface, we calculate the energy levels. The dynamics of carriers in the honeycomb
lattice of covalent-bond carbon atoms of MLG can be described by the following Hamil-
tonian which in zero magnetic field is given by [200]

H = vFp · σ + U1I, (3.1)

where vF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity, p = (px, py) is the 2D momentum operator,
σ denotes the Pauli matrices, and U1 is the potential applied to MLG. We assume that
the carriers are confined in a circular area of radius R, with zigzag boundary. In polar
coordinates and dimensionless units, the Hamiltonian (3.1) reduces to the form

H =

(
u1 π+
π− u1

)
, (3.2)

with the momentum operator

π± = −ie±iτϕ
[
∂

∂ρ
± iτ

ρ

∂

∂ϕ

]
, (3.3)

where the dimensionless variables are ρ = r/R and u1 = U1R/~vF . r and ϕ are the
radial and azimuthal coordinates of the cylindrical coordinate system, respectively. The
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two valleys are labeled by the quantum number τ , which is τ = +1 for the K valley and
τ = −1 for the K ′ valley.

The Schrödinger equation becomes

HΨ(ρ, ϕ) = εΨ(ρ, ϕ), (3.4)

where the carrier energy E, is written in dimensionless units as ε = ER/~vF . The two-
component wave function has the form [201]

Ψτ (ρ, ϕ) = eimϕ
(

φτA(ρ)
ie−iτϕφτB(ρ)

)
, (3.5)

where m = 0,±1,±2, . . . denotes the angular momentum label. The components φA and
φB correspond to different sublattices A and B, respectively. Solving Eq. (3.4), the radial
dependence of the spinor components is described by[

d

dρ
− mτ − 1

ρ

]
φτB(ρ) = (ε− u1)φτA(ρ),[

d

dρ
+
τm

ρ

]
φτA(ρ) = −(ε− u1)φτB(ρ). (3.6)

Decoupling the above equations, we arrive at the Bessel differential equation for φτA:

ρ2
d2φτA(ρ)

dρ2
+ ρ

dφτA(ρ)

ρ
+
[
(ε− u1)2ρ2 −m2

]
φτA(ρ) = 0, (3.7)

with the solution
φτA(ρ) = CτJm(aρ), (3.8)

where a = ε − u1 and Cτ is the normalization constant. The second component of the
wave function can be obtained from Eq. (3.6) as

φτB(ρ) = −τCτJm−τ (aρ). (3.9)

Thus the wave function becomes

Ψτ (ρ, ϕ) = eimϕ
(

CτJm(aρ)
ieiτϕτCτJm+τ (aρ)

)
. (3.10)

The BLG region can be described in terms of four sublattices, labeled A1, B1, for the
lower layer and A2, B2, for the upper layer [see Fig. 3.1(a)]. The A1 and B2 sites are
coupled via a nearest-neighbor interlayer hopping term t ≈ 0.4 eV. The BLG Hamiltonian
in the vicinity of the K point, is given by (in dimensionless units) [132, 150]

HK = HK
0 + (∆u/2)σz, (3.11)
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with

HK
0 =


u0 π+ t′ 0
π− u0 0 0
t′ 0 u0 π−
0 0 π+ u0

 , (3.12)

where, t′ = tR/~vF , u0 = (u1 + u2)/2, ∆u = u1 − u2, and u1,2 = U1,2R/~vF , with U1

and U2 the potentials at the two layers. The operator σz is defined as

σz =

(
I 0
0 −I

)
, (3.13)

where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. The Hamiltonian at the K ′ point is obtained by
interchanging π+ and π− in Eq. (3.12).

The eigenstates of Hamiltonian (3.11) are four-component spinors [155]

ΦK(ρ, ϕ) =


φKA1(ρ)eimϕ

iφKB1(ρ)ei(m−1)ϕ

φKB2(ρ)eimϕ

iφKA2(ρ)ei(m+1)ϕ

 , (3.14)

where m is the angular momentum label. Solving the Schrödinger equation, the radial
dependence of the spinor components are described by[ d

dρ
− m− 1

ρ

]
φKB1(ρ) = (α− δ)φKA1(ρ)− t′φKB2,[ d

dρ
+
m

ρ

]
φKA1(ρ) = −(α− δ)φKB1(ρ),[ d

dρ
+
m+ 1

ρ

]
φKA2(ρ) = (α + δ)φKB2(ρ)− t′φKA1(ρ),[ d

dρ
− m

ρ

]
φKB2(ρ) = −(α + δ)φKA2(ρ), (3.15)

where α = ε−u0 and δ = (u1−u2)/2. These equations can be decoupled and we obtain
for φKA1: [

d2

dρ2
+

1

ρ

d

dρ
− m2

ρ2

]
φKA1(ρ) = γ2±φ

K
A1(ρ), (3.16)

where the potential-dependent eigenvalues are

γ± =
[
−(α2 + δ2)±

[
(α2 − δ2)t′2 + 4α2δ2

]1/2]1/2
. (3.17)
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The differential equation (3.16) is the known modified Bessel equation. Here we choose
the modified Bessel function of the second kind Km(γ±), as the appropriate solutions
vanishing at r →∞. Thus we have

φKA1(ρ) = CK
1 Km(γ+ρ) + CK

2 Km(γ−ρ). (3.18)

Using Eqs. (3.15), we obtain the other spinor components:

φKB1(ρ) =
1

α− δ

[
CK

1 γ+Km−1(γ+ρ) + CK
2 γ−Km−1(γ−ρ)

]
, (3.19)

φKB2(ρ) =
1

(α− δ)t′
[
CK

1

(
(α− δ)2 + γ2+

)
Km(γ+ρ) + CK

2

(
(α− δ)2 + γ2−

)
Km(γ−ρ)

]
,

(3.20)

φKA2(ρ) =
1

(α2 − δ2)t′
[
CK

1 γ+
(
(α− δ)2 + γ2+

)
Km+1(γ+ρ)

+ CK
2 γ−

(
(α− δ)2 + γ2−

)
Km+1(γ−ρ)

]
, (3.21)

where CK
j (j = 1, 2) are the normalization constants. The wave function for theK ′ valley

can be written as

ΦK′(ρ, ϕ) =


φK

′

A1(ρ)eimϕ

iφK
′

B1(ρ)ei(m+1)ϕ

φK
′

B2(ρ)eimϕ

iφK
′

A2(ρ)ei(m−1)ϕ

 . (3.22)

Solving the Schrödinger equation (3.4) for the K ′ valley and comparing with the differ-
ential equations (3.15), we find (φK

′

A1, φ
K′

B1, φ
K′

B2, φ
K′

A2) = (φKB2, φ
K
A2, φ

K
A1, φ

K
B1).

Now, we apply zigzag boundary conditions [184] at the MLG-BLG interface. These
conditions yield

Ψτ
A(ρ, ϕ) = Φτ

A1(ρ, ϕ)
∣∣∣
ρ=1

,

Ψτ
B(ρ, ϕ) = Φτ

B1(ρ, ϕ)
∣∣∣
ρ=1

,

0 = Φτ
B2(ρ, ϕ)

∣∣∣
ρ=1

, (3.23)

where τ = ±1, distinguishes the boundary conditions for the two valleys. The above
conditions lead to a system of equations from which we obtain the eigenvalues. For the
K point, with the help of the wave functions (3.10), (3.14), (3.18), and (3.19), we arrive
at

MK
0

 CK

CK
1

CK
2

 =

 −Jm(a) Km(γ+) Km(γ−)
Jm−1(a) b+ Km−1(γ+) b− Km−1(γ−)

0 c+ Km(γ+) c− Km(γ−)

 CK

CK
1

CK
2

 = 0,

(3.24)
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Figure 3.2: Energy levels of MLG-infinite BLG QD for m = 0,±1,±2,±3 as a function
of the dot radius R, in the presence of bias U1 = −U2 = 0.1 eV at the (a) K and (b)
K ′ valleys. The energy levels of the K valley (a) satisfy EK(m) = EK(−m). The solid
(dashed) curves are for m > 0 (m < 0)

where b± = γ±/(α− δ) and c± =
(
(α− δ)2 + γ2±

)
/(α− δ)t′.

The corresponding calculations for the K ′ point leads to

MK′

0

 CK′

CK′

1

CK′

2

 =

 −Jm(a) c+ Km(γ+) c− Km(γ−)
−Jm+1(a) d+ Km+1(γ+) d− Km+1(γ−)

0 Km(γ+) Km(γ−)

 CK′

CK′

1

CK′

2

 = 0,

(3.25)
where d± = c±γ±/(α+ δ). The nonzero eigenenergies are the solutions of det |MK

0 | = 0
and det |MK′

0 | = 0.
The zero-energy states can be investigated separately by solving Eqs. (3.6) and (3.15)

in the case of ε = 0 and U1 = U2 = 0. Applying the boundary conditions (3.23), one
finds zero energy states at the K (K ′) valley only for m ≥ 0 (m ≤ 0).

Returning to the nonzero eigenenergies for the unbiased case U1 = U2 = 0, we find
γ± = (−ε2 ±

√
ε2t′2)1/2 which is pure imaginary when |ε| > t′. In the interval |ε| < t′,

γ+ is real while γ− is pure imaginary. Requiring det |MK
0 | = det |MK′

0 | = 0, we find a
continuum energy band with no discrete levels and thus no confined states in the QD.

In the presence of bias, γ+ = γ∗− when |ε| < u1. For this interval we can select the
real (imaginary) part of the modified Bessel functionsKm(γ+) (Km(γ−)) as our solutions.
Figure 3.2 shows the energy levels with the angular momenta m = 0,±1,±2,±3 as a
function of the dot radius R, for the biased potential U1 = −U2 = 0.1 eV. An energy gap
appears between the conduction and valence bands. Notice that the band gap is given by
[202] ∆g = |4U |t/

√
4U2 + t2 (see the solid black horizontal lines in Fig. 3.2), coming

from the Mexican-hat shaped low-energy dispersion in pristine BLG. For ∆U � t, the
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Figure 3.3: Probability density corresponding to the states indicated by (1), (2), (3), and
(4) in the energy spectrum of Fig. 3.2 for R = 30 nm. Blue solid curves refer to layer 1,
and red dashed curves denote layer 2.

band gap is ∆g ≈ ∆U . For both valleys, the number of energy levels increases, as the
dot radius increases and the band gap decreases to zero. In both cases, each set of energy
levels are approximately equally spaced for fixed m. The energy spectrum corresponding
to the K valley [Fig. 3.2(a)] exhibits the symmetry EK(m) = EK(−m), which does
not hold for the K ′ valley levels. This is different from MLG [201] and BLG [151] QD
flakes in which the K and K ′ energy levels are degenerate at zero magnetic field. This
difference is due to the zigzag boundary condition applied to the MLG-BLG interface
which removes the layer symmetry and thus the valley symmetry in BLG. The energy
spectrum in Fig. 3.2(b) shows groups of energy levels with E ∼ +∆g/2 and m > 0.
These levels correspond to states that are mainly confined at the interface [see Fig. 3.3(c)].

Figures 3.3(a)–3.3(d) show the electron densities in each layer corresponding to the
points labeled by (1)–(4) in Figs. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b). The energy levels at the K valley [see
Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) for the levels (1) and (2)] show that the confinement is mostly in
the MLG QD, while for the energy levels corresponding to the K ′ valley [see Figs. 3.3(c)
and 3.3(d)] the carriers are confined in both MLG QD and at the MLG-BLG interface.
The set of energy levels with E ∼ +∆g/2 are interface states that are predominantly
confined along the zigzag edge of the second layer with low density in the dot area of the
first layer [see Fig. 3.3(c)].

3.2.2 Nonzero magnetic field
In the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field B = Bêz, one needs to replace the
canonical momentum p by the gauge-invariant kinetic momentum p + eA(r) in the
Hamiltonians (3.2) and (3.12). A(r) = (0, Br/2, 0) is the vector potential in the sym-
metric gauge. In the case of B 6= 0, it is more convenient to use the magnetic length
lB =

√
~/eB as the unit of length, facilitating the interpretation of our numerical results.

This results in the following dimensionless quantities, ξ = r/
√

2lB, ε = ElB/~vF , and
u1 = U1lB/~vF . In these units, π± in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.12) takes the form

π± = −ie±iτϕ 1√
2

[
∂

∂ξ
± iτ

ξ

∂

∂ϕ
∓ τξ

]
, (3.26)
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and the radial Dirac-Weyl equation for the spinor components of the wave function (3.5)
becomes

1√
2

[
∂

∂ξ
− (τm− 1)

ξ
− τξ

]
φτB(ξ) = (ε− u1)φτA(ξ),

1√
2

[
∂

∂ξ
+
τm

ξ
+ τξ

]
φτA(ξ) = −(ε− u1)φτB(ξ). (3.27)

After decoupling the above equations, we obtain[
−1

2

(
d2

dξ2
+

1

ξ

d

dξ
− m2

ξ2

)
+ (m− τ) +

ξ2

2

]
φτA(ξ) = (ε− u1)2φτA(ξ). (3.28)

Using the ansatz φτA(ξ) = ξ|m|e−ξ
2/2f(ξ2), Eq. (3.28) yields the confluent hypergeometric

ordinary differential equation

ξ̃
d2f(ξ̃)

dξ̃2
+
(
|m|+ 1− ξ̃

) df(ξ̃)

dξ̃
− 1

2

(
|m|+m− τ + 1− (ε− u1)2

)
f(ξ̃) = 0, (3.29)

where ξ̃ → ξ2. The solutions are the confluent hypergeometric functions of the first kind
1F̃1(a, b, ξ

2) with

a =
1

2
(|m|+m− τ + 1− (ε− u1)2), b = |m|+ 1. (3.30)

Then Ψτ
A becomes

Ψτ
A(ξ, ϕ) = Cτeimϕξ|m|e−ξ

2/2
1F̃1(a, b, ξ

2), (3.31)

where Cτ is the normalization constant. The second component of the wave function is
extracted from the second equation of Eq. (3.27)

Ψτ
B(ξ, ϕ) = −iCτ ei(m−τ)ϕ√

2(ε− u1)
ξ|m|e−ξ

2/2

{
2ξa 1F̃1(a+ 1, b+ 1, ξ2)

+
( |m|+ τm

ξ
+ (τ − 1)ξ

)
1F̃1(a, b, ξ

2)

}
. (3.32)

Using Eqs. (3.4), (3.11), (3.12), (3.14), and (3.26) in the new dimensionless units, the
radial dependence of the spinor components in BLG are described by

1√
2

[ d
dξ
− (m− 1)

ξ
− ξ
]
φKB1(ξ) = (α− δ)φKA1(ξ)− t′φKB2(ξ),

1√
2

[ d
dξ

+
m

ξ
+ ξ
]
φKA1(ξ) = −(α− δ)φKB1(ξ),

1√
2

[ d
dξ

+
(m+ 1)

ξ
+ ξ
]
φKA2(ξ) = (α + δ)φKB2(ξ)− t′φKA1(ξ),

1√
2

[ d
dξ
− m

ξ
− ξ
]
φKB2(ξ) = −(α + δ)φKA2(ξ), (3.33)
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where α = ε−u0, δ = (u1−u2)/2, u0 = (u1 +u2)/2, u1,2 = U1,2lB/~vF , ε = ElB/~vF ,
and t′ = tlB/~vF . U1 and U2 are the potentials on the two different graphene layers.

These equations can be decoupled to obtain for φKA1[
− 1

2

(
d2

dξ2
+

1

ξ

d

dξ
− m2

ξ2

)
+m+

ξ2

2

]
φKA1(ξ) = γ±(ε)φKA1(ξ), (3.34)

where,
γ± = α2 + δ2 ±

[
(α2 − δ2)t′2 + (1− 2αδ)2

]1/2
. (3.35)

Using the ansatz φKA1(ξ) = ξ|m|e−ξ
2/2f(ξ2), similar for the MLG region, we arrive at the

confluent hypergeometric ordinary differential equation with solutions 1F̃1(a±, b, ξ
2) and

U(a±, b, ξ
2), where

a± =
1

2
[|m|+m+ 1− γ±] , b = |m|+ 1. (3.36)

Now for the BLG region, we need to take the confluent hypergeometric functions of
the second kind U(a, b, x) which decays exponentially for r →∞. Then φKA1 becomes

φKA1(ξ) = ξ|m|e−ξ
2/2
{
CK

1 U(a+, b, ξ
2) + CK

2 U(a−, b, ξ
2)
}
, (3.37)

where CK
j (j = 1, 2) are the normalization constants. The other spinor components of

the wave function can be obtained using Eqs. (3.33) by inserting φKA1 and employing the
properties of the confluent hypergeometric function. The wave function at the K ′ point
can be obtained from (φK

′

A1, φ
K′

B1, φ
K′

B2, φ
K′

A2) = (φKB2, φ
K
A2, φ

K
A1, φ

K
B1).

Applying the boundary conditions (3.23) for the K point at the interface ξ = ξR =
R/(
√

2 lB) we arrive at

MK

 CK

CK
1

CK
2

 = 0, MK =

 m11 m12 m13

m21 m22 m23

m31 m32 m33

 , (3.38)

with the matrix elements

m11 = − 1F̃1(a; b; ξ2R),

m12 = U
(
a+, b, ξ

2
R

)
,

m13 = U
(
a−, b, ξ

2
R

)
,

m21 =
1

ε− u1

{
2ξRa 1F̃1

(
a+ 1; b+ 1; ξ2R

)
+

(|m|+m)

ξR
1F̃1

(
a; b; ξ2R

) }
,

m22 =
1

α− δ

{
2ξRa+U

(
a+ + 1; b+ 1; ξ2R

)
− (|m|+m)

ξR
U
(
a+; b; ξ2R

)}
,

m23 =
1

α− δ

{
2ξRa−U

(
a− + 1; b+ 1; ξ2R

)
− (|m|+m)

ξR
U
(
a−; b; ξ2R

)}
,
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m31 =0,

m32 =4ξ2Ra+(a+ + 1)U(a+ + 2, b+ 2, ξ2R) + 4
[
ξ2R − |m| − 1

]
a+U(a+ + 1, b+ 1, ξ2R)

+ 2
[
(α− δ)2 − |m| −m

]
U(a+, b, ξ

2
R),

m33 =4ξ2Ra−(a− + 1)U(a− + 2, b+ 2, ξ2R) + 4
[
ξ2R − |m| − 1

]
a−U(a− + 1, b+ 1, ξ2R)

+ 2
[
(α− δ)2 − |m| −m

]
U(a−, b, ξ

2
R). (3.39)

One can similarly obtain the corresponding matrix for the K ′ valley MK′ . The nonzero
energy levels are obtained from the condition det |MK | = 0

In order to find the solutions of the zero-energy states, one can solve Eqs. (3.27) and
(3.33) in the case of ε = 0 (U1 = U2 = 0). Applying the boundary conditions (3.23) at the
interface shows that zero-energy states exist for all angular momenta m, at the K valley,
and only for m < 0 at the K ′ valley.

Unbiased system

Figure 3.4(a) shows the energy levels as a function of magnetic field at the K (solid
curves) and K ′ (dashed curves) valleys when U1 = U2 = 0. The energy levels are shown
for the angular momenta, m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), and m = 1 (red) with QD
radius R = 30 nm. As mentioned before, the MLG-infinite BLG QD in the absence of
unbiased magnetic field displays a continuum energy band which is also apparent in Fig.
3.4(a). In this case, there are many degenerate zero-energy states at zero magnetic field
corresponding to all angular momenta for bothK andK ′ valleys. Increasing the magnetic
field, zero-energy degenerate levels for each m is lifted due to the breaking of the time
reversal symmetry. Breaking of the inversion symmetry due to the interface removes the
degeneracy of the K and K ′ valleys. The spectrum shows anticrossings, which is due to
the influence of the MLG-BLG interface. At high magnetic fields, the energy levels merge
into the LLs of MLG, (ε = ±

√
2n, n is the LLs’ number [184]). In a strong magnetic

field, the carriers become localized at the center of the MLG dot and will not be influenced
by effects due to the dot interface. It should be mentioned that electron-hole symmetry
exists for both valleys, because all matrix elements in MK [Eq. (3.38)] and MK′ are even
function of the dimensionless energy ε, when U1 = U2 = 0.

An enlargement around a particular anticrossing point is given in the inset of Fig.
3.4(a). The wave functions as well as the probability densities for the points labeled by
(b), (c), and (d) in Fig. 3.4(a) are shown in Fig. 3.4(b), 3.4(c), and 3.4(d). The upper
panels show the wave functions of layer 1 which are continuous in both MLG and BLG.
The wave functions of layer 2 are plotted in the middle panels. Point (b) corresponds to
confinement in both BLG regions and the MLG-BLG interface, while for the energy state
(d) the electrons are confined inside the MLG QD. Right at the anticrossing [i.e., point
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Figure 3.4: (a) Energy spectrum of unbiased MLG-infinite BLG QD (i.e., U1 = U2 = 0)
as a function of magnetic field for m = −1 (blue), m = 0, (green) and m = 1 (red)
with the dot radius R = 30 nm at the K (solid curves) and K ′ (dashed curves) valleys.
The inset is an enlargement of the black square box for a particular anticrossing of energy
levels in the K ′ valley. (b), (c), and (d) The wave functions and density probabilities
corresponding to the points (b), (c), and (d) of the inset in the upper panel. The upper
panels show the wave functions for layer 1, the middle panels display the wave functions
for layer 2, and the lowest panels show the density of the bound states in the two layers
for the K ′ valley.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic pictures of the terminated systems, MLG QD (left) and BLG
antidot (right). (b), (c) Energy spectrum of MLG-infinite BLG QD (black solid curves)
and the terminated systems, MLG QD (blue dashed curves) and BLG antidot (red dashed
curves) as a function of magnetic field for the two valleys (b) K and (c) K ′. The dot
radius is R = 30 nm and m = 1.

(c)] one finds confinement in both MLG and BLG.
Plateau-like features appear in the energy spectrum, that can be understood when

comparing the energy levels of terminated MLG QD and BLG antidot. Consider two
terminated systems, MLG QD and BLG antidot with zigzag edges as shown in Fig. 3.5(a).
The boundary condition is Ψτ

A = 0 for MLG QD and Φτ
B1 = Φτ

A2 = 0 for BLG antidot.
Figures 3.5(b) and 3.5(c) show the energy spectrum of MLG-infinite BLG QD (black solid
curves) and those of the terminated systems (dashed curves) at the two valleys K and K ′

for m = 1. The spectrum of MLG-infinite BLG QD resembles that of the terminated
systems with an energy gap opened at every crossing point. Such energy gaps at the
crossing points can be interpreted as due to the hybridization between MLG QD and
BLG states.

The energy levels of the lowest bound states for the unbiased system are shown in
Fig. 3.6 as a function of the dot radius for B = 10 T , and m = −1, 0, 1 at the K (solid
curves) and K ′ (dashed curves) valleys. For R → 0, the energy levels correspond to the
LLs of unbiased bilayer graphene given by [203]

ε = ± 1

E0

√
t2

2
+ (2n′ + 1)E20 ±

√
t4

4
+ (2n′ + 1)t2E20 + E40 , (3.40)

where, E0 = ~vF/lB, n′ = n + (|m| + m)/2, and n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., with m > 0 and
m < 0 states being degenerate. Increasing R, the LLs of BLG split for different valleys
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Figure 3.6: Energy states of unbiased
MLG-infinite BLG QD (U1 = U2 = 0) as
a function of the dot radius with B = 10
T, form = −1, 0, 1 at the valleysK (solid
curves) and K ′ (dashed curves).
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(breaking of inversion symmetry) as well as for different angular momenta (breaking of
time reversal symmetry) and approach the LLs of MLG. The energy levels corresponding
to the K valley in Fig. 3.6, demonstrate the merging of the nth BLG LLs at R → 0 to
the nth MLG LLs at larger R. For the K ′ energy levels, the nth LLs of BLG approach
the (n + 1)th LLs of MLG. Similar analysis is also available for the terminated systems,
illustrated in Fig. 3.5, exhibiting the appearance of plateau feature in the spectrum.

Biased system

The dependence of the spectrum on the magnetic field, at the two valleys K and K ′ for
a biased system with U1 = −U2 = 0.1 eV, are shown respectively in Figs. 3.7(a) and
3.7(b). The results are presented for m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), and m = 1 (red).
The energy levels show a band gap between the conduction and valence bands at the
K and K ′ points. For small magnetic field (B → 0), this band gap exhibits a divergence
when expressed in the units of ~vF/lB. Applying a gate potential breaks the degeneracy of
the lowest-energy states, and the spectrum becomes strongly dependent on m. However,
as the magnetic field increases, the magnetic confinement becomes important, as seen
by the lifting of the degeneracy of the states, and the energy levels approach the LLs of
MLG (see black dashed curves, i.e., ε = ±

√
2n + u1). Furthermore, both K and K ′

spectra show electron-hole asymmetry because of the breaking of inversion symmetry
due to the presence of the external gate potentials. The behavior of the electron states in
both valleys are qualitatively similar, but the hole states display different behavior which
for the K valley are nearly degenerate.

Results for the spectrum of localized states as a function ofR are shown in Fig. 3.8 for
the biased case, U1 = −U2 = 0.1 eV. The energy levels are plotted for angular momentum
labels, m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), and m = 1 (red) with B = 10 T at the valleys
(a) K and (b) K ′. When R → 0, for both valleys, energy levels coincide with the LLs of
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Figure 3.7: Energy spectrum of biased MLG-infinite BLG QD as a function of magnetic
field for m = −1, 0, 1 at the (a) K and (b) K ′ valleys with the dot radius R = 30 nm. The
black dashed curves depict the MLG LLs +u1. The applied bias is U1 = −U2 = 0.1 eV.

biased BLG as it should be. The LLs of biased BLG is determined by the equation [203]

[(α + δ)2 − 2(n′ + 1)][(α− δ)2 − 2n′]− (α2 − δ2)t′2 = 0. (3.41)

For small R, the lowest-energy levels become nearly degenerate, forming two energy
bands around ε = ±u1 = ±1.23. AsR increases, degeneracy of the energy levels is lifted
and finally they connect to the LLs of MLG subject to the external potential u1. Figure
3.9 shows the spectrum for terminated systems (dashed curves) and biased MLG-infinite
BLG QD (black solid curves) as a function of R at the valleys K and K ′ for m = 1. The
resemblance of the two different spectra are also evident for the biased case.

3.3 BLG-infinite MLG quantum dots

3.3.1 Zero magnetic field
In this section we choose the inverse of the previous QD system in which a BLG QD is
surrounded by an infinite MLG [see Fig. 3.1(b)]. This system can be considered as an
infinite BLG sheet in which a circle of radius R from its upper layer is left and the other
part is removed. Similar to the previous section, the Hamiltonian is solved for both parts
of the system and then we choose the appropriate wave functions to satisfy the extreme
conditions when r → 0 for bilayer dot and r → ∞ for MLG. Here, the modified Bessel
function of the first kind Im, and the Bessel function of the second kind Ym, are the
solutions for regions of the BLG QD and infinite MLG, respectively. As discussed before
(see Sec. 3.2.1), there is no unique linear combination of real or imaginary parts of Im(γ±)
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Figure 3.9: Energy spectrum of
MLG-infinite BLG QD (black
solid curves) and the terminated
systems, MLG QD (blue dashed
curves) and BLG antidot (red
dashed curves) as a function of
dot radius R, for the two valleys
(a) K and (b) K ′. The magnetic
field is B = 10 T and m = 1.
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and Ym(γ±) from which unique discrete energies can be obtained even in the presence of
bias. Thus there are no bound states in BLG-infinite MLG QDs for B = 0.

3.3.2 Nonzero magnetic field
In the presence of a magnetic field, the calculations are similar to those presented in
Sec. 3.2.2. To avoid repetition, we limit ourselves here to the numerical results. Similar
analysis for the case of zero-energy levels as in previous section, one finds that zero-
energy states exist only for m ≤ 0 at the K valley, and for all momenta at the K ′ valley.

Unbiased system

The dependence of the spectrum on magnetic field, for R = 30 nm and m = −1 (blue),
m = 0 (green), and m = 1 (red) at the two valleys K (solid curves) and K ′ (dashed
curves) is shown in Fig. 3.10(a). The inset shows an enlargement of the states for small
magnetic fields. As we see, for B ≈ 0, the energy levels coincide with the LLs of MLG.
The energy levels are nearly degenerate for m > 0 and m < 0 at very low magnetic
fields (0–0.1 T). As the magnetic field increases, the levels merge to form the LLs of an
unbiased infinite BLG sheet [black dashed curves, see Eq. (3.40)], which indicates that
the carriers become strongly localized at the center of the dot. The energy levels in Fig.
3.10(a) show that the LLs of MLG connect to LLs of BLG with the same Landau level
indices for the K valley. However, for the K ′ valley, the MLG and BLG LLs connect by
nML → nBL − 1.

The spectrum of terminated systems [in this case, BLG QD (red dashed) and MLG
antidot (blue dashed)] and the BLG-infinite MLG QD (black solid curves) are shown in
Figs. 3.10(b) and 3.10(c) at the two valleysK andK ′ form = −1. The oscillatory feature
in the energy levels can be understood in relation to the terminated systems as explained
in Fig. 3.5.

In Fig. 3.11, we show the dependence on R of the low-energy spectrum, at the two
valleys K (solid curves) and K ′ (dashed curves) for m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), and
m = 1 (red) with B = 10 T. The R → 0 limit corresponds to the case of MLG sheet,
and the spectrum agrees with the LLs of MLG with the levels being degenerate for all
angular momenta and for both valleys. When R increases, angular momentum as well
as valley-degenerate levels split, showing flat plateau features for certain ranges of dot
radius, and eventually merge into the LLs of unbiased BLG. The way of the LLs of MLG
and BLG are connected is similar to those discussed for Fig. 3.10.

Biased system

Figure 3.12 displays the energy levels for the biased case with U1 = −U2 = 0.1 eV
and R = 30 nm as a function of magnetic field for (a) K and (b) K ′ valleys. As in the
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Figure 3.10: (a) Energy spectrum of unbiased BLG-infinite MLG QD (i.e., U1 = U2 = 0)
as a function of magnetic field for R = 30 nm and m = −1, 0, 1 at the two valleys, K
(solid curves) and K ′ (dashed curves). Black dot-dashed curves are the LLs of unbiased
infinite BLG. The inset shows an enlargement of the energy levels for low magnetic fields.
Energy levels of BLG-infinite MLG QD (black solid curves) and the terminated systems,
BLG QD (blue dashed curves) and MLG antidot (red dashed curves) as a function of
magnetic field at the two valleys K (b) and K ′ (c) for m = −1. The dot radius is R = 30
nm.
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Figure 3.11: Energy levels of unbiased BLG-infinite MLG QD (U1 = U2 = 0) as a
function of dot radius R, for m = −1, 0, 1 at the two valleys, K (solid curves) and K ′

(dashed curves). The magnetic field is B = 10 T.
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Figure 3.12: Energy spectrum of biased BLG-infinite MLG QD (i.e., U1 = −U2 = 0.1
eV) as a function of the magnetic field for R = 30 nm and m = −1, 0, 1 at the two
valleys, (a) K and (b) K ′ . Black dashed curves are the LLs of a biased infinite BLG.

unbiased case, the spectrum is plotted for m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), and m = 1
(red). The energy levels show a band gap between the conduction and valence bands. For
very small values of B, the spectrum becomes degenerate and forms a continuum band.
However, as the magnetic field increases, the degeneracy of the levels is lifted for each
angular momentum (with the large shift for low lying states) and eventually approaching
the LLs of biased BLG (blacked dashed curves). For each value of m, the hole energy
levels show anticrossings when the energy levels approach the LLs of biased BLG. There
are some other features, e.g., electron-hole asymmetry, degeneracy lifting between the
states of the different valleys, and different behavior of the hole states in the K valley,
similar to MLG-infinite BLG QDs.

The spectrum as a function of R for the biased case with U1 = −U2 = 0.1 eV, is
plotted in Fig. 3.13 for the valleys (a) K and (b) K ′. The other parameters are the same as
for the unbiased case shown in Fig. 3.11. For R = 0, the spectrum corresponds to the LLs
of the MLG sheet, being degenerate for all m. With increasing dot radius, the degeneracy
of the levels for different m is lifted, and the levels connect to different LLs of BLG. The
results show that the low-energy LLs of MLG converge to the low-energy LLs of BLG,
as the dot radius increases, and they form two bands around these energies. It is also seen
that the hole states, in the case of the K valley, are approximately degenerate.

In graphene QDs, it is possible to define a scaling factor for the maximum of the
magnetic field by setting the dot size R equal to the cyclotron radius at the Fermi energy,
i.e., R = l2BkF [204]. Having E = ~vFkF and E = (~vFkF )2/t for the low-energy
dispersion of monolayer and bilayer graphene, respectively, one can obtain kF and con-
sequently the scaling factor with respect to the magnetic field and size of the confinement
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Figure 3.13: Energy spectrum of biased BLG-infinite MLG QD as a function of dot radius,
for m = −1, 0, 1 at the two valleys, (a) K and (b) K ′. The magnetic field is B = 10 T
and U1 = −U2 = 0.1 eV. The black dashed lines show the MLG LLs +u1.

area, i.e., RMLG = E/(evFB) for MLG-infinite BLG QD and RBLG =
√
Et/(evFB) for

BLG-infinite MLG QD.

3.4 Conclusions
Using the continuum model, i.e., solving the Dirac-Weyl equation, we obtained analytical
results for the energy levels and corresponding wave functions for two new types of QDs
in hybrid MLG-BLG systems: MLG-infinite BLG QDs and BLG-infinite MLG QDs.
We implemented the zigzag boundary condition at the MLG-BLG junction in order to
observe features brought by the zigzag edges in the spectrum. Both Dirac valleys were
investigated separately because of the breaking of inversion symmetry due to the presence
of the MLG-BLG interface.

No bound states are observed in both types of QDs when B = 0 and when no bias
potential is applied to the graphene layers. In biased MLG-infinite BLG QDs withB = 0,
bound states and the opening of an energy gap between the electron and hole energy
levels are found, and this gap closes when increasing the dot radius. The energy spectrum
corresponding to the K valley exhibits the symmetry EK(m) = EK(−m), which no
longer holds for the K ′ valley levels.

In the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field without bias, degeneracy of energy
levels is lifted. Increasing the magnetic field, the spectrum exhibits anticrossings and
the levels merge into the LLs of MLG which indicates that the carriers become strongly
localized at the center of the MLG QD. The anticrossings are due to the interplay of
confined states in both MLG and BLG region and at the MLG-BLG interface. In the
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presence of an external electric field, our results showed that the degeneracy of the lowest-
energy states are lifted at low magnetic fields and the opening of an energy gap is found.
Furthermore, both the K and K ′ spectrum show electron-hole asymmetry because of the
breaking of the inversion symmetry by the external potential.

For BLG-infinite MLG QDs, we found that there are no bound states with or without
external electric field when B = 0. Energy spectrum of unbiased BLG-infinite MLG
QDs for B 6= 0 showed that the degeneracy of the states is lifted, and for high magnetic
fields, the energy levels merge into the LLs of unbiased BLG. The biased case showed an
opening of energy gap.

Dependence of spectrum on dot radius in the MLG-infinite BLG QDs (BLG-infinite
MLG QDs) shows that in the R → 0 limit, the energy levels correspond to the unbiased
LLs of BLG (MLG). Increasing R, the LLs of BLG (MLG) split for different angular
momenta and approach the LLs of MLG (BLG). For the case of biased MLG-infinite
BLG QDs with B 6= 0, the energy gap for R→ 0 closes with increasing R.

The energy levels of the proposed new QDs can be investigated experimentally by
STM, which measures the local density of states (LDOS). From the LDOS, one can ob-
tain information about the position of the bound states and the localized electron/hole
distribution.





CHAPTER 4

Energy levels of ABC-stacked trilayer graphene
quantum dots with infinite-mass boundary conditions

In this chapter1, using the continuum model, we investigate the confined states and the
corresponding wave functions of ABC-stacked TLG QDs. First, a general infinite-mass
boundary condition is derived and applied to calculate the electron and hole energy levels
of a circular QD in both the absence and presence of a perpendicular magnetic field. Our
analytical results for the energy spectra agree with those obtained by using the TBM,
where a TLG QD is surrounded by a staggered potential. Our findings show that (i) the
energy spectrum exhibits intervalley symmetry Ee

K(m) = −Eh
K′(m) for the electron (e)

and hole (h) states, where m is the angular momentum quantum number, (ii) the zero-
energy LL is formed by the magnetic states with m 6 0 for both Dirac valleys, that is
different from monolayer and bilayer graphene QD with infinite-mass potential in which
only one of the cones contributes, and (iii) groups of three quantum Hall edge states in
the TB magnetic spectrum approach the zero LL, which results from the layer symmetry
in TLG QDs.

4.1 Introduction
The weak interlayer coupling in BLG QDs exert a significant influence on the energy
levels leading to new properties distinct from those of MLG QDs. Therefore, it will

1The results of this chapter were published as
M. Mirzakhani, M. Zarenia, D. R. da Costa, S. A. Ketabi, and F. M. Peeters, Phys. Rev. B 94, 165423
(2016).
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Figure 4.1: Schematic pictures of (a) couplings for ABC stacking in TLG, the mass po-
tential for (b) ring-shaped barrier, and (c) dot barrier. Yellow region indicates the mass
potential barrier.

be interesting to investigate how the interlayer coupling in graphene QDs with three or
more stacked layers exhibit different properties from BLG and MLG QDs. Despite the
considerable number of studies on MLG and BLG QDs, there is, to our knowledge, no
theoretical study on QDs in TLG. TLG QDs, similar to MLG and BLG QDs, can be
fabricated using etching techniques from exfoliated samples [205, 206].

The electronic properties of graphene QDs can be described by either a TBM or by
a continuum approach (i.e., solving the 2D Dirac equation) [114]. Applying appropriate
boundary conditions in the continuum model, the results are expected to be equivalent
with those from a TB approach in case of large sizes and low energies. Nearly 30 years
ago, Berry and Modragon derived infinite-mass boundary condition for the confinement
of neutrinos in a hard-wall billiard described by the Dirac-Weyl equation [207]. The main
advantages of this model are that (i) analytic results can be obtained and (ii) the results are
comparable [201, 208] to the TBM results for low energies and for particular edge termi-
nation. The infinite-mass boundary condition was previously employed to investigate the
energy levels of both MLG [201,209,210] and BLG QDs [195]. However, at present there
exist no derivation of the infinite-mass boundary condition for TLG and no investigation
of the energy levels in such TLG QDs.

In this chapter, by solving the Dirac-Weyl equation, we obtain the energy levels of a
circular QD in ABC-stacked TLG. A schematic picture of our system is shown in Fig.
4.1. First we derive the infinite-mass boundary condition for TLG. Confinement by a
local mass term, which can be induced by the substrate, in the Dirac equation opens an
energy gap between the electron and hole levels regardless of the shape of the dot. To
complement our study, we compare our analytical results with the energy levels of a TLG
QD surrounded by a mass potential media using the TBM.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Sec. 4.2, we derive the infinite-mass
boundary condition of the Dirac equation for TLG which can be used for any dot geometry
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in TLG. In Secs. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we use this infinite-mass boundary condition and solve
the Dirac-Weyl equation for a circular TLG QD in both the absence and the presence of
an external perpendicular magnetic field. We compare our results with those from the
TBM obtained for a circular TLG dot surrounded by a staggered potential in Sec. 4.3. We
conclude in Sec. 4.4.

4.2 Infinite-mass boundary condition
Here, we will generalize the infinite-mass boundary condition that was previously formu-
lated for MLG [201,209,210] and BLG [195] to TLG. The dynamics of carriers in ABC-
stacked TLG in the presence of a circular mass barrier can be described by [211–218]

H =


τ∆ π t 0 0 0
π† −τ∆ 0 0 0 0
t 0 τ∆ π† 0 0
0 0 π −τ∆ 0 t
0 0 0 0 τ∆ π
0 0 0 t π† −τ∆

 , (4.1)

with the momentum operators π = px + ipy and π† = px − ipy in polar coordinates

π = −i~vF eiθ
[
∂

∂r
+
i

r

∂

∂θ

]
, (4.2)

π† = −i~vF e−iθ
[
∂

∂r
− i

r

∂

∂θ

]
, (4.3)

where vF ≈ 106 m/s is the velocity of the carriers in TLG, and r and θ are the radial and
azimuthal coordinates, respectively. The two valleys are labeled by the quantum number
τ , where τ = 1 (τ = −1) stands for the K (K ′) valley. t ≈ 400 meV is the nearest-
neighbor interlayer coupling term and ∆ indicates a position-dependent mass term.

We note that, for TLG, the staggered potential induced by substrate might be smaller
in the middle and top layers of TLG. However, in order to obtain analytical expression
for the infinite-mass boundary condition and further to compare the energy levels with
TBM results (Sec. 4.3), we employ a simplified structure for the mass potential profile,
i.e., equal potential strength in all layers, within our calculations of both continuum and
TB approaches. As an alternative experimental approach, one may sandwich the TLG
by two substrates (i.e., one at the bottom and one on top). In this way, the strength of
the induced mass potential will be more uniform in all the layers. It is worth mentioning
that the experimental realization of such 2D heterostructures is practical within today’s
technology (e.g., see [219]). In fact, a substrate with different neighboring atoms, e.g.,
hexagonal boron nitride, is the appropriate substrate which can induce different mass
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potential on the neighboring carbon atoms, breaking the sublattice symmetry and thus
opening an energy gap. However, in the case of ABC-stacked TLG, the configuration of
the induced mass potential by the substrate is more complex: One may think that the A
and B sublattices from the neighboring layers (dimer sites) must "feel" the same potential
since they are on top of each other, but this implies a different potential between the dimer
sites from the bottom and top layers. Here, we model a simplified configuration for the
mass potential to open an energy gap and thus confinement in TLG.

We define the six-component wave function,

Ψ =



eimθφA1(ρ)

iei(m−1)θφB1(ρ)
eimθφB2(ρ)

iei(m+1)θφA2(ρ)

ei(m+2)θφA3(ρ)

iei(m+1)θφB3(ρ)

 , (4.4)

as the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (5.1), where m = 0,±1,±2, . . . denotes the angular
momentum label. The envelope functions φA1, . . . , φB3 correspond to different sublat-
tices A1, . . . , B3, respectively. Solving the Schrödinger equation HΨ = EΨ, the radial
dependence of the wave function is determined by the following set of coupled differential
equations: [

∂

∂ρ
− m− 1

ρ

]
φB1(ρ) = (ε− τ∆′)φA1(ρ)− t′φB2(ρ),[

∂

∂ρ
+
m

ρ

]
φA1(ρ) = −(ε+ τ∆′)φB1(ρ),[

∂

∂ρ
+
m+ 1

ρ

]
φA2(ρ) = (ε− τ∆′)φB2(ρ)− t′φA1(ρ),

[
∂

∂ρ
− m

ρ

]
φB2(ρ) = −(ε+ τ∆′)φA2(ρ) + t′φB3(ρ),[

∂

∂ρ
− m+ 1

ρ

]
φB3(ρ) = (ε− τ∆′)φA3(ρ),[

∂

∂ρ
+
m+ 2

ρ

]
φA3(ρ) = −(ε+ τ∆′)φB3(ρ) + t′φA2(ρ), (4.5)

where the radial distance ρ is in units of the dot radius R. The dimensionless variables are
ε = E/E0, t′ = t/E0, and ∆′ = ∆/E0 with E0 = ~vF/R. In order to obtain the infinite-
mass boundary condition, we solve Eqs. (4.5) inside the barrier region, 1− δ < ρ < 1 + δ
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(δ � 1), and apply the boundary conditions for the envelope functions at the boundaries,
i.e., ρ = 1− δ and ρ = 1 + δ. This gives us the following differential equations:

∂

∂ρ
φB1 =− τ∆′φA1 − t′φB2,

∂

∂ρ
φA1 =− τ∆′φB1,

∂

∂ρ
φA2 =− τ∆′φB2 − t′φA1,

∂

∂ρ
φB2 =− τ∆′φA2 + t′φB3,

∂

∂ρ
φB3 =− τ∆′φA3,

∂

∂ρ
φA3 =− τ∆′φB3 + t′φA2. (4.6)

Decoupling the system of equations (4.6), we obtain the following differential equation
for φB3:

τ

{
∂6

∂ρ6
− 3∆′2

∂4

∂ρ4
+ (3∆′4− 2t′2∆′2)

∂2

∂ρ2
+ (−∆′6 + 2∆′4t′2−∆′2t′4)

}
φB3 = 0. (4.7)

Considering Z = ∂2/∂ρ2, one can simplify the above equation as{
Z3 + α1Z

2 + α2Z + α3

}
φB3 = 0, (4.8)

where

α1 = −3∆′2,

α2 = 3∆′4 − 2t′2∆′2,

α3 = −∆′6 + 2∆′4t′2 −∆′2t′4. (4.9)

Equation (4.8) can be rewritten as

(Z − Z1)(Z − Z2)(Z − Z3)φB3 = 0, (4.10)

where Zj (j = 1, 2, 3) are the three roots of the cubic equation. The spinor component
φB3 is a solution of

d2φB3

dρ2
− ω2

jφB3 = 0, (4.11)

where ωj =
√
Zj . The solution for φB3 reads

φB3 = Feω1(ρ−1)+Ge−ω1(ρ−1)+Heω2(ρ−1)+Ie−ω2(ρ−1)+Keω3(ρ−1)+Le−ω3(ρ−1), (4.12)
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where F , G, H , I , K, and L are constants. The other spinor components can be obtained
using Eqs. (4.6) as follows:

φA3 = − 1

τ∆′

{
ω1Fe

ω1(ρ−1) − ω1Ge
−ω1(ρ−1) + ω2He

ω2(ρ−1) − ω2Ie
−ω2(ρ−1)+

ω3Ke
ω3(ρ−1) − ω3Le

−ω3(ρ−1)
}
,

φA2 = − 1

τt′∆′

{
Ω1Fe

ω1(ρ−1) + Ω1Ge
−ω1(ρ−1) + Ω2He

ω2(ρ−1) + Ω2Ie
−ω2(ρ−1)+

Ω3Ke
ω3(ρ−1) + Ω3Le

−ω3(ρ−1)
}
,

φA1 =
τ

t′2∆′

{
γ1Fe

ω1(ρ−1) − γ1Ge−ω1(ρ−1) + γ2He
ω2(ρ−1) − γ2Ie−ω2(ρ−1)+

γ3Ke
ω3(ρ−1) − γ3Le−ω3(ρ−1)

}
,

φB2 =
1

t′3∆′2

{
Ω1γ1Fe

ω1(ρ−1) − Ω1γ1Ge
−ω1(ρ−1) + Ω2γ2He

ω2(ρ−1)−

Ω2γ2Ie
−ω2(ρ−1) + Ω3γ3Ke

ω2
3(ρ−1) − Ω3γ3Le

−ω3(ρ−1)
}
,

φB1 = − 1

t′2∆′2

{
ω1γ1Fe

ω1(ρ−1) + ω1γ1Ge
−ω1(ρ−1) + ω2γ2He

ω2(ρ−1)+

ω2γ2Ie
−ω2(ρ−1) + ω3γ3Ke

ω3(ρ−1) + ω3γ3Le
−ω3(ρ−1)

}
,

where γj =

(
ω3
j − 2∆′2ωj +

∆′4 − t′2∆′2

ωj

)
and Ωj = (ω2

j −∆′2) with j = 1, 2, 3. These

solutions at the boundary ρ = 1− δ read

φI
A1(1−δ) =

τ

t′2∆′

{
γ1Fe

−ω1δ−γ1Geω1δ+γ2He
−ω2δ−γ2Ieω2δ+γ3Ke

−ω3δ−γ3Leω3δ
}
,

φI
B1(1− δ) = − 1

t′2∆′2

{
ω1γ1Fe

−ω1δ + ω1γ1Ge
ω1δ + ω2γ2He

−ω2δ + ω2γ2Ie
ω2δ+

ω3γ3Ke
−ω3δ + ω3γ3Le

ω3δ
}
,

φI
A2(1−δ) = − 1

τt′∆′

{
Ω1Fe

−ω1δ+Ω1Ge
ω1δ+Ω2He

−ω2δ+Ω2Ie
ω2δ+Ω3Ke

−ω3δ+Ω3Le
ω3δ
}
,
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φI
B2(1− δ) =

1

t′3∆′2

{
Ω1γ1Fe

−ω1δ − Ω1γ1Ge
ω1δ + Ω2γ2He

−ω2δ − Ω2γ2Ie
ω2δ+

Ω3γ3Ke
−ω3δ − Ω3γ3Le

ω3δ
}
,

φI
A3(1−δ) = − 1

τ∆′

{
ω1Fe

−ω1δ−ω1Ge
ω1δ+ω2He

−ω2δ−ω2Ie
ω2δ+ω3Ke

−ω3δ−ω3Le
ω3δ
}
,

φI
B3(1 − δ) = Fe−ω1δ + Geω1δ + He−ω2δ + Ieω2δ + Ke−ω3δ + Leω3δ, (4.13)

and at the other boundary ρ = 1 + δ, become

φIII
A1(1+δ) =

τ

t′2∆′

{
γ1Fe

ω1δ−γ1Ge−ω1δ+γ2He
ω2δ−γ2Ie−ω2δ+γ3Ke

ω3δ−γ3Le−ω3δ
}
,

φIII
B1(1 + δ) = − 1

t′2∆′2

{
ω1γ1Fe

ω1δ + ω1γ1Ge
−ω1δ + ω2γ2He

ω2δ + ω2γ2Ie
−ω2δ+

ω3γ3Ke
ω3δ + ω3γ3Le

−ω3δ
}
,

φIII
A2(1+δ) = − 1

τt′∆′

{
Ω1Fe

ω1δ+Ω1Ge
−ω1δ+Ω2He

ω2δ+Ω2Ie
−ω2δ+Ω3Ke

ω3δ+Ω3Le
−ω3δ

}
,

φIII
B2(1 + δ) =

1

t′3∆′2

{
Ω1γ1Fe

ω1δ − Ω1γ1Ge
−ω1δ + Ω2γ2He

ω2δ − Ω2γ2Ie
−ω2δ+

Ω3γ3Ke
ω3δ − Ω3γ3Le

−ω3δ
}
,

φIII
A3(1+δ) = − 1

τ∆′

{
ω1Fe

ω1δ−ω1Ge
−ω1δ+ω2He

ω2δ−ω2Ie
−ω2δ+ω3Ke

ω3δ−ω3Le
−ω3δ

}
,

φIII
B3(1 + δ) = Feω1δ +Ge−ω1δ +Heω2δ + Ie−ω2δ +Keω3δ + Le−ω3δ. (4.14)

In the limit of δ � 1 and by eliminating the coefficients F , G, H , I , K, and L, we obtain
the following equations

1

βKL

(
ΞIII
KL − ΞI

KL

)
=

1

αKL
tanh(ω3δ)

(
ΘIII
KL + ΘI

KL

)
,

1

βHI

(
ΞIII
HI − ΞI

HI

)
=

1

αHI
tanh(ω2δ)

(
ΘIII
HI + ΘI

HI

)
,

1

βFG

(
ΞIII
FG − ΞI

FG

)
=

1

αFG
tanh(ω1δ)

(
ΘIII
FG + ΘI

FG

)
, (4.15)

where

ΞI
KL =

ω1γ1
ω1γ1 − ω2γ2

[
φI
B3(1) +

t′2∆′2

ω1γ1
φI
B1(1)

]
− Ω1

(ω2
1 − ω2

2)

[
φI
B3(1) +

τt′∆′

Ω1

φI
A2(1)

]
,
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ΘI
KL =

τω1γ1
ω1γ2 − ω2γ1

[t′2∆′
γ1

φI
A1(1) +

∆′

ω1

φI
A3(1)

]
−

ω1γ1Ω1

ω1γ2Ω2 − ω2γ1Ω1

[t′3∆′2
Ω1γ1

φI
B2(1) +

τ∆′

ω1

φI
A3(1)

]
,

ΞI
HI =

ω1γ1
ω1γ1 − ω3γ3

[
φI
B3(1) +

t′2∆′2

ω1γ1
φI
B1(1)

]
− Ω1

(ω2
1 − ω2

3)

[
φI
B3(1) +

τt′∆′

Ω1

φI
A2(1)

]
,

ΘI
HI =

τω1γ1
ω1γ3 − ω3γ1

[t′2∆′
γ1

φI
A1(1) +

∆′

ω1

φI
A3(1)

]
−

ω1γ1Ω1

ω1γ3Ω3 − ω3γ1Ω1

[t′3∆′2
Ω1γ1

φI
B2(1) +

τ∆′

ω1

φI
A3(1)

]
,

ΞI
FG =

ω3γ3
ω3γ3 − ω2γ2

[
φI
B3(1) +

t′2∆′2

ω3γ3
φI
B1(1)

]
− Ω3

(ω2
3 − ω2

2)

[
φI
B3(1) +

τt′∆′

Ω2
3

φI
A2(1)

]
,

ΘI
FG =

τω3γ3
ω3γ2 − ω2γ3

[t′2∆′
γ1

φI
A1(1) +

∆′

ω3

φI
A3(1)

]
−

ω3γ3Ω3

ω3γ2Ω2 − ω2γ3Ω3

[t′3∆′2
Ω3γ3

φI
B2(1) +

τ∆′

ω3

φI
A3(1)

]
,

(4.16)

and

αKL =
ω1γ3 − ω3γ1
ω1γ2 − ω2γ1

− ω1γ3Ω3 − ω3γ1Ω1

ω1γ2Ω2 − ω2γ1Ω1

,

βKL =
ω1γ1 − ω3γ3
ω1γ1 − ω2γ2

− ω2
1 − ω2

3

ω2
1 − ω2

2

,

αHI =
ω1γ2 − ω2γ1
ω1γ3 − ω3γ1

− ω1γ2Ω2 − ω2γ1Ω1

ω1γ3Ω3 − ω3γ1Ω1

,

βHI =
ω1γ1 − ω2γ2
ω1γ1 − ω3γ3

− ω2
1 − ω2

2

ω2
1 − ω2

3

,

αFG =
ω3γ1 − ω1γ3
ω3γ2 − ω2γ3

− ω3γ1Ω1 − ω1γ3Ω3

ω3γ2Ω2 − ω2γ3Ω3

,

βFG =
ω3γ3 − ω1γ1
ω3γ3 − ω2γ2

− ω2
3 − ω2

1

ω2
3 − ω2

2

.

(4.17)

The parameters ΞIII
i (ΘIII

i ) have the same form as ΞI
i (ΘI

i) with the wave spinors given at
the boundary III. Applying the limits δ → 0 and ∆′ � t′, respectively, for a thin and high
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mass barrier result in tanh(ωjδ) = P = const. with j = 1, 2, 3, which allows us to rewrite
Eqs. (4.15) as (

ΞIII
KL − ΞI

KL

)
= P

(
ΘIII
KL + ΘI

KL

)
,(

ΞIII
HI − ΞI

HI

)
= P

(
ΘIII
HI + ΘI

HI

)
,(

ΞIII
FG − ΞI

FG

)
= P

(
ΘIII
FG + ΘI

FG

)
. (4.18)

These are the boundary conditions for the general case shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Using these
boundary conditions, we obtain the boundary conditions for a dot-shaped mass barrier
shown in Fig. 4.1(c). In this case we take the limits

∆′ =∞, P = 1, φIII
A1 = φIII

B1 = φIII
A2 = φIII

B2 = φIII
A3 = φIII

B3 = 0, (4.19)

and the boundary conditions (4.18) simplify to

τφI
A1(1) + φI

B1(1) = 0,

τφI
A2(1)− φI

B2(1) = 0,

τφI
A3(1) + φI

B3(1) = 0. (4.20)

By analyzing the infinite-mass boundary condition formed by a set of three equations
(4.20), we notice that (i) the three relations have the same structure except for some sign
changes, (ii) each equation of the boundary conditions connects the value of the pseu-
dospin components in the same layer (i.e., A1 − B1, A2 − B2, and A3 − B3), (iii) the
boundary condition involve only the wave function in region I, that is consistent with the
fact that the charge carries are forbidden to move outside the dot, i.e., region II, and (iv)
similar to the BLG QD case, the boundary condition does not connect the wave function
components from different layers. Within the next sections, we will calculate the energy
spectrum both in the absence (Sec. 4.2.1) and in the presence (Sec. 4.2.2) of an exter-
nal magnetic field for circular QDs in TLG using the obtained boundary conditions [Eq.
(4.20)].

4.2.1 TLG QD: Zero magnetic field
In the case of zero magnetic field B = 0, the radial dependence of the wave function
is given by Eqs. (4.5) except that ∆′ = 0. The effect of the infinity mass potential ∆′

is now expressed by the boundary conditions (4.20). We solve the system of differential
equations (4.5) numerically using the standard finite-element package COMSOL MULTI-
PHYSICS [220].

Figure 4.2(a) shows the energy levels as a function of the dot radius R, for three
angular momenta, m = −1, 0, 1 at the K valley for zero magnetic field. The spectrum
shows a band gap between the valence and conduction bands which closes as the dot
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Figure 4.2: (a) Energy levels in the absence of magnetic field as a function of dot radius
R, for three different angular momenta m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), m = 1 (red)
at the K valley. (b) Lowest electron state obtained within the continuum model (circles)
and the TBM (triangles) which is fitted to a ∼ α/R function (blue curves) at small radii
(open symbols) and to a ∼ β/R3 function (red curves) at large radii (full symbols). Solid
(dashed) curves indicate fitting to the continuum (TBM) data and α, β are the fitting pa-
rameters. Energy levels as a function of dot radius R, for a particular angular momentum
m = −1: (c) at the two valleys K (solid curves) and K ′ (dashed curves) in the absence of
magnetic field, B = 0. The spectrum exhibits the symmetry EK(m) = −EK′(m). (d) at
the valley K, in the absence (blue solid curves) and presence (red dashed curves) of the
magnetic field, B = 15 T.

radius increases. We found that the lowest electron state in Fig. 4.2(a) exhibits an∼ 1/R3

dependency at low energies (E . t/2) and∼ 1/R dependency at high energies (E & t/2)
[see Fig. 4.2(b)]. This behavior can be linked to the fact that the lowest-energy band in
a TLG is described by E(k) ∼ k3 at low energies which turns into a linear spectrum
E(k) ∼ k at high energies. This is in contrast with BLG QD in which the lowest-energy
level shows an∼ 1/R2 dependency [195] which is a consequence of the quadratic energy
dispersion, i.e., E(k) ∼ k2, of BLG. The energy levels exhibit anticrossings near the
interlayer coupling energy in TLG, i.e., t ≈ 400 meV. Notice that the energy levels in
Fig. 4.2(a) are twofold degenerate due to the valley symmetry. This degeneracy occurs
between the EK(m) and EK′ [−(m + 1)] states. Furthermore, the energy levels in Fig.
4.2(a) exhibit EK(m) = −EK′(m) symmetry between the electron and hole states. In
Fig. 4.2(c) the energy levels corresponding to m = −1 for both the K and K ′ valleys are
plotted.
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4.2.2 TLG QD: Nonzero magnetic field
In the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field B = Bẑ, the canonical momentum
p = (px, py) is replaced by the gauge-invariant kinetic momentum p + eA(r) with the
vector potential in the symmetric gauge A(r) = (0, Br/2, 0). Therefore, the operators π
and π† in the Hamiltonian (5.1) are described in polar coordinates by

π = −i~vF eiθ
[
∂

∂r
+
i

r

∂

∂θ
− eBr

2~

]
, (4.21)

π† = −i~vF e−iθ
[
∂

∂r
− i

r

∂

∂θ
+
eBr

2~

]
, (4.22)

and the radial dependence of the wave components becomes (for ∆′ = 0)[
∂

∂ρ
− m− 1

ρ
− βρ

]
φB1(ρ) = εφA1(ρ)− t′φB2(ρ),[

∂

∂ρ
+
m

ρ
+ βρ

]
φA1(ρ) = −εφB1(ρ),[

∂

∂ρ
+
m+ 1

ρ
+ βρ

]
φA2(ρ) = εφB2(ρ)− t′φA1(ρ),[

∂

∂ρ
− m

ρ
− βρ

]
φB2(ρ) = −εφA2(ρ) + t′φB3(ρ),[

∂

∂ρ
− m+ 1

ρ
− βρ

]
φB3(ρ) = εφA3(ρ),[

∂

∂ρ
+
m+ 2

ρ
+ βρ

]
φA3(ρ) = −εφB3(ρ) + t′φA2(ρ), (4.23)

where β = eBR2/2~ = R2/l2B and lB =
√

~/eB is the magnetic length.
Figure 4.2(d) depicts the energy levels calculated numerically as a function of dot

radius R. For comparison with the results of zero magnetic field, we plot the energy
levels as a function of R in the absence (blue solid curves) and presence (red dashed
curves) of the magnetic field for m = −1, at the K valley.

The dependence of the spectrum on magnetic field for the two valleysK (solid curves)
and K ′ (dashed curves) are shown in Fig. 4.3. The results are presented for m = −1
(blue), m = 0 (green), and m = 1 (red) with the dot radius R = 25 nm. Energy spectrum
shows the symmetry EK(m) = −EK′(m) for the electron and hole states which also
holds in the zero magnetic field case. As we can see, at B = 0, the energy levels for
m = −1 and m = 0 are degenerate with different valley indexes, i.e., EK(K′)(−1) =
EK′(K)(0). ForB 6= 0 this degeneracy and the symmetry conditionEK(m) = EK′ [−(m+
1)] is no longer preserved. At high magnetic fields, i.e., lB � R, the carriers become
localized at the center of the dot and the energy levels merge into the LLs of TLG. The
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points shown in the energy spectrum of Fig. 4.3 with dot radius R = 25 nm and mag-
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green dot-dashed) curves. Sublattices A1, A2, and A3 (B1, B2, and B3) are respectively
represented by the blue, red, and green solid (dashed) curves.
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gray dotted curves in Fig. 4.3 show the LLs of TLG [211–213]. The states with m 6 0
in both valleys form the zero-energy (n = 0) LL in the conduction and valence bands.
This is different from the previous studies of MLG QD [201] and BLG QD [148] with
infinite-mass boundary condition in which only one of the valleys contributes to the zero
LL in each band.

The probability density for each sublattice A1, . . . , B3 (upper panels) and each layer
(lower panels) corresponding to the points labeled by (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 4.3, are
shown in Figs. 4.4(a), 4.4(b), and 4.4(c), respectively. The figures are plotted for R = 25
nm and B = 37.77 T. At the point (a) with m = −1 and EK = 48.55 meV, most of
the probability density belongs to the sublattices B1 and B2 with the main confinement
spread out over the dot. On the other hand, confinement for the sublattice A1 takes place
near ρ = 1. At point (b) (m = 0, EK = 10.24 meV) the electron is mostly confined at
sublattice B1 and in layer 1 [see Fig. 4.4(b)]. The A1 − B2 and A2 − B3 sites, which
mutually stack right on top of each other (dimer sites), become occupied at high energies
(compared to the energy scale t ≈ 400 meV). For the energy state (c), the electrons are
confined deep inside the dot, far away from the boundary, since this state coincides with
the first LL and the electrons are strongly localized at the center of the dot. Unlike layer
1 where the wave function is centered around ρ = 0, in layers 2 and 3 the wave functions
form rings with maximum at ρ 6= 0 and with lower probability density compared to layer
1 (see lower panels).

4.3 Comparison with tight-binding model
In order to check the validity of the continuum approximation, we compare our analytical
results with the energy levels calculated within a nearest-neighbor TBM. Besides, such
comparison is interesting due to the fact that the TBM results allow us to study TLG QDs
with realistic edges and observe in this way the effect of edges on the energy levels of
TLG QDs. The TBM Hamiltonian of TLG [214–218] can be described by

HTB =
∑
m6=n

(τmnc
†
mcn + h.c) +

∑
m

(εm + ∆m)c†mcm, (4.24)

where cm (c†m) annihilates (creates) an electron in site m with on-site energy εm. The
sum is taken only between the nearest-neighbor atoms and τmn is the hopping parameter,
with τmn = γ0 = 2.7 eV (τmn = t = 0.4 eV) being the intralayer (interlayer) hopping
contributions. In ABC-stacked TLG, the atoms in the A (B) sublattice in a certain layer
are linked with the B (A) sublattice in the other layer [215, 221] [see Fig. 4.1(a) and the
inset in Fig. 4.5(a)]. ∆m is the on-site mass potential term. Recently, it has been ex-
perimentally [222–224] shown and theoretically [119] demonstrated that by inducing an
interaction with an appropriate substrate, one can open a gap in the energy spectrum of
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Figure 4.5: (a) Sketch of the QDs
defined by a site-dependent stag-
gered potential ∆i, where the atoms
belonging to sublattices A1, A2, A3
(B1, B2, B3) have a mass-term po-
tential in the outside of the dot given
by +∆ (−∆) and ∆i = 0 in the
region inside the dot, represented
in green. Bottom, middle, and top
atoms are given by open, full cir-
cles, and ×-like symbols, respec-
tively. (b) Energy levels as a func-
tion of dot radius R, obtained via
the TBM in the absence of magnetic
field.
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graphene [101] and, consequently, to simulate electronic confinement in graphene nanos-
tructures and quantum devices [119, 200, 209, 225, 226].

Here, the QD is surrounded by a staggered site-dependent potential such that ∆m =
+∆ (∆m = −∆) if m belongs to sublattice A (B). This simulates the substrate effect
which breaks the sublattice symmetry of the system [149,226,227]. In Fig. 4.5(a) we show
how such QD structure is arranged, presenting the atomic positions and their respective
mass-potential amplitudes, with ∆m = 0 inside the dot region represented in green, and
red (blue) for ∆m > 0 (∆m < 0) outside the QD, respectively. The effect of an external
magnetic field is incorporated in the TBM by including a phase in the hopping parameters

via the Peierls substitution, as τmn → τmn exp[i
e

~

∫ m

n

A · dl], where A is the vector

potential [149, 226]. For an external magnetic field perpendicular to the TLG flakes,
B = Bẑ, we conveniently choose the Landau gauge A = (0, Bx, 0), and thus we find

that the Peierls phase is only nonzero in the y direction, given by exp[i

√
3eax

2~
B], where

a = 0.142 nm is the graphene lattice parameter. Writing the HamiltonianHTB in a matrix
form, we diagonalize the matrix numerically and obtain the energy levels of the studied
TLG QDs.

Figure 4.5(b) shows the energy levels of a circular TLG QD defined by a very large
mass-term potential of ∆ = 1.0 eV as a function of the QD radius in the absence of the
magnetic field. It looks qualitatively similar to the one shown in Fig. 4.2(a) for the spectra
obtained within the continuum approach. Note that the angular momentum indices m are
indistinguishable in the TBM, different from the continuum case, such that we can not a
priori identify them in order to perform a direct comparison between the results for each
individual energy level of both models. Similar to the continuum results, the TBM energy
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Figure 4.6: (a) Energy spectrum of a circular TLG QD defined by a site-dependent stag-
gered potential as a function of a perpendicular magnetic field with R = 8 nm ob-
tained within the TBM. The red dashed curves are the five first LLs of bulk TLG. (b)
The probability amplitude for the bottom (|Ψbottom|2), middle (|Ψmiddle|2), and top (|Ψtop|2)
graphene layers are shown for a group of three quantum Hall edge states labeled by points
1 (E ≈ 230.18 meV), 2 (E ≈ 237.74 meV) and 3 (E ≈ 242.90 meV) in the energy spec-
trum of Fig. 4.6(a) at the magnetic field B ≈ 203 T. Shiny red represents higher-density
amplitudes.

spectrum [Fig. 4.5(b)] depicts the following features: (i) it preserves the electron-hole
symmetry Ee = −Eh, (ii) the energy gap between the electron and hole states decreases
when the QD radius increases, and (iii) the energy levels exhibit anticrossings close to
the interlayer hopping energy value, i.e., t ≈ 400 meV. Similar to the continuum model,
the lowest electron energy level shows an ∼ 1/R3 and ∼ 1/R dependency at low and
high energies, respectively [see Fig. 4.2(b)]. Similar to the continuum results, the energy
levels in Fig. 4.5(b) are twofold degenerate due to the valley symmetry in the absence of
magnetic field.

The TBM energy levels for a circular TLG QD defined by a site-dependent mass po-
tential with radius R = 8 nm as a function of a perpendicular magnetic field is shown
in Fig. 4.6(a). Equivalent to MLG [201, 209, 210] and BLG QDs [149, 195] defined by
a mass-potential media, the TLG QD magnetic energy levels approach the LLs of an in-
finite TLG sheet [211–213, 221] (shown by the dashed red curves in the spectrum) as
B increases. The magnetic spectrum obtained via the TBM [Fig. 4.6(a)] is qualitatively
comparable with the one obtained using the continuum model (Fig. 4.3). The energy lev-
els in both spectra exhibit similar magnetic field dependency and approach the LLs of an
infinite TLG sheet. In comparison with the spectrum of circular QDs defined by a mass-
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potential media for MLG [201,209,210] and BLG [149,195], we observe some interesting
similar and different features. From Fig. 4.6(a), one can enumerate the following simi-
larities: (i) the TLG QD energy spectrum exhibits electron-hole symmetry Ee = −Eh,
(ii) degeneracies are lifted in the presence of the magnetic field resulting in many more
energy levels, and (iii) the spectrum displays a small energy gap between the electron
and hole states at low magnetic fields that decreases as the magnetic field increases. And
the differences are as follows. (i) As the magnetic flux increases, groups of three energy
levels are decreasing in energy and approach the zero LL (i.e., E = 0). Notice that these
groups of states have very close energies but are nondegenerate. It has been reported that
for MLG [201,209,210] and BLG QDs [149,195] with mass-potential confinement, these
groups are formed by just one and two states, respectively. This is linked to the layer sym-
metry where we have three graphene layers and, consequently, a group of three quantum
Hall edge states. (ii) A bunch of anticrossings are found for energies higher than the first
LL, whereas the energy levels corresponding to the monolayer and bilayer cases exhibit
crossings. This is a consequence of the mixing of the states of K and K ′ valleys due to
the combination of both armchair and zigzag edges at the circular boundary of the TLG
QD [195].

Figure 4.6(b) shows the corresponding electron densities for a group of three quantum
Hall edge states, labeled by points 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 4.6(a) at the magnetic field B ≈ 203
T. The electron densities for the bottom (|Ψbottom|2), middle (|Ψmiddle|2), and top (|Ψtop|2)
layers are shown separately. Due to the layer symmetry in TLG QDs, the wave functions
in each layer can be transformed into each other by a 2π/3 rotation and thus the total
probability densities for states labeled by 1, 2, and 3 remain with the same symmetry and
shape.

In Figs. 4.7, we compare the results of the continuum and TB approaches for the
lowest-energy levels of a circular TLG QD as a function of (a) radius R for B = 0 and
(b) magnetic field B at fixed R = 8 nm. We find the following. (i) In the absence of
B, the lowest-energy levels in both methods approach each other as the dot size increases
[see Fig. 4.7(a)]. This is due to the fact that for large sizes the approximation of the con-
tinuum model, which basically is valid for low energy of an infinite TLG sheet, becomes
more accurate. (ii) For B 6= 0, we find that the lowest electron state obtained within the
continuum model is in excellent agreement with the TBM result. For the higher energy
levels, the discrepancy between the continuum and TBM results becomes more significant
resulting from (a) the lower accuracy of the continuum model at high energies and (b) the
different boundary condition, i.e., in the TB approach the boundary is not a perfect circle
due to the discreteness of the lattice.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Lowest electron energy levels as a function of dot radius, R, calculated
within the continuum model (dashed curves) and the TBM (blue solid curves) for B = 0.
(b) The lowest electron energy spectrum as a function of magnetic field obtained using
the continuum model (red solid curves) and the TBM (black circles) with R = 8 nm.

4.4 Conclusions

In summary, we presented analytical and numerical calculations, based on continuum and
TB models, for the confined states in ABC-stacked TLG QD created by a mass term
potential in the presence and in the absence of an external magnetic field. By using the
continuum approximation, we first derived the infinite-mass boundary conditions for TLG
and applied these boundary conditions for circular QDs in TLG. The mass-potential media
is included in both models in order to break locally the sublattice symmetry of the system
and, consequently, to open a gap in the carrier energy spectrum. Such a mass potential
can be realized experimentally using an appropriate nanostructured substrate for TLG and
is modeled in the TBM description by a staggered site-dependent potential.

By comparing the analytical results obtained in the continuum approximation with
the TBM ones for a circular TLG QD, we found good agreement between both methods
at low energy and they show qualitative similar behaviors for the confined states. By
analyzing the energy states and the corresponding wave functions, we investigated the
electronic features of the TLG QDs spectra, showing the main similarities and differences
with respect to QDs defined in MLG and BLG.

Our theoretical results show the following. (i) The energy spectra exhibit the inter-
valley symmetry Ee

K(m) = −Eh
K′(m) and electron-hole symmetry Ee = −Eh is pre-

served in both approaches. For both methods, such symmetries were observed both in
the absence and in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field. (ii) By increasing the
magnetic field, the energy levels of a circular TLG QD approach the LLs of an infinite
ABC-stacked TLG sheet. (iii) A magnetic field breaks the degeneracy of the confined en-
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ergy states. (iv) The zero-energy LL in the spectrum obtained in the continuum approach
is formed by the magnetic states with m 6 0 for both Dirac valleys. and (v) The quantum
Hall edge states in the TBM magnetic spectrum approach the zero LL of an infinite TLG
in groups of three states, which results from the layer symmetry in TLG QDs.

Comparing TBM and continuum results in both B = 0 and B 6= 0, we found good
agreement between both approaches for the low-energy levels. This agreement is an ad-
ditional confirmation of our derivation of the infinite-mass boundary condition in TLG.



CHAPTER 5

Electrostatically confined trilayer graphene quantum
dots

Electrically gating of TLG opens a band gap offering the possibility to electrically engi-
neer TLG quantum dots. In this chapter1, we study the energy levels of such quantum
dots and investigate their dependence on a perpendicular magnetic field B and different
types of stacking of the graphene layers. The dots are modeled as circular and con-
fined by a truncated parabolic potential which can be realized by nanostructured gates
or position-dependent doping. The obtained energy spectra exhibit the intervalley sym-
metry Ee

K(m) = −Eh
K′(m) for the electron (e) and hole (h) states, where m is the an-

gular momentum quantum number and K and K ′ label the two valleys. The electron
and hole spectra for B = 0 are twofold degenerate due to the intervalley symmetry
EK(m) = EK′ [−(m + 1)]. For both ABC [α = 1.5 (1.2) for large (small) R] and
ABA (α = 1) stackings, the lowest-energy level shows approximately a R−α dependence
on the dot radius R in contrast with the 1/R3 one for ABC-stacked dots with infinite-
mass boundary studied in the previous chapter. As functions of the field B, the oscillator
strengths for dipole-allowed transitions differ drastically for the two types of stackings.

5.1 Introduction
It is of interest to study QDs with three or more layers and with different types of stacking
arrangements, e.g., ABC- or ABA-stacked TLG, and assess the differences in properties

1The results of this chapter were published as
M. Mirzakhani, M. Zarenia, P. Vasilopoulos, and F. M. Peeters, Phys. Rev. B 95, 155434 (2017).
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Figure 5.1: (Upper panels)
Schematics of interlayer cou-
plings in TLG for (a) ABC
stacking and (b) ABA stack-
ing. Ai and Bi, i = 1, 2, 3, are
the layer sublattices, t ≈ 400
meV the interlayer coupling,
and Ui the potentials applied
to the layers. (Lower pan-
els) Low-energy band struc-
tures of (c) ABC- and (d)
ABA-stacked TLG in the ab-
sence of bias (Ui = 0, dashed
curves), or in the presence of
bias (solid curves) as specified
in the upper panels with U0 =
50 meV.
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from BLG. Experimental realization of few-layer graphene is within the grasp of current
technology, since few-layer graphene sheets can be fabricated with large areas by me-
chanical exfoliation [228, 229] and by chemical techniques [55, 230, 231] from graphite
with controlled stacking order. References [217, 221, 232] are examples of experimental
studies of electronic and transport properties in TLG. Similar to BLG, applying an electric
gate induces a band gap in the energy spectrum of TLG [217, 221, 233–235]. The differ-
ence in the stacking order of layers in extended graphene was shown to strongly affect
the electric-field-induced band gap in Ref. [236] with the one of the ABC stacking being
much larger than that of the ABA one.

The aim of this study is to focus on the energy levels of electrostatically defined QDs
on TLG, in the presence or absence of a magnetic field, and contrast the results for ABC
and ABA stackings. In doing so, we extend significantly the results of previous chapter,
in which only the ABC stacking was studied and the dot confinement resulted from an
infinite-mass boundary condition. We consider, here, parabolic confinement by means
of external gates or a position-dependent doping, which eliminates the effects due to the
edges.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.2, we present the basics of the model of
a QD in TLG for ABC and ABA stackings. In Sec. 5.3, we present numerical results for
the two stackings and the corresponding oscillator strengths. A summary and concluding
remarks follow in Sec. 5.4.
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5.2 Model
We consider TLG as three honeycomb sheets, of covalent-bonded carbon atoms, stacked
in an ABC or ABA manner; both stacking configurations are realized experimentally
[55, 228–231]. The upper panels in Fig. 5.1 show schematically these stackings and the
potentials Ui applied to the layers. We assume that hopping between planes takes place
only between atoms which are on top of each other in neighboring layers. Thus, the whole
model is defined by the parameters vF and t.

5.2.1 ABC stacking
The Hamiltonian describing a Dirac electron in the presence of a circular barrier in ABC-
stacked TLG is given by [215, 237]

H =


U1 vFπ t 0 0 0
vFπ

† U1 0 0 0 0
t 0 U2 vFπ

† 0 0
0 0 vFπ U2 0 t
0 0 0 0 U3 vFπ
0 0 0 t vFπ

† U3

 , (5.1)

whereUi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the potentials applied to the graphene layers and vF = 3aγ0/2~ ≈
106 m/s is the Fermi velocity of monolayer graphene with the intralayer nearest-neighbor
hopping is γ0 ≈ 3 eV and the carbon-carbon distance a ≈ 1.42 Å [158]. π = πx + iτπy
and π† = πx − iτπy are the momentum operators, in the presence of a magnetic field B
perpendicular to the layers, given by π = −i~∇ + eA. The values τ = +1 and τ = −1
distinguish the K and K ′ valleys, respectively, and the vector potential A, taken in the
symmetric gauge, is A(r) = (0, Br/2, 0). Here, we include only the nearest-neighbor
interlayer coupling term t ≈ 400 meV in Eq. (5.1), and do not take into account the hop-
ping terms γ2, . . . , γ6 [215], which are relevant to a description of finer details of the band
structure such as the trigonal warping. The zero-field bulk band structure is shown in Fig.
5.1(c) for unbiased (Ui = 0, dashed curves) and biased (solid curves) ABC-stacked TLG
as specified in Fig. 5.1(a) with U0 = 50 meV. Comparing the continuum and TB band
structures [238] shows that the former one can be valid, approximately, in the energy
range of −800 meV / E / 800 meV.

In polar coordinates, r and θ, π and π† take the form in dimensionless units,

vFπ = −i~vF eiτθ
[
∂/∂ρ+ (iτ/ρ)∂/∂θ − τβ

]
, (5.2)

vFπ
† = −i~vF e−iτθ

[
∂/∂ρ− (iτ/ρ)∂/∂θ + τβ

]
, (5.3)

where ρ = r/R, β = eBR2/2~ = R2/2l2B, and lB =
√
~/eB is the magnetic length.
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Similar to Ref. [150], the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (5.1) for the K valley is given
by the six-component wave function ΨABC and that for the K ′ valley by Ψ′ABC,

ΨABC =



eimθφA1
iei(m−1)θφB1

eimθφB2

iei(m+1)θφA2
ei(m+2)θφA3
iei(m+1)θφB3

 , Ψ′ABC =



ei(m+1)θφA1
iei(m+2)θφB1

ei(m+1)θφB2

ieimθφA2
ei(m−1)θφA3
ieimθφB3

 , (5.4)

where m = 0,±1,±2, . . . is the angular momentum label and φA1, . . . , φB3 are the enve-
lope functions corresponding to different sublattices A1, . . . , B3, respectively. For sim-
plicity we removed the ρ dependence of all φ, i.e., we set φA1 ≡ φA1(ρ) etc. We note that
the orbital angular momentum Lz = −i~∂θ does not commute with the Hamiltonian (5.1)
and is not a conserved quantity. However, the wave functions (5.4) are eigenstates of the
operator

JABC
z = Lz +

~
2

 α1I 0 0
0 −I 0
0 0 α2I

± ~
2

 −σz 0 0
0 +σz 0
0 0 −σz

 , (5.5)

with eigenvalue m. I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and σz the Pauli matrix. Further,
{α1, α2} ≡ {1,−3} ({−3, 1}) and + (−) refer to the K (K ′) valley.

The radial dependence of the wave function components is described, in dimension-
less units, by the coupled differential equations[ ∂

∂ρ
− τ m− 1

ρ
− τβρ

]
φB1 = (ε− u1)φA1 − t′φB2,[ ∂

∂ρ
+ τ

m

ρ
+ τβρ

]
φA1 = −(ε− u1)φB1,[ ∂

∂ρ
+ τ

m+ 1

ρ
+ τβρ

]
φA2 = (ε− u2)φB2 − t′φA1,[ ∂

∂ρ
− τ m

ρ
− τβρ

]
φB2 = −(ε− u2)φA2 + t′φB3,[ ∂

∂ρ
− τ m+ 1

ρ
− τβρ

]
φB3 = (ε− u3)φA3,[ ∂

∂ρ
+ τ

m+ 2

ρ
+ τβρ

]
φA3 = −(ε− u3)φB3 + t′φA2, (5.6)

where ε = E/E0, t′ = t/E0, and ui = Ui/E0 (i = 1, 2, 3) with E0 = ~vF/R.
Now, we consider a circular-symmetric, position-dependent potential, such as the one

described in Refs. [150, 151]. In this case we set U2 = 0 and U1 = −U3 = Ub(r), where
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Ub(r) is taken to be the parabolic potential

Ub(r) =

{
U0 r

2/R2 r < R,

U0 r > R,
(5.7)

with U0 the depth of the well. The position-dependent gap, which vanishes at the center
of the QD, confines the carriers in the central region. This type of potential profile may
be achieved by controlled doping of the surface or by applying gate electrodes [233, 235,
239, 240].

5.2.2 ABA stacking

Using a simple model for ABC-stacked TLG, i.e., including only γ0 and t, describing the
nearest-neighbor intralayer and interlayer hopping, respectively, the ABA-stacked TLG
[Fig. 5.1(b)] Hamiltonian reads as [237, 241]

H =


U1 vFπ t 0 0 0
vFπ

† U1 0 0 0 0
t 0 U2 vFπ

† t 0
0 0 vFπ U2 0 0
0 0 t 0 U3 vFπ
0 0 0 0 vFπ

† U3

 , (5.8)

where the corresponding wave functions ΨABA (K valley) and Ψ′ABA (K ′ valley) are

ΨABA =



eimθφA1
iei(m−1)θφB1

eimθφB2

iei(m+1)θφA2
eimθφA3

iei(m−1)θφB3

 , Ψ′ABA =



ei(m−1)θφA1
ieimθφB1

ei(m−1)θφB2

iei(m−2)θφA2
ei(m−1)θφA3
ieimθφB3

 . (5.9)

The wave functions (5.9) are eigenstates of the operator

JABA
z = Lz ±

~
2

 I 0 0
0 −I 0
0 0 I

± ~
2

 −σz 0 0
0 +σz 0
0 0 −σz

 , (5.10)

with eigenvalues m and m− 1 at the K and K ′ valleys, respectively. Again + (−) refers
to the K (K ′) valley.
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The radial dependence of the wave function components are obtained from the cou-
pled differential equations

[ ∂
∂ρ
− τ m− 1

ρ
− τβρ

]
φB1 = (ε− u1)φA1 − t′φB2,[ ∂

∂ρ
+ τ

m

ρ
+ τβρ

]
φA1 = −(ε− u1)φB1,[ ∂

∂ρ
+ τ

m+ 1

ρ
+ τβρ

]
φA2 = (ε− u2)φB2 − t′φA1 − t′φA3,[ ∂

∂ρ
− τ m

ρ
− τβρ

]
φB2 = −(ε− u2)φA2,[ ∂

∂ρ
− τ m− 1

ρ
− τβρ

]
φB3 = (ε− u3)φA3 − t′φB2,[ ∂

∂ρ
+ τ

m

ρ
+ τβρ

]
φA3 = −(ε− u3)φB3. (5.11)

By applying the potentials U1 = U0 = 50 meV and U2 = U3 = 0 [cf. Fig. 5.1(b)],
one can induce an asymmetric band gap ∼ U0/2 [see Fig. 5.1(d)] in contrast with that
for an ABC stacking, shown in Fig. 5.1(c), which is symmetric and equal to 2U0. For the
position-dependent parabolic potential (5.7), one can solve Eqs. (5.6) and (5.11) numer-
ically to obtain the energy levels. We use the standard finite-element package COMSOL
MULTIPHYSICS [220] to obtain the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the systems of
coupled Eqs. (5.6) and (5.11).

The COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS package finds the eigenvalues and corresponding eigen-
functions of a set of coupled partial differential equations. It employs the finite-element
approach to solve the equations and allows us to check the numerical error at each iter-
ation. The convergence criterion in our calculations is set to 10−16 (= 10−6 % relative
error/tolerance) and it takes few iterations to reach convergence. For the boundary condi-
tions, all the wave-function components are set to zero at infinity (r →∞) and no specific
conditions are imposed at the origin so that the envelope functions can have finite values
at the origin (r = 0). At r = R all envelope functions are required to be continuous.
The size of the discrete mesh is also important and we decrease it until the results remain
unchanged. We found that setting r∞ > 20R, as the computational box size, is sufficient
for the results to remain unchanged. The confined (or bound) states are those where the
corresponding spinors decay at large radial distance (r → ∞) regardless of their energy,
while the wave spinors of unconfined (or unbound) states are like plane waves which do
not decay as r increases.
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5.2.3 Oscillator strength
For electric dipole transitions between states m′ and m, the oscillator strength is given by
|〈Ψm′|reiφ|Ψm〉|2 [183] and can be expressed as

T = (TA1 + TB1 + TA2 + TB2 + TA3 + TB3)
2, (5.12)

with
Tν = 2πN ′Nδm′,m+1

∫
φm
′

ν (ρ)ρ2φmν (ρ)dρ; (5.13)

here, ν = A1, . . . , B3 and N ′ (N ) is the normalization constant for the state m′ (m). It
is worth noting that we limit ourselves to intravalley transitions, and that the intervalley
ones are absent. In the next section, we will evaluate the oscillator strength for both types
of layer stacking.

5.3 Numerical results

5.3.1 ABC stacking
Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show the energy spectrum as a function of the dot radius R,
at the K (solid curves) and K ′ (dashed curves) valleys, with well depth U0 = 50 meV,
for (a) B = 0 T and (b) B = 10 T. These results are for the angular momentum values
m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), and m = 1 (red). The spectrum consists of a series of
discrete levels indicating the existence of confined states. For zero magnetic field [Fig.
5.2(a)], the energy levels are separated by a gap, depending on the angular momentum
and dot radius, which closes when R increases. Notice that bound states appear in the
band gap ∼ 2U0. For B = 0, the energy levels are twofold degenerate due to the valley
symmetry EK(m) = EK′ [−(m+ 1)] states. Furthermore, the energy levels in Fig. 5.2(a)
exhibit the symmetry Ee

K(m) = −Eh
K′(m) between the electron and hole states. How-

ever in contrast to conventional 2D semiconductor QDs [242], the Ee(m) = Ee(−m)
symmetry is broken for each valley. This is due to the breaking of the inversion sym-
metry in the presence of an induced perpendicular electric field in gated TLG QDs. For
B 6= 0 [Fig. 5.2(b)], the degeneracy of the valleys is lifted but the electron-hole symmetry
is still preserved. By increasing R, the magnetic confinement becomes important, as the
energy levels approach the LLs of an unbiased ABC-stacked TLG sheet, for which the
states form a set of degenerate levels. The LLs of an ABC-stacked TLG sheet can be
obtained from Refs. [211, 212]. The well depth does not affect the higher energies, since
they are localized in the asymptotic region where the potential is constant. Consequently,
these states behave as ABC-stacked TLG LLs. Due to the interplay between magnetic
and electrostatic confinements, the spectrum shows level crossings which occur when the
lower-energy states evolve into magnetically confined states with larger Landau indices
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Figure 5.2: Lowest-energy states of an ABC-stacked TLG QD as a function of the dot
radius R, for m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), and m = 1 (red), at the valleys K (solid)
and K ′ (dashed) with (a) B = 0 and (b) B = 10 T. The well depth is U0 = 50 meV. The
spectrum forB = 0 is twofold degenerate due to the symmetryEK(m) = EK′ [−(m+1)].
Both spectra also show the symmetry Ee

K(m) = −Eh
K′(m). (c) and (d) are the amplitude

of the wave functions corresponding to, respectively, the points labeled by (1) and (2) in
the energy spectrum of Fig. 5.2(b). Layer 1 (2, 3) is represented by the blue (red, green)
curves. Sublattices Ai, (Bi) are represented by solid (dashed) curves.

by increasing the dot radius. These crossings occur for all states with m ≤ 0 which
contribute to the zero-energy LL. As a result of coupling between the gap- and magnetic-
field-induced states, anticrossings of energy levels occur. We will consider this property
in more detail in Sec. 5.3.2, ABA stacking.

The wave functions corresponding to the states labeled by (1) and (2) in the spectrum
of Fig. 5.2(b) are shown in Figs. 5.2(c) and 5.2(d), respectively. As seen in Fig. 5.2(c),
state (1) shows that the carrier is mostly confined in the dot region with decaying tail in
the barrier region. On the other hand, state (2) [Fig. 5.2(d)], with the shallower wider
potential, is completely confined inside the dot region indicating that magnetically con-
finement dominates. It is worth mentioning that the amplitudes of the spinor component
corresponding to B1 and A3 sublattices are largest and more spread out over the dot. The
A2 sublattice spinor component is the only one which is centered around r = 0 with
nonzero value at r = 0.

As a function of the well depth U0, the energy spectrum is shown in Figs. 5.3(a) and
5.3(b) in the absence (B = 0) and presence (B = 10 T) of magnetic field, respectively.
The results are shown for m = −2 (black), m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), m = 1
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(b) Figure 5.3: Energy levels of an ABC-
stacked TLG QD as a function of the
well depth U0 for m = −2 (black),
m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), m =
1 (red), and m = 2 (purple) at the val-
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low region in (a) indicates the contin-
uous spectrum for B = 0.

(red), and m = 2 (purple) at the valleys K (solid curves) and K ′ (dashed curves) with dot
radius R = 25 nm. For B = 0, beyond the energies E = ±U0 [delimited by the black
dashed lines in Fig. 5.3(a)], the spectrum is continuous (yellow regions) and the bound
states appear in the band gap (∼ 2U0). Increasing the well depth removes the degeneracy
of the lowest-energy states, as seen by realizing the more discreet energy levels in the
band gap. Due to the Mexican-hat shape of the low energies in a biased ABC stacking
TLG [see Fig. 5.1(a)], the exact value of the band gap is smaller than 2U0. This is the
reason for the extension of the continuous spectrum to the right of the E = ±U0 lines, as
seen in Fig. 5.3(a). When the field B is present, the continuous spectrum is absent [see
Fig. 5.3(b)]. For U0 → 0, the results are the LLs of an unbiased ABC-stacked TLG QD,
which are degenerate for different m as well as valleys. Further increase of the well depth
U0 breaks this degeneracy and the spectrum becomes strongly dependent on m.

In Fig. 5.4(a), we show the energy levels as a function of the magnetic field B, at
the K valley, for angular momenta m = −2 (black), m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green),
m = 1 (red) and m = 2 (purple) with U0 = 50 meV and dot radius R = 25 nm. For
the two angular momenta, m = −1 and m = 0, the spectrum is plotted at both valleys
K and K ′ in Fig. 5.4(b). For B = 0, bound states exist in the symmetric band gap 2U0

and are degenerate because of the equality EK(m) = EK′ [−(m + 1)] [see Fig. 5.4(a)].
For B 6= 0, this degeneracy is lifted, especially that of the lowest states, but electron-hole
symmetry Ee

K(m) = −Eh
K′(m) is still preserved. For large fields magnetic, confinement

becomes important. If confinement is absent, the energy levels merge into the LLs (black
dotted curves) of a pristine ABC-stacked TLG sheet. As is evident from Fig. 5.4(a), the
lowest electron energy level corresponding to m = −2 crosses the zero-energy level at
about B ∼ 11 T, and approaches the zero LL as a hole state. In general this holds for
the m < −2 levels as well. Similar to the previous study of ABC-stacked TLG QD with
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Figure 5.4: (a) The lowest-energy levels of an ABC-stacked TLG QD as a function of the
magnetic field B, with U0 = 50 meV and dot radius R = 25 nm for the K valley. The
angular momenta are m = −2 (black), m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), m = 1 (red), and
m = 2 (purple). The dotted curves show the Landau levels of an unbiased ABC-stacked
TLG. (b) As in (a) for m = −1 and m = 0 at the two valleys K and K ′.

infinite-mass boundary condition [243] (chapter 4), the states with m ≤ 0 in both valleys
form the zero-energy LL in the conduction and valence bands.

5.3.2 ABA stacking

Figure 5.5 shows the lowest-energy levels of an ABA-stacked TLG QD, as a function of
the dot radius R, for m = −1 (blue curves), m = 0 (green curves), and m = 1 (red
curves), U0 = 50 meV, at the two valleys K (solid) and K ′ (dashed), with (a) B = 0 and
(b) B = 10 T. For B = 0, bound states appear in the energy gap (∆g = U0/2) beyond
which the spectrum is continuous (yellow regions). Moreover, the spectrum is twofold
degenerate due to the symmetry EK(m) = EK′ [−(m− 1)]. A set of energy levels exists
near E = 0 at small radii as a result of the Mexican-hat shaped low-energy dispersion
in a biased ABA-stacked TLG [see Fig. 5.1(d)]. Further, the lowest electron energy level
E(m = 1) of the ABA-stacked TLG dot is smaller than that of the ABC-stacked one
when B = 0 (cf. Fig. 5.9). In presence of the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 5.5(b),
the mentioned degeneracy between the valleys K and K ′ is broken and the energy levels
approach the LLs of ABA-stacked TLG (see Eqs. (6) and (7) in Ref. [211]). Similar to
the ABC-stacked case, here too, the spectrum shows level crossings due to the interplay
between magnetic and electrostatic confinements. These crossings occur for all states
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Figure 5.5: Energy levels of ABA-
stacking TLG QD as a function of
dot radius R, for the angular mo-
menta m = −1 (blue), m = 0
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0, the spectrum is twofold degener-
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EK′ [−(m − 1)]. The inset shows
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the hybridization between the gap-
and magnetic-field-induced states
at low magnetic fields, e.g., B = 1
T, for m = −1 at the K ′ valley.

with m ≤ 0 which contribute to the zero-energy LL. Also here, coupling between the
gap- and magnetic-field-induced states can result in the formation of anticrossings in the
energy spectrum. For example, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5.5(b), anticrossings appear in
the shown energy range when the magnetic field is low, e.g., B = 1 T. A strong magnetic
field can suppress the couplings reducing the size of the anticrossings.

Results for the spectrum of an ABA-stacked TLG QD, of radius R = 25 nm, as a
function of the well depth U0 are shown in Fig. 5.6. The angular momenta are m = −1
(blue), m = 0 (green), m = 1 (red). The solid and dashed curves are for the K and
K ′ valleys, respectively, in both zero magnetic field (a) and B = 10 T (b). For B = 0
and U0 = 0, the spectrum is continuous (yellow regions) while a finite U0 induces an
asymmetric band gap ∼ U0/2. The value of the band gap starts to deviate from the value
of U0/2 with increasing U0, as delimited by the black dashed lines in Fig. 5.6(a). This
deviation can be linked to the Mexican-hat shaped low-energy dispersion for a biased
ABA-stacked TLG which is more pronounced for large gate potentials. The formation
of discrete levels (which reflect the confined states) depends on the angular momentum
and the well depth. As seen in Fig. 5.6(a), large |m| requires a large potential to realize
confined states. Due to the opening of an asymmetric energy gap, unlike in the ABC-
stacked case, the hole bound states are absent at zero magnetic field. The magnetic field
removes the degeneracy of the continuous spectrum and makes the energy levels discreet
as shown in Fig. 5.6(b). For U0 = 0, we have the LLs of an unbiased ABA-stacked TLG
sheet, being degenerate for different m’s and valleys, as expected. However, as the well
depth increases, the electrostatic confinement becomes important, as seen by the removal
of their U0 = 0 degeneracies. Further, as seen in Fig. 5.6(b), the electron states are
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Figure 5.6: Energy spectrum of an
ABA-stacked TLG QD, of radius
R = 25 nm, as a function of the
well depth U0 for m = −1 (blue),
m = 0 (green), and m = 1 (red),
at the valleys K (solid) and K ′

(dashed), with (a) B = 0 and (b)
B = 10 T. The yellow region in
(a) shows the continuous B = 0
spectrum.
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more affected than the hole ones for B 6= 0. In other words, increasing U0 weakens the
confinement of the negative energy states as seen by the lower resolution of the discrete
levels at these energies. The same behavior is seen for the gap-induced MLG QDs in a
quantum well potential [118].

The lowest-energy levels of an ABA stacking TLG QD, as a function of the field B,
are shown in Fig. 5.7 for m = −1 (blue), m = 0 (green), and m = 1 (red) at the valleys
K (solid) and K ′ (dashed). Here, the well depth is U0 = 50 meV and dot radius R = 25
nm. For B = 0, bound states appear in the asymmetric energy gap (∼ U0/2) in the
positive range of energy. Notice the difference with ABC stacking in which the gap 2U0

is symmetric, see Fig. 5.4, and bound states exist above and below E = 0. Increasing the
field B, the degeneracy of the m levels as well as that of the valleys are lifted due to the
breaking of time-reversal symmetry. At high magnetic fields, the energy levels merge into
the LLs (black dotted curves) of an unbiased ABA stacking TLG sheet. The gap-induced
states can hybridize with states induced by the magnetic field resulting in the formation
of anticrossings for energy levels belonging to the same m (see inset of Fig. 5.7). The
spectrum shows crossings between energy levels with different m and valleys. In contrast
with the ABC-stacked dot, only electron states contribute to the zero-energy LL.

To demonstrate the way of hybridization of the gap- and magnetic-field-induced states,
we plot, in Fig. 5.8, the spinor components for the energies labeled by (a)–(h) in the
inset of Fig. 5.7. As a result of the gap, for B = 0, only one bound state appears in it
with energy Ea ≈ 18.86 meV. The corresponding quantum state is shown in Fig. 5.8(a).
As seen, the carrier is mostly confined inside the dot region, but still the spinors have a
substantial amplitude in the barrier region. The presence of the carrier in the barrier region
is a result of Klein tunneling. As B increases, the magnetic-field-induced states couple
to the upper continuum energies merging into the unbiased ABA-stacked TLG LLs via
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anticrossings. Before and away from the anticrossing point [e.g., 5.8(b)], the coupling
is weak and the state has a large amplitude in the barrier region. Near and right at the
anticrossing [e.g., 5.8(c), 5.8(d), 5.8(e), 5.8(g), and 5.8(h)], the coupling is strong and
hence, the amplitude of each state inside the dot region is large. Then, as B increases, the
amplitude of spinors in the barrier is gradually suppressed and the state becomes confined
near the center of the dot. This occurs, for example, for 5.8(f). Comparison of the states
5.8(a), 5.8(g), and 5.8(h), marked by red circles, with 5.8(b)–5.8(f) (black circles) shows
that the latter ones typically have extra nodes. As seen in the most of the states, the
behavior of the spinors at the B1 and B3 sublattices is similar to each other. This is
expected as we can see from the ABA-stacked TLG structure in Fig. 5.1(b), in which the
B1 and B3 sublattices physically have the same status except for the applied potentials.
On the other hand, the spinors of B1, B3, and A2 atoms possess large amplitudes. They
can be occupied at low energies which do not have a counterpart atom in the other layers.

In Fig. 5.9, we compare the results of the lowest-electron-energy levels (m = 1 for the
K valley), versus dot radius, for three types of QDs, i.e., ABC-, ABA-stacked TLG and
AB-stacked BLG with U0 = 50 meV [for BLG, we set U1 = −U2 = Ub(r)]. They are
marked by blue filled, red open circles, and black open triangles, respectively. The solid
curves show the fittings to the power-law dependence ≈ Rα. The ground-state energies
of the ABA-stacked TLG and AB-stacked BLG dots exhibit a ∼ 1/R dependence. This
can be understood by recalling that the width of the electron state, l0, in a 2D electron gas
system with a parabolic potential V (r) = ω2

0r
2/2 is proportional to 1/

√
ω0. In analogy

with this, we note that the ABA TLG and AB BLG sheets have a quadratic low-energy
dispersion E ∼ k2 ∼ 1/l20 = ω0. In our case, the parabolic potential profile U(r) =
(U/R2)r2 gives ω0 ∝ 1/R and consequently the lowest-energy level Emin ∝ 1/R. In a
similar manner, considering the cubic low-energy dispersion of an ABC TLG sheet, one
has E ∼ k3 ∼ 1/l30 ∼ ω

3/2
0 which results in E ∝ 1/R1.5. Our fitting for the ABC-

stacked TLG shows a ∼ 1/R1.2 dependence for R . 40 nm and ∼ 1/R1.5 for R & 40
nm. The different α value at small radii is due to the Mexican-hat-shaped (i.e., non cubic
dispersion) low-energy spectrum which is relevant for small dot sizes. For ABC-stacked
TLG and AB-stacked BLG QDs, resulting from an infinite-mass boundary condition, the
lowest-energy levels show a ∼ 1/R3 [243] and ∼ 1/R2 [195] dependence, respectively.
This can be linked to the fact that, unlike for parabolic confinement, the wave-function
width for an infinite-mass potential, is analogous to that for hard wall confinement and
given by the size of the dot.

5.3.3 Oscillator strength

Finally, we evaluate the oscillator strengths for both stackings using Eqs. (5.12) and
(5.13). The dipole-allowed transitions (m,m′) ≡ (−1, 0) (blue), (0, 1) (red), and (1, 2)
(green), which correspond to the transitions between the lowest-energy levels, are shown
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as functions of the magnetic field B in Fig. 5.10 for (a) an ABC stacking and (b) an ABA
stacking. The solid curves are for the K valley and the dashed ones for the K ′ valley.
As shown, there is a significant difference between the results of the two stackings. For
the ABC stacking, the results show that the dipole-allowed transitions (1, 2) and (0, 1) at
the K ′ valley are predominant at low magnetic fields but they decay with increasing B
and other transitions become stronger. For the ABA stacking, except for small B fields
(B . 1.2 T) in which the transition (−1, 0) from the K valley is remarkable, for other
magnetic fields the predominant transition is (1, 2) from the K valley. Due to the cross-
ings of the energy levels in Figs. 5.4 and 5.7, sudden changes occur in the transitions at
these points. As can be seen, all transitions decay by increasing the magnetic field. At
large B (B & 15 T), all transitions are suppressed due to the strong localization of the
states at the center of the dot, resulting in vanishing overlap between the wave functions.
This B-field dependence of the oscillator strengths is strikingly different from that of the
corresponding oscillator strengths in extended graphene sheets [213], which do not show
such a reduction with B, and results from an entirely different QD spectrum and reduced
overlap of the eigenfunctions involved.

5.4 Summary and concluding remarks
We studied the energy levels of electrostatically confined quantum dots in TLG and inves-
tigated their dependence on a perpendicular magnetic fieldB, and contrasted the results of
the two most stable layer stackings, the ABC and ABA stackings. Our numerical results
for parabolic confining potentials are expected to approximate well those of the actual
potentials. Similar to gate-defined QDs in BLG [152, 153], the TLG QDs we studied can
be realized experimentally by, e.g., the application of nanostructured gates.

We showed that the energy spectra exhibit the intervalley symmetryEe
K(m) = −Eh

K′(m)
for electron and hole states, where m is the angular momentum quantum number and
K,K ′ the two valleys. For B = 0, the electron and hole spectra are twofold degenerate
due to the symmetry EK(m) = EK′ [−(m + 1)]. A Mexican-hat-shaped gap exists in
the spectrum for finite potential on the bottom layer U0 6= 0 of either stacking but as U0

increases so does the continuous spectrum, albeit slightly. For finite B, bound states are
created in this gap and the B = 0 degeneracies are lifted. The lowest-energy level shows
a ∼ 1/R dependence on the dot radius R, for ABA-stacked TLG. For the ABC-stacked
TLG, the lowest electron state exhibits a∼ 1/R1.2 dependence at small radii and∼ 1/R1.5

at large radii. This is in contrast with the 1/R3 one for ABC-stacked dots created by an
infinite-mass boundary condition.

As functions of the magnetic field, the corresponding oscillator strengths for the
dipole-allowed transitions differ drastically between the two stackings. For either stack-
ing, they also differ drastically from those of unconfined TLG [213], especially at strong
magnetic fields.



CHAPTER 6

Landau levels in biased graphene structures with
monolayer-bilayer interfaces

In this chapter1, the electron energy spectrum in monolayer-bilayer-monolayer and in
bilayer-monolayer-bilayer graphene structures are investigated and the effects of a perpen-
dicular magnetic field and electric bias are studied. Different types of monolayer-bilayer
interfaces are considered as zigzag (ZZ) or armchair (AC) junctions which modify con-
siderably the bulk LLs when the spectra are plotted as a function of the center coordinate
of the cyclotron orbit. Far away from the two interfaces, one obtains the well-known LLs
for extended monolayer or bilayer graphene. The LL structure changes significantly at the
two interfaces or junctions where the valley degeneracy is lifted for both types of junc-
tions, especially when the distance between them is approximately equal to the magnetic
length. Varying the nonuniform bias and the width of this junction-to-junction region
in either structure strongly influence the resulting spectra. Significant differences exist
between ZZ and AC junctions in both structures. The densities of states for unbiased
structures are symmetric in energy whereas those for biased structures are asymmetric.
An external bias creates interface LLs in the gaps between the LLs of the unbiased sys-
tem in which the DOS can be quite small. Such a pattern of LLs can be probed by STM.

1The results of this chapter were published as
M. Mirzakhani, M. Zarenia, P. Vasilopoulos, S. A. Ketabi, and F. M. Peeters Phys. Rev. B 96, 125430
(2017).
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6.1 Introduction
Topographic images reveal that most multilayer graphene samples exfoliated from graphite
often contain atomic steps and islands of one or few layers of graphene [69,71,197]. Junc-
tions between regions of different numbers of graphene layers can result in interesting
properties. For instance, an unconventional Landau quantization was recently observed at
the interface of such hybrid systems [199]. The transmission probability through a single
MLG-BLG junction was calculated in the absence of a magnetic field [244] while in its
presence the energy spectrum and LDOS of a semi-infinite MLG-BLG junction were stud-
ied in Ref. [184]. Transport properties of BLG with locally decoupled graphene sheets
have also been investigated theoretically [245]. Another study (chapter 3) was devoted to
a hybrid QDs structure made of MLG-BLG junctions [246].

Motivated by the studies of Refs. [244, 246] we investigate composite structures in
which a narrow BLG ribbon is sandwiched between MLG regions (Fig. 6.1) or a narrow
MLG ribbon is sandwiched between BLG regions (Fig. 6.8). We consider double MLG-
BLG junctions and investigate the effect of a perpendicular magnetic field and electric
bias that was not included in Ref. [184]. Results for two types of junctions in either
ribbon, with ZZ or AC edges, are contrasted with each other. Unidirectional motion of
interface states is predicted for such junctions.

Solving the Dirac-Weyl equation, we apply the appropriate boundary conditions at
the junctions and obtain analytical results for the energy levels and corresponding wave
functions. Our results show that the energy spectrum depends on the width of the MLG
or BLG ribbons, the type of junctions, the size of the electric bias, and the strength of
the magnetic field. The K and K ′ valleys are studied separately because of the lack of
inversion and time-reversal symmetries brought by the interfaces and the magnetic field,
respectively.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 6.2 we consider a MLG-BLG-MLG struc-
ture with ZZ and AC junctions and present analytical and numerical results. In Sec 6.3 we
do the same for a BLG-MLG-BLG structure and in Sec. 6.4 we present the corresponding
densities of states. Our conclusions follow in Sec. 6.5.

6.2 MLG-BLG-MLG structure
We consider a BLG nanoribbon sandwiched between MLG regions, as shown in Fig. 6.1.
This structure can be regarded as an infinite MLG sheet on which a second MLG ribbon
is sitting on top of the first, thus realizing a BLG ribbon in the AB (Bernal) stacking
configuration. For simplicity, we consider the ribbon to be infinite along the y-direction
so that ky remains a good quantum number due to the translational symmetry along the y
direction.

To the left and right of the BLG ribbon and in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic
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field B = Bêz, the dynamics of the carriers in MLG, in the K valley, is described by the
Hamiltonian [191, 247, 248]

HK =
( U1 vFπ−
vFπ+ U1

)
, (6.1)

where vF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity, π± = πx ± iπy with π = −i~∇ + eA
the momentum operator, A = (0, Bx, 0) is the vector potential in the Landau gauge,
and U1 the potential applied to MLG. The Hamiltonian at the K ′ valley is obtained by
interchanging π+ with π− in Eq. (6.1).

At theK valley, the two-component envelope function ΨK(r) satisfies the Schrödinger
equation

HKΨK(r) = E ΨK(r), (6.2)

with

ΨK(r) =

(
ψKA (x)
ψKB (x)

)
eikyy, (6.3)

and ψKA and ψKB are the envelope functions on the sublattices A and B, respectively. After
some algebra we obtain

vFπ+ = iE0b†,
vFπ− = −iE0b, (6.4)
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where E0 =
√

2~vF/lB and lB =
√

~/eB is the magnetic length. Here, we have intro-
duced the raising and lowering operators

b† = − ∂

∂z
+
z

2
,

b =
∂

∂z
+
z

2
, (6.5)

where the dimensionless coordinate z is defined by

z =
√

2(x− xc)/lB, (6.6)

and xc = −kyl2B is the center of the cyclotron orbit.
The Schrödinger equation for the spinor components of the envelope function (6.3)

becomes the coupled set of equations

−ibψKB (z) = ε1ψ
K
A (z),

ib†ψKA (z) = ε1ψ
K
B (z), (6.7)

where ε1 = ε − u1, ε = E/E0, and u1 = U1/E0. Decoupling the above equations leads
to the Weber differential equation [249]

(ν − b†b)ψKB =
( ∂2
∂z2

+ ν +
1

2
− z2

4

)
ψKB (z) = 0, (6.8)

with
ν = (ε− u1)2. (6.9)

The two independent solutions of Eq. (6.8) are the parabolic cylinder functionsDν(z) and
D−ν−1(iz). The solution Dν(z) converges to zero in the limit z → ∞, while D−ν−1(iz)
diverges in both limits z → ±∞. On the other hand, Dν(−z) with the relation

Dν(−z) = eiνπDν(z) +

√
2π

Γ(−ν)
ei(ν+1)π/2D−ν−1(iz) (6.10)

can also be chosen as an independent solution when ν 6= 0, 1, 2 . . . which vanishes in the
limit z → −∞. Therefore, we take Dν(−z) in the region x < 0 and Dν(z) in the region
x > W as the solution for ψKB (z). The component ψKA (z) can be obtained from Eq. (6.7)
with the help of the relations

b†Dν(z) = sgn(z)Dν+1(z),

bDν(z) = sgn(z)νDν−1(z), (6.11)
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where sgn(z) is the sign function. The wave functions for the left (L) and right (R) MLG
regions become (

ψKA (x)
ψKB (x)

)
L

= CL

(
iε1Dν−1(−z)
Dν(−z)

)
, (6.12)(

ψKA (x)
ψKB (x)

)
R

= CR

(
−iε1Dν−1(z)

Dν(z)

)
, (6.13)

respectively, with CL and CR the normalization constants.
To obtain the LL energies of bulk MLG, the wave functions must vanish at x→ ±∞,

which is satisfied by choosing ν to be a positive integer, i.e., ν(ε) = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Then
from Eq. (6.9) we get [158, 184]

E± = ±E0
√
n+ U1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (6.14)

for the LLs of bulk MLG. The + and − signs indicate the conduction and valence bands,
respectively. It should be mentioned that the LL energies of bulk MLG are independent of
the valleysK andK ′, that is, we have a twofold valley degeneracy. Then the LL spectrum
is fourfold degenerate if we take into account the twofold spin degeneracy (see also Sec.
2.3.1).

The BLG region is described in terms of four sublattices, A1, B1 for the lower layer
andA2, B2 for the upper layer. We only consider the coupling between two atoms stacked
on top of each other, e.g., B1 and A2 and ignore the small contributions of the other
interlayer couplings. In the vicinity of theK valley, the effective Hamiltonian is [132,250]

HK =


U1 υπ− 0 0
υπ+ U1 γ1 0

0 γ1 U2 υπ−
0 0 υπ+ U2

 , (6.15)

where γ1 ≈ 400 meV is the nearest-neighbor interlayer hopping term and U1 and U2 are
the potentials at the two layers. For the K ′ point, the Hamiltonian can be obtained by
interchanging π+ and π− in Eq. (6.15).

Solving Eq. (6.2) for the four-component envelope function ΨK(r) = (ψKA1, ψ
K
B1, ψ

K
A2,

ψKB2)
T eikyy and using the relations

b†D−ν(iz) = iνD−ν−1(iz),

bD−ν(iz) = −iD−ν+1(iz), (6.16)

we obtain
ψKA1
ψKB1

ψKA2
ψKB2

 =
∑
µ=±

C1µ


−(η/ε1)D−νµ(iz)
ηD−νµ−1(iz)
ε2D−νµ−1(iz)

−(νµ + 1)D−νµ−2(iz)

+ C2µ


−iζDνµ−1(z)
ηDνµ(z)
ε2Dνµ(z)
iDνµ+1(z)

 , (6.17)
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where η = γ̃1ε1ε2/(ε
2
1 − νµ), ζ = (νµη/ε1), γ̃1 = γ1/E0, and ε1,2 = ε − u1,2 in which

u1,2 = U1,2/E0, and

νµ =
1

2

(
ε2+ − 1 + µ

[
ε2−(ε2− + 2) + 4γ̃1

2ε1ε2 + 1
]1/2 )

. (6.18)

C1µ and C2µ are normalization constants and ε2± = ε21 ± ε22.
The condition of vanishing wave function at x → ±∞ gives the LL energies of bulk

BLG. This is only satisfied for Dν(z) with integer ν ≥ 0. Therefore, the allowed values
for the indices are ν+(ε) = 0, 1, 2, . . . and ν−(ε) = −1, 0, 1, . . . independent of the val-
leys. Although for ν− = −1, 0 and ν+ = 0 one can include Dν(z) with negative indices,
the corresponding coefficients are zero. In an unbiased system, i.e., for U1 = U2 = 0,
there are two zero-energy states with indices ν+ = 0 and ν− = −1 [132, 184]. Thus, the
LL spectrum of BLG is fourfold degenerate (valley and spin degeneracy) except for the
zero-energy LLs which are eightfold degenerate.

6.2.1 Zigzag junctions

As illustrated in Fig. 6.1(a), for the ZZ junctions of a MLG-BLG-MLG structure, it is not
possible to have the same edge interface at both sides, and therefore, it always includes
a pair of different ZZ boundaries, ZZ1 and ZZ2. At the ZZ1 boundary [x = W in Fig.
6.1(a)], the outermost atoms are from the A2 sublattice which is directly coupled to B1
via γ1, while at the ZZ2 boundary [x = 0 in Fig. 6.1(a)], the outermost atoms areB2. The
wave functions corresponding to the sublattices in the lower layer are continuous at the
boundaries, while the ZZ boundary condition implies that the wave spinors corresponding
to the terminated atoms in the upper layer become zero [244]. Accordingly, at x = 0, the
boundary conditions for ZZ2 are

ψvA1(z1) = ψvA(z1)L,

ψvB1(z1) = ψvB(z1)L,

ψvA2(z1) = 0, (6.19)

where v = K or K ′ and z1 = −
√

2 xc/lB. At x = W we have

ψvA1(z2) = ψvA(z2)R,

ψvB1(z2) = ψvB(z2)R,

ψvB2(z2) = 0, (6.20)

for the ZZ1 boundary with z2 =
√

2(W − xc)/lB. The conditions (6.19) and (6.20) lead
to a system of equations from which we obtain the eigenvalues by setting the determinant
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ZZ2 ZZ1
xc MLG (−∞) BLG MLG (+∞)
K 1 + 2 2+1 1
K ′ 1 2+1 1 + 2

AC AC
xc MLG (−∞) BLG MLG (+∞)
K 1 2 1
K ′ 1 2 1

Table 6.1: Number of zero-energy LLs in each part of the MLG-BLG-MLG system for
ZZ (upper panel) and AC (lower panel) junctions in the limits xc = ±∞, and in the
assumption of a wide width BLG region in which the energy states inside converge to the
BLG LLs. The zero-energy edge states are indicated by +n.

of the coefficients equal to zero. Then using Eqs. (6.12), (6.13), and (6.17) leads for the
K valley to

MK
ZZ (CL, CR, C1+, C1−, C2+, C2−)T = 0, (6.21)

where T denotes the transpose of the row vector and

MK
ZZ =
−ε1Dν−1(−z1) 0 i(η/ε1)D−ν+(iz1) i(η/ε1)D−ν−(iz1)
−Dν(−z1) 0 ηD−ν+−1(iz1) ηD−ν−−1(iz1)

0 0 ε2D−ν+−1(iz1) ε2D−ν−−1(iz1)
0 ε1Dν−1(z2) i(η/ε1)D−ν+(iz2) i(η/ε1)D−ν−(iz2)
0 −Dν(z2) ηD−ν+−1(iz2) ηD−ν−−1(iz2)
0 0 i(ν+ + 1)D−ν+−2(iz2) i(ν− + 1)D−ν−−2(iz2)

−ζDν+−1(z1) −ζDν−−1(z1)
ηDν+(z1) ηDν−(z1)
ε2Dν+(z1) ε2Dν−(z1)
−ζDν+−1(z2) −ζDν−−1(z2)
ηDν+(z2) ηDν−(z2)
Dν++1(z2) Dν−+1(z2)

 . (6.22)

A similar matrix, MK′

ZZ, is obtained for the K ′ valley. The eigenvalues are obtained from
the conditions det |MK

ZZ| = 0 and det |MK′

ZZ| = 0.
The zero-energy states can be obtained separately by solving the Schrödinger equation

HKΨK(r) = 0 for U1 = U2 = 0 in the MLG and BLG regions. The details of the
derivation for the zero energies of a MLG-BLG junction were discussed in Refs. [184,
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244]. These zero-energy levels are due to edge states and to the zeroth LLs in bulk MLG
or BLG LLs. The results are summarized in Table 6.1 which shows the degeneracy of the
zero-energy levels in the MLG and BLG regions for each boundary. We used the notation
+n to indicate the additional degeneracy of these levels due to edge states. For theK (K ′)
valley, due to the ZZ2 edge, the additional zero energy appears on the left MLG side in
the limit x→ −∞ (BLG and the right MLG side when x→ +∞), and on the other hand,
the edge of ZZ1 causes another zero-energy state in BLG and on the left MLG side in the
limit x→ −∞, (in the right MLG side for x→ +∞). Therefore, as shown in Table 6.1,
the MLG regions contain a total of 2 + 2 zero-energy states in the limits of x → ±∞,
two of which are bulk MLG LLs and +2 edge states due to the ZZ1 and ZZ2 edges. For a
wide BLG ribbon, there are 4 + 2 zero-energy states, containing four bulk BLG LLs and
+2 edge states due to the ZZ1 and ZZ2 edges (the spin degrees are neglected).

It is interesting to note the difference between the present interface states in MLG-
BLG heterostructures and the snake states arising at the p-n junction in the presence of a
perpendicular magnetic field [251]. In the latter, the particle transits from an electron into
a hole and vice versa when crossing the p-n junction.

Figures 6.2(a)-6.2(c) show the energy levels of an unbiased structure (U1 = U2 = 0)
for B = 10 T as a function of xc for three different BLG widths, (a) W1 = 71.58 nm, (b)
W2 = 47.72 nm, and (c) W3 = 11.93 nm in the case of ZZ boundaries for electrons in the
K (blue solid curves) and K ′ (red dashed curves) valleys. The energy levels merge into
the LLs of bulk MLG in the limits xc → ±∞ for both valleys. In a wide BLG ribbon,
such as that of Fig. 6.2(a), we haveW1 (71.58nm)� lB (= 8.10nm) and the energy levels
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Figure 6.3: Electron velocity along the
interfaces as a function of xc/lB, for the
two lowest electron states of the spec-
trum shown in (a) Fig. 6.2(a), and (b)
Fig. 6.2(c) at the K (solid curves) and
K ′ (dashed curves) valleys. The blue
and red curves are for the first and sec-
ond energy states, respectively.

inside the BLG ribbon approach the LLs of bulk BLG for low energies. The horizontal
gray lines inside the yellow region [obtained from Eq. (6.18)] show the LLs of bulk BLG.
Near the junctions, breaking of the inversion symmetry due to the interface removes the
degeneracy of the K and K ′ valleys. Because of the different ZZ1 and ZZ2 boundary
conditions at the left and right junctions, the spectrum is asymmetric with respect to the
center of the BLG ribbon. The plateau-like and oscillatory features, that appear in the
spectrum near the interfaces, can be understood as the hybridization of energy levels of
the terminated system, semi-infinite MLG and BLG.

Decreasing the width of the BLG ribbon [see Figs. 6.2(b) and 6.2(c)], prevents the
energy levels inside the ribbon from converging to the BLG LLs due to the overlap of
the wave functions of the edges. When the width of the ribbon is comparable with the
magnetic length lB, e.g., W3 = 11.93 nm ∼ lB = 8.10 nm, the value of the energy
levels inside the ribbon increase in comparison with those of wide ribbons and the levels
show a more oscillatory-like behavior through the ribbon [see Fig. 6.2(c)]. It should
be mentioned that the electron-hole symmetry is preserved for both valleys, because all
matrix elements in MK

ZZ [Eq. (6.22)] and MK′

ZZ are independent of the sign of the energy ε
when U1 = U2 = 0. For the K (K ′) valley, as Fig. 6.2(a) shows, the nth ((n+ 1)th) MLG
LLs connects to the nth BLG LLs at x = 0 with ZZ2 boundary, and at x = W1 with ZZ1
boundary, nth BLG LLs approach the (n + 1)th (nth) LLs of MLG. This indicates that
due to the presence of the ribbon, the nth ((n+1)th) LLs of the left MLG finally connects
to the (n+ 1)th (nth) LLs of the right MLG for the K (K ′) valley.

Figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b) show the y-component of the carrier velocity, in units of
vF , for the first two states of the spectrum in Figs. 6.2(a) and 6.2(c), respectively. The
solid (dashed) curves are for the K (K ′) valley. Electrons localized near the interfaces
propagate along the edges of the BLG ribbon and move in opposite directions at the right
and left interfaces. For the first K- (K ′-) energy state that merges into the zero-energy
level in MLG, the electrons move only near the right (left) edge. As the width of the BLG
ribbon becomes narrower, due to the overlap of the edge states, the electrons have nonzero
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Figure 6.4: Energy spectrum of a biased MLG-BLG-MLG structure (U1 = −U2 = −50
meV) as a function of xc/lB, with ZZ boundaries in the presence of a perpendicular
magnetic field B = 10 T, for BLG ribbon width (yellow region) (a) W2 = 47.72 nm
and (b) W3 = 11.93 nm. Blue solid (red dashed) curves display the energy spectrum at
the K (K ′) valley. Degenerate LLs of MLG are shown by green solid lines and gray solid
(dashed) lines indicate the LLs of biased BLG for the K (K ′) valley.

velocity when located inside the ribbon.
Results for the spectrum of a biased structure, U1 = −U2 = −50 meV, are plotted in

Figs. 6.4 for a BLG ribbon of width (a) W2 = 47.72 nm and (b) W3 = 11.93 nm. As
can be seen, the electron-hole symmetry is broken due to the broken inversion symmetry
induced by the external gate potential. As expected, the energy levels approach the biased
MLG LLs [green solid lines obtained from Eq. (6.14)] in the limits xc → ±∞ for both
valleys. For a wide BLG ribbon, e.g., W2, the energy levels approach the biased BLG
LLs at low energies which are nondegenerate [252] for the valleys K (gray solid lines)
and K ′ (gray dashed lines). The LLs of biased BLG for the K valley can be obtained
from Eq. (6.18). At high energies, as well as in the case of narrow ribbons, e.g., W3, the
energy levels show an oscillatory behavior and coincide no longer with the biased BLG
LLs. Furthermore, the point surrounded by the black rectangular box in Fig. 6.4(a) is an
anticrossing point that disappears upon decreasing the BLG ribbon width as is obvious
from Fig. 6.4(b). The levels indicating the energy points labeled by (1), (2) and (1′), (2′)
in Fig. 6.4(a) are the edge states at the K and K ′ valleys, respectively. These states have
a chiral character localized at the MLG-BLG interfaces.

Figure 6.5 shows the probability densities for each sublattice, |ψi|2 (i = A,B, . . .),
corresponding to the points labeled (1), (2), (1′), and (2′) in the energy spectrum of Fig.
6.4. The solid and dashed curves show the probability density for layers 1 and 2, re-
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Figure 6.5: Probability densities for each sublattice corresponding to the points (1), (2),
(1′), and (2′) shown in the energy spectrum of Fig. 6.4(a). The solid and dashed curves
are for sites in layers 1 and 2, respectively, and the blue (red) color for sublattice A (B).

spectively, and their continuity at the boundaries obviously results from that of the wave
functions. The points (1) and (1′), which belong to the K and K ′ valleys, respectively,
indicate a strong confinement at the ZZ1 boundary while points (2) and (2′) indicate a con-
finement mostly at the ZZ2 boundary. On the other hand, the edge states at the boundaries
ZZ1 and ZZ2 are mostly concentrated at the A2 and B2 sites, respectively.

6.2.2 Armchair junctions
We consider AC boundaries as shown in Fig. 6.1(b). Although two types of AC bound-
aries exist, the boundary conditions are the same at both interfaces [244], namely,

ψvA1(z) = ψvA(z),

ψvB1(z) = ψvB(z),

ψKA2(z)− ψK′A2(z) = 0,

ψKB2(z) + ψK
′

B2(z) = 0. (6.23)

where z is given by Eq. (6.6). The last two equations indicate that intervalley mixing
occurs at the AC boundary. Applying the conditions (6.23) at x = 0 and x = W leads to
the determinant det |MAC| = 0 of a 12× 12 MAC matrix.

As indicated in Table 6.1, there is no edge state in the AC junction and each region
contains only its own bulk zero LLs, i.e., two zero-energy states for the MLG regions and
four for the wide BLG ribbon.

The energy levels as a function of xc are shown in Fig. 6.6 for an unbiased structure
and three different widths of the BLG ribbon: (a) W1 = 71.34 nm, (b) W2 = 48.22 nm,
and (c) W3 = 12.30 nm in a field B = 10 T. Applying the same boundary condition at
x = 0 and x = W renders the spectrum symmetric. In the limits xc → ±∞, the energy
levels approach the doubly degenerate bulk MLG LLs. With their degeneracy lifted near
the junctions, the levels merge into the BLG LLs inside the wide BLG ribbon [see Fig.
6.6(a)]. Decreasing the width of the ribbon removes the degeneracy of the levels inside
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Figure 6.6: Energy spectrum of an unbiased MLG-BLG-MLG structure (U1 = U2 = 0)
versus xc/lB with AC junctions in a magnetic field B = 10 T for three different widths
of the BLG ribbon (yellow region): (a) W1 = 71.34 nm, (b) W2 = 48.22 nm, and (c)
W3 = 12.30 nm. The gray solid lines are the BLG LLs.

it and opens a gap between the zero-energy and the first excited state [Fig. 6.6(c)]. The
electron-hole symmetry is also preserved for the AC boundary.

Figure 6.7 shows the energy levels of a biased MLG-BLG-MLG structure (U1 =
−U2 = −50 meV) with AC junctions. The width of the BLG ribbon is (a) W2 = 48.22
nm and (b) W3 = 12.30 nm and the applied magnetic field is B = 10 T. The external
gate potential breaks the inversion symmetry and results in the electron-hole asymmetry
seen in Figs. 6.7. The spectrum in Fig. 6.7(a) shows two intermediate chiral states, i.e.,
localized at the left and right interfaces (see lower panels), connecting the first hole LL of
MLG to the first electron LL in BLG. For a small width of BLG ribbon [Fig. 6.7(b)], these
interface states overlap and prevent carriers to be confined inside the BLG ribbon. Similar
to the ZZ boundary, the energy levels converge to the biased MLG LLs, Eq. (6.14), in the
limits xc → ±∞. At low energies, as is evident from Fig. 6.7(a), the energy levels merge
into the biased BLG LLs which are nondegenerate for the K (gray solid lines) and K ′

(gray dashed lines) valleys inside the BLG ribbon. The wave functions corresponding to
the K-valley-energy states (1)–(3) in the spectrum of Fig. 6.7(a) are shown in the lower
panels of Fig. 6.7. As expected, the states (1) and (2) show carrier localization on the
left and right interfaces, respectively, and the lowest spinor amplitude belongs to the A2
sublattice which is a dimer site subjected to the potential U2 = 50 meV. On the other
hand, the state (3), belonging to the lowest-biased-BLG LL, is confined inside the BLG
(yellow) ribbon and is mostly concentrated on the B2 sublattice. Notice that the spinors
corresponding to the LLs are symmetric.
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Figure 6.7: (Upper panels) Energy levels of a biased MLG-BLG-MLG structure (U1 =
−U2 = −50 meV), as a function of xc/lB, with AC boundaries in a magnetic fieldB = 10
T. The width of the BLG ribbon is (a)W2 = 48.22 nm and (b)W3 = 12.30 nm. The green
lines show the degenerate MLG LLs and the gray solid (dashed) ones are the K (K ′)-
valley LLs of BLG. The lower panels show the spinors of each sublattice corresponding
to the points (1)–(3) in panel (a).
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Figure 6.8: Schematics of a BLG-MLG-BLG structure with (a) ZZ and (b) AC junctions.
W is the width of the MLG region. The upper pictures show a side view of the systems.

6.3 BLG-MLG-BLG structure
Below, we consider a narrow MLG ribbon sandwiched by AB-stacked BLG regions
which, as shown in Fig. 6.8, is the inverse of the situation investigated in Sec. 6.2. This
structure can be regarded as an infinite BLG sheet in which a ribbon of width W is cut
out from its upper layer thus creating the MLG ribbon. The physical assumptions are
the same as in Sec. 6.2. Similar to that case, the Hamiltonian is solved for the MLG
and BLG parts, and then the appropriate wave functions are chosen for the left and right
semi-infinite BLG regions which decay exponentially for x→ ±∞.

6.3.1 Zigzag junctions
Figure 6.8(a) shows schematically the ZZ junctions for a BLG-MLG-BLG structure. Af-
ter solving the Schrödinger equation [Eq. (6.2)] for the MLG and BLG regions, and ap-
plying the ZZ boundary conditions (6.19) and (6.20) at x = 0 and x = W , respectively,
we obtain the corresponding matrices for the two valleys K and K ′. To avoid repetition,
we only present the numerical results.

The results for the degeneracy of the zero-energy states are summarized in Table 6.2.
Here too, +n indicates the additional degeneracy resulting from edge states.

The energy spectrum of an unbiased structure (U1 = U2 = 0) versus xc is shown in
Fig. 6.9 for three different widths of the MLG ribbon, (a)W1 = 71.58 nm, (b)W2 = 47.72
nm, and (c) W3 = 11.93 nm, at the two valleys K (blue solid curves) and K ′ (red dashed
curves) with B = 10 T. As expected, the energy levels approach the LLs of bulk BLG
for xc → ±∞ and converge to the MLG LLs inside the widest ribbon shown in Fig.
6.9(a). For the widest ribbon, the spectrum shows plateau-like (in ZZ2 boundary) and
oscillatory (in ZZ1 boundary) features similar to the semi-infinite MLG-BLG junction
[184]. Decreasing the width of MLG ribbon causes the wave functions of edges to couple
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ZZ2 ZZ1
xc BLG (−∞) MLG BLG (+∞)
K 2 1+1 2+2
K ′ 2+2 1+1 2

AC AC
xc BLG (−∞) MLG BLG (+∞)
K 2 1 2
K ′ 2 1 2

Table 6.2: Number of zero-energy LLs for each part of a BLG-MLG-BLG structure at the
ZZ (top) and AC (bottom) junctions for x→ ±∞, with the condition that the MLG ribbon
is sufficiently wide for its energy levels to converge to the MLG LLs. The zero-energy
edge states are indicated by +n.

with each other and the spectrum to show only an oscillatory feature through the ribbon
(see below). Further, as seen in Fig. 6.9(c), the spectrum for the K ′ valley shows an
oscillatory behavior with strong anticrossings at low energies and near the MLG ribbon,
while the K-valley spectrum shows just oscillatory behavior. It is also worth noting that
there are more (oscillatory) energy levels inside the MLG ribbon in this BLG-MLG-BLG
structure than in the BLG ribbon of the MLG-BLG-MLG structure, cf. Figs. 6.2(c) and
6.9(c).

In the lower panels of Fig. 6.9, we plot the wave-function components for the energies
labeled (1)–(6) in Figs. 6.9(b) and 6.9(c). For a wide ribbon [Fig. 6.9(b)], the states near
the boundaries are strongly confined close to the interfaces and in the BLG regions [cf.
Figs. 6.9(1) and 6.9(2)]. Inside the ribbon and right at the MLG LLs, the carriers are
mostly confined in the ribbon as point (3) shows. As the width of the ribbon decreases,
the edge states corresponding to the left [of state (4)] and the right [of state (5)] interfaces
overlap and exhibit confinement on both sides of the BLG ribbon. Right at the anticross-
ing, see point (6), the overlap is strong and hence, the spinors have a large amplitude at
both boundaries. Points (1)–(6) show that the spinors of A1 and B2 atoms possess large
amplitudes since the low-energy spectrum of BLG is dominated by those non-dimer sites,
cf. Fig. 6.8.

Figure 6.10 shows the energy spectrum of a biased structure with a MLG ribbon width
(a) W2 = 47.72 nm, and (b) W3 = 11.93 nm for the two valleys K (blue solid curves) and
K ′ (red dashed curves). In the BLG regions, the energy levels, in the limits x → ±∞,
show a gap between the valence and conduction bands and coincide with the nondegen-
erate biased BLG LLs [gray solid (K) and dashed (K ′) lines]. Near the interfaces and
beyond the gap, the energy levels of each valley with different BLG LL indices show
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Figure 6.9: (Upper panels) Energy spectrum of an unbiased BLG-MLG-BLG structure
(U1 = U2 = 0) as a function of xc/lB, with ZZ boundaries in a field B = 10 T, for three
different MLG ribbon widths (brown regions): (a) W1 = 71.58 nm, (b) W2 = 47.72 nm,
and (c) W3 = 11.93 nm. The blue solid (red dashed) curves refer to the K (K ′) valley.
The LLs in MLG are shown by the green solid lines. The lower panels show the states for
the energies marked by (1)–(6) in panels (b) and (c).
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Figure 6.10: Energy spectrum of a biased BLG-MLG-BLG structure (U1 = −U2 = −50
meV) versus xc/lB, with ZZ boundaries in a field B = 10 T. The MLG width (brown
region) is (a) W2 = 47.72 nm and (b) W3 = 11.93 nm. The bulk MLG and BLG LLs are
shown in green and gray solid lines, respectively.

oscillatory feature and finally merge into the (degenerate) biased MLG LLs (green solid
lines) with the same indices at low energies and for a wide MLG ribbon, see Fig. 6.10(a).
Decreasing the width of the MLG ribbon results in the appearance of more energy levels
inside the ribbon as seen in Fig. 6.10(b). Further, in both valleys, the electron states show
a smooth oscillatory and strong anticrossings are visible for the hole states.

6.3.2 Armchair junction
The AC junction is shown schematically in Fig. 6.8(b). Similar to Sec. 6.2.2, we obtain the
corresponding 12× 12 matrix for this AC junction. Below, we present only the numerical
results.

The energy spectra, as a function of xc, are shown in Fig. 6.11 for three different
widths of the MLG ribbon, (a) W1 = 71.58 nm, (b) W2 = 47.72 nm, and (c) W3 = 11.93
nm, in a field B = 10 T with U1 = U2 = 0. As mentioned in Table 6.2, there is no edge
state at the AC boundary. The spectra are symmetric due to the same boundary conditions
applied at x = 0 and x = W . In the limits xc → ±∞, the energy levels are twofold
degenerate and agree with the LLs of BLG. Near the interfaces, the LL degeneracy is
lifted and each of the levels converge to a different LL in the MLG ribbon due to the
breaking of the inversion symmetry. For the wide MLG ribbon [Fig. 6.11(a)] the energy
levels converge to the MLG LLs. For a narrow MLG ribbon, of width comparable to the
magnetic length, e.g. W3 = 12.30 nm ∼ lB = 8.10 nm, the energy levels increase in
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Figure 6.11: Energy spectrum of an unbiased BLG-MLG-BLG structure (U1 = U2 = 0),
as a function of xc/lB, with AC boundaries in a magnetic field B = 10 T. The width
of the MLG ribbon (brown region) is (a) W1 = 71.34 nm, (b) W2 = 48.22 nm, and (c)
W3 = 12.30 nm. The solid green lines are the LLs of bulk MLG.

number and show an oscillatory behavior with anticrossings inside the ribbon [see Fig.
6.11(c)].

Figure 6.12 shows the energy levels of a biased structure (U1 = −U2 = −50 meV)
with a MLG ribbon width of (a) W2 = 48.22 nm and (b) W3 = 12.30 nm, in a field
B = 10 T. The general properties of the unbiased case [see Figs. 6.11(b) and 6.11(c)]
remain unchanged except that now (i) the breaking of the inversion symmetry breaks the
electron-hole symmetry, (ii) an energy gap opens between the electron and hole energy
levels in the MLG ribbon, and (iii) the energy levels coincide with the nondegenerate
biased BLG LLs, [gray solid (K) and dashed (K ′) lines] at xc → ±∞.

6.4 Density of states

We now consider the DOS for the studied structures which can be probed by quantum
capacitance measurements or also using a STM. It is given by

D(E) =
D0

2π

∑
n

∫
dk′yδ(ε− εn,ky), (6.24)

where D0 = 1/
√

2~vF and k′y = xc/lB. To numerically evaluate D(E), we replace the δ
function by a Gaussian of width Γ1 = 0.025 meV and Γ2 = 0.005 meV, respectively, for
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a MLG-BLG-MLG and a BLG-MLG-BLG structure. Both widths are smaller than the
corresponding energy level separation.

Figure 6.13 shows the DOS as a function of the energy. Panels (a), (b) are for a MLG-
BLG-MLG structure and panels (c), (d) for a BLG-MLG-BLG one. The upper and lower
panels are for ZZ (with the ribbon width of W2 = 47.72 nm ) and AC (with W2 = 48.22
nm) junctions, respectively. The blue curves are for an unbiased structure and the red
ones for a biased one with U1 = −U2 = −50 meV. Due to the electron-hole symmetry
the DOS for unbiased structures is symmetric in energy whereas that for biased structures
is asymmetric. The sharp peaks correspond to the LLs of the extended MLG and BLG
sheets. The MLG LL peaks in panels (a) and (b) are more pronounced than the BLG LL
ones shown in panels (c) and (d). Due to the finite range taken for k′y and the broadening of
the δ function, the normally infinitely-high peaks at the LLs appear finite. In the unbiased
BLG-MLG-BLG structure we observe peaks with energy E ≈ ±115 meV, which include
the LLs both of the BLG sheet and the MLG ribbon, see also Figs. 6.9(b) and 6.11(b).
Small peaks, seen in all panels, correspond, in each system, to low-energy LLs of either
the ribbon or interface LLs (plateau-like regions) appearing in the spectra.

When a bias is present, the sharp peaks are shifted in a MLG-BLG-MLG structure,
contrast panels (a) and (b). In a BLG-MLG-BLG structure though, only the peaks cor-
responding to the lowest LLs are shifted and the others are almost unaffected; contrast
panels (c) and (d).

To probe the interface states by STM, the states must lie in a low-DOS region. In
unbiased MLG-BLG-MLG and BLG-MLG-BLG structures with a magnetic fieldB = 10
T, considered in this work, this condition is satisfied. The DOS is high at the LLs and low
in the gaps between LLs. For instance, in clean samples, LL broadening due to disorder
and interaction effects is less than ∼ 2 meV [253, 254]. For biased MLG-BLG-MLG
structure, it is experimentally possible to probe the pattern of the states between the lowest
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Figure 6.13: Density of
states in MLG-BLG-MLG
and BLG-MLG-BLG struc-
tures for ZZ (upper panels
with W2 = 47.72 nm)
and AC (lower panels with
W2 = 48.22 nm) junctions.
The blue curves pertain to
an unbiased structure and the
red ones to a biased one with
U1 = −U2 = −50 meV.
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MLG LLs. The appearance of nondegenerate K and K ′ BLG LLs (which are close to
each other at low potentials) in combination with any LL broadening in real biased BLG-
MLG-BLG structures makes the probing of the interface states difficult. Increasing the
magnetic field results in large LL gaps and enables one to overcome this difficulty.

6.5 Conclusions

In summary, we extended the previous study on the interface Landau levels in a semi-
infinite monolayer-bilayer graphene system [184] and investigated the influence of a
finite-size BLG (MLG) ribbon surrounded by MLG (BLG) regions in the absence and
presence of a perpendicular electric field. We considered both zigzag and armchair bound-
aries at the MLG-BLG junctions. We showed that two line interfaces at MLG-BLG junc-
tions create two additional zero-energy edge states at the interfaces for zigzag boundaries
(compared to one zero-energy edge state with one line interface in Ref. [184]). An os-
cillatory behavior of the energy spectrum also appears near the interfaces with zigzag
boundaries and is most pronounced for widths W3 of the order of the magnetic length that
cannot be obtained with one line interface. Our results also show that interface states are
localized at either side of the ribbon and overlap as the ribbon becomes narrower, which
prevents forming BLG (MLG) LLs inside the BLG (MLG) ribbon. These interface states
exhibit a unidirectional motion along the interface which can have a group velocity larger
than vF .

In the presence of a bias potential, that induces a perpendicular electric field in the
BLG region, intermediate chiral states are localized at the MLG-BLG interfaces. Further,
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in the biased BLG, the valley degeneracy of the LLs is lifted. By controlling the width of
the BLG (or MLG) ribbon or the type of boundaries, these intermediate states and their
subsequent magnetic response can be configured. In the case of zigzag interfaces, the
chiral states corresponding to the K and K ′ valleys are confined at opposite sides of the
ribbon suggesting potential applications. Such chiral states are related to similar states
that have been observed in different BLG systems, e.g., twisted BLG and BLG subjected
to an asymmetric gate potential.

Without any external potential, the DOS is symmetric with respect to electrons and
holes and exhibits a large peak at zero energy brought by the zigzag interfaces. The
electron-hole symmetry is broken in biased systems and LL shifts occur for both struc-
tures. An external bias creates interface LLs in the LL gaps of the unbiased system in
which the DOS can be quite small. Accordingly, it should be possible to experimentally
probe this pattern of LLs by STM [255].

Although for realistic samples, the structure would be more complex than that mod-
eled here, we believe that the main features of our near analytical results can be captured
in relevant experimental systems, e.g. the form of the LLs and the appearance of localized
interface states. We emphasize that to study a realistic complex system of interfaces in
few-layer graphene samples, one could adopt a tight-binding approach but then, the cal-
culations would be limited to very small sizes in contrast with our near analytical results
obtained by the continuum approach.





CHAPTER 7

Summary and concluding remarks

7.1 Conclusions of this thesis

In the course of this work, the electronic properties of nanostructured fewlayer graphene
was investigated. Theoretically, based on continuum and TB models, we focused on
confined states of our proposed systems.

In chapter 3, using the continuum model, i.e., solving the Dirac-Weyl equation, we
obtained analytical results for the energy levels and corresponding wave functions for
two new types of QDs in hybrid MLG-BLG systems: MLG-infinite BLG QDs and BLG-
infinite MLG QDs. We implemented the zigzag boundary condition at the MLG-BLG
junction in order to observe features brought by the zigzag edges in the spectrum. No
bound states are observed in both types of QDs when B = 0 and when no bias poten-
tial is applied to the graphene layers. In biased MLG-infinite BLG QDs with B = 0,
bound states and the opening of an energy gap between the electron and hole energy lev-
els are found, and this gap closes when increasing the dot radius. In the presence of a
perpendicular magnetic field without bias, degeneracy of energy levels is lifted. Increas-
ing the magnetic field, the spectrum exhibits anticrossings and the levels merge into the
LLs of MLG which indicates that the carriers become strongly localized at the center of
the MLG QD. In the presence of an external electric field, our results showed that the
degeneracy of the lowest-energy states are lifted at low magnetic fields and the opening
of an energy gap is found. Furthermore, both the K and K ′ spectrum show electron-hole
asymmetry because of the breaking of the inversion symmetry by the external potential.
For BLG-infinite MLG QDs, we found that there are no bound states with or without
external electric field when B = 0. Energy spectrum of unbiased BLG-infinite MLG
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QDs for B 6= 0 showed that the degeneracy of the states is lifted, and for high magnetic
fields, the energy levels merge into the LLs of unbiased BLG. The biased case showed an
opening of energy gap.

In chapter 4, we presented analytical and numerical calculations, based on contin-
uum and TB models, for the confined states in ABC-stacked TLG QD created by a mass
term potential in the presence and in the absence of an external magnetic field. The
mass-potential media is included in both models in order to break locally the sublattice
symmetry of the system and, consequently, to open a gap in the carrier energy spectrum.
By comparing the analytical results obtained in the continuum approximation with the
TB ones for circular TLG QD, we found good agreement between both methods at low
energy and they show qualitative similar behaviors for the confined states. By analyzing
the energy states and the corresponding wave functions, we investigated the electronic
features of the TLG QDs spectra, showing the main similarities and differences with re-
spect to QDs defined in MLG and BLG. Comparing TBM and continuum results in both
B = 0 andB 6= 0, we found good agreement between both approaches for the low energy
levels. This agreement is an additional confirmation of our derivation of the infinite-mass
boundary condition in TLG.

In chapter 5, we studied the energy levels of electrostatically confined quantum dots
in TLG and investigated their dependence on a perpendicular magnetic field B, and con-
trasted the results of the two most stable layer stackings, the ABC and ABA stackings.
Our numerical results for parabolic confining potentials are expected to approximate well
those of the actual potentials. We showed that the energy spectra exhibit the interval-
ley symmetry Ee

K(m) = −Eh
K′(m) for electron and hole states, where m is the angular

momentum quantum number and K,K ′ the two valleys. For B = 0 the electron and
hole spectra are twofold degenerate due to the symmetry EK(m) = EK′ [−(m + 1)]. A
Mexican-hat shaped gap exists in the spectrum for finite potential on the bottom layer
U0 6= 0 of either stacking but as U0 increases so does the continuous spectrum albeit
slightly. For finite B, bound states are created in this gap and the B = 0 degeneracies are
lifted. The lowest energy levels show a∼ 1/R dependence on the dot radius R, for ABA-
stacked TLG. For the ABC-stacked TLG, the lowest electron state exhibits a ∼ 1/R1.2

dependence at small radii and ∼ 1/R1.5 at large radii. This is in contrast with the 1/R3

one for ABC-stacked dots created by an infinite-mass boundary condition which is stud-
ied in chapter 4. As a function of the magnetic field, the corresponding oscillator strengths
for the dipole-allowed transitions differ drastically between the two stackings. For either
stacking they also differ drastically from those of unconfined TLG [213] especially at
strong magnetic fields.

In chapter 6, we investigated the influence of a finite size BLG (MLG) ribbon sur-
rounded by MLG (BLG) in the absence and the presence of a perpendicular electric field.
We considered both zigzag and armchair boundaries at the MLG-BLG junctions. Our
results show that interface states are localized at either side of the ribbon, overlap as the
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ribbon becomes narrower that prevents forming BLG (MLG) LLs inside the BLG (MLG)
ribbon. These interface states exhibit an unidirection motion along the interface which
can have a group velocity larger than vF . In the presence of a bias potential, that induces
a perpendicular electric field in BLG region, intermediate chiral states are localized at the
MLG-BLG interfaces. By controlling the width of the BLG (or MLG) ribbon or the type
of boundaries, these intermediate states and their subsequent magnetic response can be
configured. In the case of zigzag interfaces, the chiral states corresponding to the K and
K ′ valleys are confined at opposite sides of the ribbon suggesting potential applications.
Such chiral states are related to similar states that have been observed in different BLG
systems, e.g., twisted BLG and BLG subjected to an asymmetric gate potential. With-
out any external potential, the DOS is symmetric with respect to electrons and holes and
exhibits a large peak at zero energy brought by the zigzag interfaces. The electron-hole
symmetry is broken in biased systems.

7.2 Future prospects
In chapter 3, we obtained analytical results for the energy levels for two types of QDs in
hybrid MLG-BLG systems. There, in order to obtain analytical results, we just employed
the zigzag boundary condition at the MLG-BLG junction in our continuum approach. Ob-
viously, such circular QDs include both armchair and zigzag edges. Obtaining the results
in presence of both boundaries (and also with different QD shapes) can be considered as a
future study. This may be accomplished using numerical methods such as TBM or DFT.

In addition to the ABC-stacked TLG QD studied with infinite mass boundary con-
dition in chapter 4, the ABA-stacked QD is also favorable in TLG. The lowest-energy
bands of ABA-stacked TLG consist of two linear MLG-like bands and four massive BLG-
like bands [211], which implies slightly different electronic properties than ABC-stacked
TLG. This motivates a future study of energy levels for QDs in an ABA-stacked TLG.
Further, the present calculations are for single-particle states. For many particle QDs, one
has to include the Coulomb interaction which may importantly affect the energy spectrum
as was shown recently for a BLG QD (two electrons) in Ref. [193].

In chapter 6, we studied the bound states of a finite size BLG (MLG) ribbon sur-
rounded by MLG (BLG) sheet. Investigation of transmission probability through such
structures would also be an interesting work.
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Abstract in Dutch

In deze thesis is onderzoek gedaan naar de elektronische eigenschappen van nanogestruc-
tureerd few-layer grafeen. Theoretisch, gebaseerd op continuüm (oplossen van de Dirac-
Weyl vergelijking) en tight-binding modellen, vestigen we onze aandacht op opgesloten
toestanden van onze voorgestelde systemen. Onze voorgestelde systemen omvatten twee
types monolaag-bilaag interfaces en twee types quantum dots (QD) in trilaag grafeen
(TLG).

In monolaag-bilaag grafeen interfaces onderzoeken we monolaag-bilaag eilanden in
een hybride quantum-dot-achtige structuur gemaakt van monolaag-bilaag grafeen junc-
ties. In deze studie stellen we twee types hybride QDs voor: monolaag - oneindige bilaag
grafeen, een circulaire monolaag grafeen quantum dot omgeven door een oneindige laag
bilaag grafeen en bilaag - oneindige monolaag grafeen, een circulaire bilaag grafeen quan-
tum dot omgeven door een oneindige laag monolaag grafeen. Gebruik makend van het
continuüm model, door het oplossen van de Dirac-Weyl vergelijking, en het toepassen
van zigzag randvoorwaarden op de monolaag-bilaag interface verkrijgen we analytische
resultaten voor de energieniveaus en corresponderende golfspinoren.

Het elektron energie spectrum in monolaag-bilaag-monolaag en in bilaag-monolaag-
bilaag grafeen structuren is onderzocht en ook het effect van een loodrecht magnetisch
veld en elektrische bias worden onderzocht. Verschillende types monolaag-bilaag inter-
faces worden overwogen als zigzag of armchair juncties. Variëren van de non-uniforme
bias en de breedte van de junctie tot junctie regio beïnvloedt het spectrum zeer sterk voor
alle structuren.

We bestuderen trilaag grafeen quantum dots in ABC gestapelde configuratie met een
algemene infinite mass randvoorwaarde zowel in de afwezigheid als aanwezigheid van
een loodrecht magnetisch veld. Analytische en numerieke berekeningen, gebaseerd op
het continuüm en tight-binding model, voor de opgesloten toestanden in ABC gestapeld
trilaag grafeen zijn gegeven in deze studie.

We bereiden de resultaten van vorige studies significant uit en bestuderen elektro-
statisch ingesloten quantum dots in TLG gevormd door een afgeknotte parabolische po-
tential, dit is een veel realistischer model dan de infinite mass randvoorwaarde. Hier
bestuderen we de energieniveaus van dergelijke quantum dots en onderzoeken hun afhanke-
lijkheid van een loodrecht magneetveld en verschillende types stapelingen van de grafeen
lagen, in het bijzonder ABC en ABA stapelingen.

Kernwoorden: Grafeen, Quantum dot, Dirac-Weyl vergelijking, Infinite mass randvoor-
waarde, Zigzag en Armchair randvoorwaarde, Landau niveaus.
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